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Preface

This volume is the result of a conference sponsored by the Medical 
Alumni Association of the University of California, Davis and held in 
Sacramento, California, in January, 2000, The purpose of this conference 
was to examine the impact of various health care structures on the ability of
health care professionals to practice in an ethically acceptable manner. 

One of the ground assumptions made is that ethical practice in medicine 
and its related fields is difficult in a setting that pays only lip service to 
ethical principles. The limits of ethical possibility are created by the system 
within which health care professionals must practice. When, for example,
ethical practice necessitates—as it generally does—that health care 
professionals spend sufficient time to come to know and understand their 
patients’ goals and values but the system mandates that only a short time be 
spent with each patient, ethical practice is made virtually impossible. One of 
our chief frustrations in teaching health care ethics at medical colleges is that 
we essentially teach students to do something they are most likely to find 
impossible to do: that is, get to know and appreciate their patients’ goals and 
values. There are other ways in which systems alter ethical possibilities. In a 
system in which patients have a different physician outside the hospital than 
they will inside, ethical problems have a different shape than if the treating 
physician is the same person. This is not to say that one system is better and 
the other worse; it is to say that each has its own problems and therefore 
approaches will differ. 

Another of the ground assumptions is that the creation of a just system or 
institution is difficult unless the culture and society attempting to establish 
such a system meet criteria for being a just society. This is one of the true 
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problems faced in the United States today. We have nearly 45 million 
uninsured whose access to health care (unless they are critically ill) is 
through capricious charity. But health care is not the only or even, we shall 
argue, the most important lack in our society. The gap in income between the 
opulently wealthy and the grindingly poor is wider than it is anywhere else 
in the industrialized world, and it is growing. The minimum wage paid today 
is insufficient to keep people above the poverty level despite the fact that the 
poverty level itself is already set at an unrealistically low point! A large 
number of persons are hungry and many are homeless. This basic injustice in 
a thriving economy is not something that we can or should watch with 
equanimity. Thus health care ethics as usually understood (that is, the branch 
of health care ethics which pertains to problems at the bedside) in the United 
States turns out to be “rich man’s’’ ethics—that is, it deals predominantly 
with the concerns those who have access find compelling. Those without 
access are not concerned with problems of limiting care at the end of life or 
with informed consent—problems that concern those of us who are being 
treated. Those without access are concerned with receiving treatment in the 
first place. Furthermore, getting treatment when ill is really a secondary 
concern to those who lack the everyday necessities to sustain acceptable 
life—as Brecht so well put it, “Erst kommt das Fressen, dann kommt die 
Moral” (“first comes eating and only then comes morals”). 

We hope that the papers we have selected from this conference (both 
those papers given by invited speakers and those submitted papers chosen 
from the parallel sessions) will remind us of the diversity of approaches 
available to us and help to illustrate the problems these approaches may 
entail.

Erich H. Loewy 
Professor and Alumni Association Endowed Chair of Bioethics 

University of California, Davis 

Roberta Springer Loewy 
Assistant Clinical Professor, Bioethics 

University of California, Davis 
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Chapter 1

Health Care Systems and Ethics

Erich H. Loewy
Professor and Endowed Alumni Association Chair of Bioethics
Associate Professor, Philosophy 
University of California, Davis 
Sacramento, California 95817
e-mail: ehloewy@ucdavis.edu

Key words: health care systems, single-tiered, multi-tiered, single-payer and multi-
systems; “poor law” and “welfare” approaches; “rich-man’s” ethics, social

payer

justice, democracy, socialism, communism, communitarianism, capitalism, 
marketplace, managed care, John Dewey 

This paper gives a brief and basic introduction to some of the concepts and 
vocabulary used in the debates about health-care systems. It differentiates be-
tween socialism and communism and points out that the two are hardly identi-
cal and that democracy and capitalism are not necessarily related. The differ-
ence between single- and multiple-tiered health care systems and arguments 
for and against each are briefly discussed. The attempt to deal with our ethical 
problems in health-care and to create a just health-care system may by itself 
positively affect what is now perceived to be a basically unjust society. 

Abstract:

1. INTRODUCTION

Physicians are confronted with an ever-increasing number of ethical 
problems. Some of these problems are old problems that have been compli-
cated by the ever-increasing technical ability of medicine; others are new 
problems brought about by entirely novel and unanticipated technologies; 

Changing Health Care Systems from Ethical, Economic, and Cross Cultural Perspectives, 
edited by Loewy and Loewy. Kluwer Academic/Plenum Publishers, New York, 200 1.
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2 Erich H. Loewy 

still others are ethical problems which have been brought about by economic 
factors and a changing health care system. 

The problems of ethics at the bedside practice of medicine in the United 
States today are what I have previously referred to as “rich man’s” ethics. 
That is, they are the problems which concern those of us with ready access to 
medical care.1 Questions of terminating treatment, of futility or of in vitro 
fertilization are problems of little concern to those forty-two to forty-five
million of us who cannot have access to preventive or early curative treat-
ment. Our attention in health care ethics has been predominantly on those 
bedside problems that affect the insured. Although ethicists have occasion-
ally paid lip service to equitable access for all, they have refused to take an 
organized, let alone an effective, stand. Neither has organized medicine in-
vested a great deal of energy in pursuing an agenda they profess to embrace. 
It is, I would claim, most difficult if not indeed impossible to practice ethi-
cally within an unethical system just as it is difficult to create a just system 
within a basically unjust society. 

Even when there is equitable access, the nature of the system shapes the 
ethical problems that physicians confront and limits the responses they can 
have. Thus a system with free choice of physicians or a system in which pa-
tients are seen by different physicians inside or outside the hospital will af-
fect the relationship that physicians, patients and other health care profes-
sionals have with one another. Moreover, such a system will, therefore and 
inevitably, shape how and what we come to recognize as ethical problems. I 
am not arguing for one or another system—I am merely stating that to un-
derstand and truly appreciate the problems and the options one must under-
stand the system. When systems stand in the way of ethical practice, physi-
cians, I shall argue, have two obligations: 

1. To do the best they can within the system (which, at times, may even 
include “gaming the system” as perhaps the lesser of several evils) 

2. To play an active part in changing the system itself 

For the sake of  this discussion, I shall assume but not argue that a decent
community that can afford it, is obligated to supply at least basic health care
for all within its borders.2 Such an assumption is grounded in an under-
standing of what defines a well functioning and decent community—one
which tries all it can not to disparage its members.3 A libertarian model may
provide structure for a loose association of people united by obligations of
non-interference with one another and an adherence to freely entered con-
tract but such a model will fail to yield the solidarity communities require if
they are to flourish and evolve. When individuals recognize that their indi-
vidual goals can be pursued with a good chance of success for all only 
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within the embrace of a community, and when society is aware that its suc-
cess depends upon fostering individual skills and talents, communities will
have a solidarity based on their mutual and intertwined common goals and
ends. A community that unnecessarily leaves persons uneducated, bereft of 
the basic necessities of life or without equitable access to health care plays a 
role in disparaging some members at the expense of others. Communities in
which individuals feel a strong bond with one another are communities that 
will prosper, evolve and endure—such communities will accept the obliga-
tion to meet basic needs as a condition of successfully association.4

The most erudite discussions of the finer details of justice or the profes- 
sions of despair by the medical community at the number of uninsured are 
pointless without political action. This is not a new observation: Aristotle 
long ago saw politics and ethics as firmly entwined. Questions of ethics are 
questions directed at courses of action—action which when it comes to sys-
tems can only be modified within a political context. It is my thesis that 
those persons associated or concerned with the ethical practice of medicine 
have an obligation to take an active role in creating a system in which ethical 
practice can take place. Such an obligation transcends that of the ordinary 
citizen. It is one which (and with particular force) ethicists who are suppos-
edly the most concerned about ethical practice should eagerly embrace. Do-
ing one’s job as well as one can—or teaching the finer points of ethical the-
ory—is pointless if the constraints of the system force one to practice in a 
way which one readily recognizes as being ethically problematic. 

The health care system in the United States is the most expensive, the 
most inequitable and the most bureaucratized in the world. As good as the 
care of critically ill patients still is in the United States, even that is no longer 
the best there is. We in the United States today have become very skilled at 
remedying crises we could have easily prevented. Often we remedy an acute 
crisis only to send patients out into the very same situations that produced 
the crisis in the first place. Not only is this ethically problematic but it is, in 
the long run, economically unwise. 

Most people recognize that the various solutions proposed for remedying 
the problems of our health care system have not only not turned out to be 
solutions but have, in fact, made the problem worse. Managed care (espe- 
cially for-profit managed care) which was to be the American answer to 
what is improperly called “socialized medicine” has resulted in even more 
people being uninsured and without proper access. Managed care, as I shall 
show, has made the ethical practice of medicine most difficult, has distorted 
the patient-physician relationship and has added a new layer of ethical prob-
lems without solving the old. Most of us would agree that an equitable health 
care system in the United States is sorely needed. 
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2. BASIC LANGUAGE AND CONCEPTS 

A system is something that has some sort of internal coherence and con-
trolling elements. The cardiovascular system and the educational system are 
examples. In the health care system as it exists in the United States today the 
only internal coherence and the only controlling element is a theory of the 
free market—and not even that is entirely carried into practice. 

Before we can speak of building a health care system, certain basic con-
cepts, terms and language must be agreed upon. Many terms are loosely used 
and need to be defined. What follows is an attempt to define some of these 
terms.

2.1 Economic and Political Distinctions 

The term “socialized,” since it is bandied about rather freely, must be un-
derstood. Socialism, first of all, is a term often equated with communism. 
This is untrue and inaccurate. Communism denies the right to private prop-
erty; socialism recognizes the right to private property but insists that the 
fruits of labor ought, by right, go to those who work. Thus, worker owner-
ship of United Airlines or the Saturn Car Company is, in a sense, a form of 
socialism. Furthermore, socialism importantly holds that certain goods and 
institutions essential to the community should be owned and controlled by it 
(and this is where the term “socialized medicine” comes in). Persons here in 
the United States are persistently taught that democracy necessarily entails 
capitalism and that capitalism furthers democracy. Nothing could be further 
from the truth. First of all capitalism is an economic system and socialism a 
political system—and while economic and political systems should prefera-
bly fit together, they are not synonymous. Both capitalism and socialism can 
exist in a monarchy, a dictatorship or a political democracy. The philosophi-
cal basis of capitalism is the freestanding, largely asocial individual, whereas 
the philosophical basis of socialism as well as of democracy is community. 
Social democracy is a democracy that emphasizes democratic process and 
accepts social responsibility; democratic socialism is a system in which the 
means of production are predominantly in the hands of those who have a part 
in creating the product and in which decisions are made in a democratic 
fashion. In democratic socialism, private capital exists but is strictly regu-
lated and the community controls many things basic to communal life 
(things like health care, education and public utilities). 

Most national health care systems are not “socialized”—that is, they are 
not operated by the state. A socialized system is one in which the state from 
general taxation creates, maintains and operates a health care system. Many 
if not most systems in the industrialized world that provide at least basic 
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health care to all citizens do not meet such a definition. They are operated by 
and through various usually government supervised insurance schemes; but 
they are not, in the true meaning of the word, socialized. 

If we are to allow the market to control the distribution of a commodity, 
we must first ask if the philosophy of the market is appropriate to the par-
ticular commodity. The basic philosophy of the market presupposes that 
consumers have sufficient: 

1. Resources to participate in the market 
2. Understanding of what constitutes a “good” product for them to 

choose
3. Leisure to “shop around” and compare quality and price 
4. Protections against fatal injury, should they make a “wrong” choice 

In health care none of this applies.5 In general, when it comes to health care, 
consumers do not have funds sufficient to engage in a free market. They do 
not and cannot understand what a good product would be. They have little 
time when ill to “shop around and compare;” and, should they make a wrong 
choice, they might well be fatally affected. Beyond this, the philosophy of 
the market requires that consumers and purchasers are one and the same en-
tity: they can weigh their personal idea of price and quality and, within the 
limits of their financial possibility, come up with a decision reflecting their 
evaluation. In the United States today the consumer (the patient) and the 
purchaser (almost invariably the patient’s employer) are interested in quite 
different things—the patient in quality and accessibility, the purchaser in 
cost.

2.2 Single and Multiple, Tiered and Payer Distinctions 

If one is thinking of creating a health care system one first of all must de-
cide whether such a system should be single- or multiple-tiered and who 
should pay. Although the two terms are often used as though they were syn-
onymous, a single payer system is not synonymous with a single-tiered sys-
tem. In a single payer system there is one agency (be it government or pri-
vate) which pays out “benefits.” This payer could conceivably be a large 
insurance company selling different policies to different persons: i.e., one 
payer who pays differently for different persons. 

In a single-tiered system all get the same of a given commodity and no 
one can buy more; in a multiple-tiered system a basic minimum is provided 
and more can be bought by those willing or able to buy more. All getting the 
same could mean that all insured by a given company (let us say all mem-
bers of Kaiser-Permanente) get the same services or it could mean that all 
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members of a community under the umbrella of a communal plan receive the 
same services. In the way I shall use the term I am referring to all members 
of the community. In most communities and as a general rule, fire and police 
protection are single-tiered, while education is multiple-tiered. In terms of 
health care, all “getting the same” refers to those things which affect out-
come: physicians, nurses, waiting time, procedures, drugs, etc. A single-
tiered system, the way the term is used here, might well be one in which the 
affluent could purchase a private room, nice curtains on the windows and a 
bottle of wine with dinner. But they (the affluent) could not buy different 
physicians, a shorter waiting time or a hospital bed that is better staffed than 
another. Multiple-tiered systems provide a basic minimum to all and leave 
additional services up to the individual’s ability and desire to buy them. 
Canada and the Scandinavian systems are essentially single-tiered systems 
whereas the British system is multiple-tiered. A single-tiered as well as a 
multiple-tiered system can be socialized or not. It is conceivable that the 
state could manage and finance a system in which one class of employee 
would receive different benefits from another and it is equally conceivable 
that a system operated through insurance companies might be essentially 
single-tiered.

3. A BRIEF COMPARISON OF SYSTEMS AND 
THEIR ETHICAL IMPLICATIONS 

Various countries have adopted a variety of health care systems. In all of 
these countries there is one common denominator—they all provide at least 
basic health care coverage to virtually all residing within their borders. The 
United States, as has been said, is unique in not doing this. 

The Scandinavian countries differ among themselves but have two im-
portant features in common: they are exclusively publicly funded and they 
use primary care physicians as gatekeepers. Germany, Austria and to some 
extent Switzerland are funded via mandatory employer/employee contribu-
tions, have a strictly regulated (but becoming increasingly less strictly regu-
lated) insurance system and provide insurance for those who would be oth-
erwise uninsured. The United Kingdom has a multiple-tiered, nationalized 
system with the national health care sector publicly funded. Canada’s system 
is single-tiered and nationalized with public funds distributed among the 
provinces. France has a mixed system.6

Different systems spawn different ethical problems. A system in which 
physicians care for their patients both inside and outside the hospital (as is 
generally the rule in the United States) has somewhat different or at least 
differently shaped ethical problems than does a system in which ambulatory 
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and in-hospital care are strictly separated. A capitated system offers different 
incentives than does one that is fee-for-service. Physicians who must deal 
with private insurance companies face different ethical problems than do 
physicians who are paid directly by the government. 

In most systems a common denominator remains: physicians are primar-
ily obligated to the good of their individual patients. That physicians are 
primarily obligated to the individual patient is a medical tradition as old as 
medicine itself. Furthermore, it is a tradition of medicine, which is and has, 
in a variety of cultures, been a constant societal expectation. Of course, ex-
pectations by themselves do not create obligations. But when expectations 
are consistently met over a long period of time, they become a justified ex-
pectation and eventually an obligation is created. In the United States and 
under our current system of Managed Care, this ancient tradition has frayed; 
the expectation that physicians are, above all, committed to their particular 
patients’ good come what may, is often not met. Trust is attenuated and sus-
picion of the medical profession, unfortunately often not unjustified, esca-
lates. Physicians today are often forced to choose between their patients’ 
good, loyalty to their organization and personal self-interest. Increasingly 
physicians regard themselves more as good employees of their organization 
than they do as advocates for and of their patients. 

The language we use conditions the way we think and often determines 
the way we feel and act. In the last few decades there has been a gradual 
shift in language, which both reflects and has driven these other changes in 
physician-patient relationships. Physicians have become providers; patients 
have become first clients, then consumers and now, even worse, customers. 
Often they are, in insurance jargon, simply spoken of as “lives.” This shift in 
language (one still fairly unique to the United States) is, in my view, by no 
means accidental or trivial—it is a shift at the very least encouraged by those 
who stand to gain by the disruption of an ancient relationship. It is one that 
health care professionals buy into at their peril. 

4. APPROACHES TO PROBLEMS 

Whether we build a single- or a multiple-tiered system is in part depend-
ent upon how we see ourselves related as individuals to one another and to 
our community. If we envision ourselves as united merely or mainly by obli-
gations of mutual non-harm but by few if any obligations of mutual help, we 
will build a far different social system than if we see ourselves united not 
only by the obligation not to harm but equally by the obligation to help one 
another. There are two possible approaches: one is termed the “poor law” 
philosophy. A poor law approach is one in which a certain segment of the 
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population is entitled to certain benefits if and only if they meet definite cri-
teria—food stamps below a certain level of income might be one example. 
The other approach is what has been termed the “welfare” approach. In such 
an approach persons are entitled to certain basic goods and services not be-
cause they meet certain criteria, but by virtue of being members of the com-
munity—police and fire protection would be an example.7 Most societies 
adopt a mixture of both philosophies–which predominates is a function of 
how we see ourselves related to one another and to our community. Societies 
that are more committed to accepting obligations of mutual assistance rather 
than merely obligations of mutual non-harm are more apt to construct single-
rather than multiple-tiered systems. 

There are sound arguments for both kinds of systems. Those committed 
to a multiple-tiered system providing at least a basic minimum to all, argue 
that persons ought to be free to support whatever values are most important 
to them. Persons who prefer to have a luxury car or an elaborate vacation trip 
should be free to make such a choice at the expense of more sophisticated 
health care. Further, people committed to a multiple-tiered system will argue 
that it seems unfair that persons who have worked hard and saved money 
should subsidize those who have either been lazy or profligate. A multiple-
tiered system would give basic health care to all but reserve more sophisti-
cated and more expensive care for those willing (out of pocket or through 
insurance) to buy such care. An argument about not caring for diseases that 
are the product of personal risk-taking is often appended to such an ap-
proach: persons who chose to live a healthy life style should not be asked to 
bail out those who smoked, drank or went bunjie-jumping.

Those who prefer a single-tiered system will argue on two levels: first of 
all, they will argue that a true community is properly committed to support 
the weak and frail. In such an argument support of everyone within the limits 
of a community’s capacity is part of the definition of a true community. 
Communities that support their weak and frail (something we potentially all 
are) will, it is argued, show more solidarity, have a better chance to endure 
and, ultimately, offer their members a greater possibility for optimizing their 
values and pursuing their interests. 

Second, those who prefer a single-tiered system will argue by countering 
the arguments that are made for a multiple-tiered system. The argument that 
all persons should be free to support their own values is true only within the 
context of a community that allows certain values to be expressed. We gen-
erally do not value our necessities until we are deprived of them: few of us 
give much thought to food or drink until we are hungry and thirsty—and if 
we failed to take enough money along to buy food and drink we shall go 
hungry and thirsty. Similarly, persons do not value their health until it is 
threatened. Unless they have “taken along enough money’’ it is quite possi-
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ble that they will find themselves without access to medical care when it is 
most needed. Since few of us would wish to live in a community which al-
lowed persons to die simply because they lacked foresight, were lazy or 
lived above their means (and fewer still would wish to see their families 
treated in this way), we would be likely to end up either paying for such care 
as a community or collecting private money. And, indeed, this is what fre-
quently happens today. Uninsured persons are taken into charity hospitals or 
supported out of the public coffer when they become critically ill. Often pri-
vate collections are taken up for those who are uninsured (and, therefore, not 
acceptable to most transplant programs). Here a weeping, well-dressed and 
soft-spoken grandmother, psychologically, “has it all over” someone slop-
pily dressed and using coarse language. Yet, upon critical reflection, such a 
state of events should accord with few persons’ sense of fairness. 

More importantly: people who fail to buy additional insurance are un-
likely to be those who have been lazy or who have preferred to buy luxury 
items. People who fail to buy additional insurance are frequently not choos-
ing between expensive automobiles and additional insurance but between 
additional insurance or food (or perhaps schooling) for their children. They 
have most often been neither lazy nor profligate: they have simply been hard 
working, poor and unlucky. Arguing that those who jeopardized their own 
health should not burden the community with the expense of treating the re-
sult of their behavior is not an argument against a single-tiered system. It is 
entirely possible to tax many of these activities and to use the tax revenue to 
support the additional health care. Whether or not this is fair is another 
question—but it most certainly can be done.8

Resources are limited. What is spent for one thing cannot be spent for 
another. Economists refer to this phenomenon in terms of “opportunity 
costs”—spending on one thing precludes the opportunity of spending the 
same money on another. Health care—important as it is—is neither the only 
nor the most important of several social goods. 

Imagine the following experiment: Persons are asked to choose two from 
among three social goods. The one not chosen will be something that they 
would have to obtain by whatever private means they could; the ones chosen 
would be things guaranteed for life. The choices are: (1) having all biologi-
cal needs met-theperson will never go hungry, without shelter and so forth; 
(2) having all educational needs fully met; and (3) having complete and free 
access to medical care. The choice must be made behind a Rawlsian veil of 
ignorance. That is, the choosers will not know their age, sex, social standing, 
wealth or state of health.9 Most prudent choosers would undoubtedly choose 
to have those things necessary to sustain life vouchsafed to them—after all, 
if one is not alive, nothing else means very much. Furthermore, most of us 
would choose full educational opportunity, for without it the content of our 
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lives would be impoverished. With our biological necessities guaranteed and 
our educational needs met we would probably be able to gain access to 
medical care should we become ill. I do not argue that health care is unim-
portant or that a decent society should not in justice supply medical care to 
all—indeed, I feel that a community able to supply all three is obligated to 
do so. I do argue that important social goods must balance one another—as 
in a symphony one instrument cannot be allowed to drown out all others, so 
in a community one social good cannot be allowed to swamp all others. 

Since resources are limited and demand is great, a system of equitable 
distribution is essential. To deny this fact is to delude oneself. Two steps are 
inevitable–the first is rationalization: that is, to expend our resources only for 
those things that are of accepted value, to stop waste and to eliminate dupli-
cation. Depending how these things are defined and done, few would argue 
against such measures. The problem, of course, is that what is and what is 
not valuable or wasteful is hardly self-evident. The second step is rationing, 
something that we have done for a long time and in all systems but have 
never really admitted to doing in any of them. In the United States we ration 
by ability to pay—those who (by insurance, out of pocket or through chari-
table funds) are able to pay receive services; others do not. With managed 
care some rationing—though not called by that name—also occurs by inter-
posing a great deal of administrative work between request and fulfillment. 
This has been called the hassle factor and, although not ever called a ration-
ing measure, surely works as such. It sharply reduces request for. services— 
the greater the hassle, the more the chance that people will forgo what they 
had wanted. In other systems other ways of rationing (generally referred to 
by other names) takes place. I do not oppose rationing—I fear that it is in-
evitable. I do oppose not dealing with people in a straightforward and honest 
manner—if rationing is needed, call it that and defend it. 

When physicians deal with their patient’s problems, they are dealing with 
identified lives—that is, with persons they directly know or can identify as 
real persons. When we deal with people we recognize as persons and espe-
cially when we deal with such people in a setting of illness or misfortune our 
natural empathy is aroused. If, however, we are to help such people we need 
to engage more than our emotions—our emotions alone could lead us to do 
very destructive or omit very important actions. We need to temper our 
emotions with reason—ending up with what I have called “rational compas-
sion.” When rationing resources or building a health care system we deal 
with people we do not know and of whom we have no direct knowledge. 
Such unidentified or statistical lives engage our reason. But reason alone is 
cold and distant when it comes to dealing with human problems. In building 
health care systems or rationing resources we need to be mindful that such 
lives are neither merely statistical nor unidentified but merely not identified 
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by ourselves. By virtue of being lives and by virtue of all human lives occur-
ring in a social nexus, such lives are very much real and very much identi-
fied by others. It behooves us to try and visualize decisions we make in hu-
man terms—that is, to allow our compassion to help us understand what the 
lives of those for whom decisions are made are like. We need to season our 
reason with compassion—a step I have called “compassionate rationality.”10

Tempering compassion with reason or seasoning reason with compassion 
necessitates the use of curiosity and imagination—human capacities that in 
our civilization tend to be downgraded. When dealing with identified lives 
curiosity prompts us to ask how certain courses of action would affect the 
person we are dealing with and imagination would allow us to sketch an an-
swer; reason and compassion (but not compassion alone) would then allow 
us to make a choice. In dealing with statistical lives curiosity would impel us 
to ask what being in their shoes might be like and imagination would help us 
to achieve at least some understanding of their plight. Compassion together 
with reason but not reason alone would then allow us to come to a deci-
sion.11

Our concern with how to create a health care system or how to reshape 
one that exists is perhaps not the first concern we should have. Invariably 
when we are confronted with a problem in ethics we ask, “what shall we 
do.” This is true no less in building a system or creating a policy than it is in 
facing problems at the bedside. This question, however, is not the first ques-
tion we need to ask. The first question, I think, is not what shall we do but 
who is entitled to decide what should be done and then how the voices of 
those who should be involved in deciding should be heard. We have, I think, 
for all too long crafted an ethic for others—for the weak, for the sick, for the
poor; it is time, I think, to craft an ethic with instead of for people. The crea-
tion of an ethic for others is a remnant of autocracy and monarchy that in a 
democratic society has outlived its usefulness. Clearly, if we truly believe in 
democracy, all those potentially or actually affected by a policy ought to 
share in shaping it. 

Creating a health care system is a most difficult task. It is one in which 
physicians, nurses, economists, sociologists, ethicists, administrators and 
many others must contribute their expertise and work together towards a 
common solution. There is no doubt that none of us has sufficient expertise 
to come up with more than a small part of an answer. Nevertheless, the 
broad outlines of a policy are things in which the electorate at large should 
have a powerful voice. Issues such as whether a single- or multiple-tiered
system would serve us best or what should and what should not be consid-
ered as necessary health care services are issues which concern the man or 
woman on the street who is ultimately affected. It seems self-evident that he 
or she should have an opportunity to have his or her voice heard. 
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Finally, one cannot create a just system in the context of an unjust soci-
ety. Having all of those who are potentially or actually affected participate in 
crafting a solution entails a truly democratic system and not merely a pro
forma political democracy in which everyone has a right to vote and in 
which counting of votes is at least not overtly fraudulent. A political demo-
cratic process—which ultimately seems to be the only acceptable way of 
creating public policy—necessitates that the preconditions of democracy are 
met. John Dewey long ago stated that at least three preconditions must be in 
place before political democracy could be expected to function. First is per-
sonal democracy—a willingness by all to respectfully and thoughtfully listen 
to other opinions, to exchange viewpoints and engage in dialogue. Second is 
economic (he called it industrial) democracy—a state of affairs in which 
grinding poverty was eliminated and basic needs were met. Third is educa-
tional democracy-in which illiteracy were eliminated and all had complete 
and free access to developing their talents and pursuing their interests.12 Ab-
sent these three preconditions, political democracy is apt to become the 
plaything of powerful pressure groups and, indeed, that is what has hap-
pened.

In the United States today, public dialogue about issues that affect the 
lives of the electorate is regrettably sparse. We tend to live in our enclaves 
and communicate with our social and educational peers. In part this is due to 
the lack of the second precondition Dewey mentions: the economic and 
hence the social situation in the United States is producing a steady growth 
in extreme poverty as well as in extreme wealth. Furthermore, primary and 
secondary education, because of the way in which schools are funded tends, 
to be bad precisely where it should be excellent and access to college and 
University is more and more restricted to those with higher incomes. This 
creates a situation in which true political democracy cannot flourish. Indeed, 
it is one in which a viable political democracy predictably will die. 

It is difficult to create a health care system in the context of such a situa-
tion. Poverty and lack of education are both directly linked to disease—the 
lower the income and the lower the level of education the higher the inci-
dence of almost every disease studied. Therefore, we have a task before us: 
while emphasizing the importance of craftsmanship of any health care sys-
tem, we must be aware of the social context in which such crafting takes 
place. If done right one can hope to not only craft a flexible, changeable and 
equitable health care system but in the process of doing so benefit the entire 
social system. Taking care that the process is interactive and democratic and 
not simply a "top-down"strategy can set an example for other social policies 
to follow. 

We who teach health care ethics have an obligation to lead the way. 
Teaching health care ethics is a social task. Important as the problems at the 
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bedside and the options available to us in dealing with them are, they are 
inevitably shaped and constrained by the system in which they take place. 
Again, for too long we who teach health care ethics have been chiefly con-
cerned with what I have called “rich-man’ s” ethics—the ethical problems 
those of us well off and able to have ready access to the health care system 
have had the luxury of being able to worry about. At best we have paid a few 
moments of lip service to the millions whose problem is not when to stop 
treatment or whether to get in vitro fertilization but where to get a meal, 
shelter and care for their hypertension. Worrying about the ownership of a 
dead man’s sperm—an activity that consumed hours of time for persons of 
considerable talent in a health care ethics discussion group to which I be- 
long—is as “safe” as it is useless. It is an interesting parlor game and one 
that will not get one into difficulties with the establishment. Keeping oneself 
safe, sitting in one’s ivory tower and studiously ignoring what is going on in 
the real world is precisely what academics did in Nazi Germany. With that 
they not only were neutral to any solution, they very much became part of 
the problem. One would hope that we in today’s world and in nations which 
pretend to be democracies can do better than that. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Few topics in health care have evoked as much confusion or been sub-
jected to as much political demagoguery as rationing. In his new book Pric-
ing Life: Why It’s Time for Health Care Rationing, Peter Ubel recalls the 
scene from the Mel Brooks’ movie “The History of the World” in which 
Moses is coming down from the mountain with three heavy stone tablets. 
Moses begins, “People of Israel, I have here God’s fifteen...”—then he fum-
bles the load, drops a tablet which smashes to bits—“ ...uh, make that ten 
commandments.” Ubel says it is likely that one of the commandments on the 
smashed tablets was “Doctors shall not ration” (Ubel, 2000, p. 99).

It isn’t only doctors who are leery of rationing. Patients consider them-
selves wronged and sometimes harmed by rationing. Recently the U.S. Su-
preme Court heard a case brought by attorneys for Illinois resident Cynthia 
Herdrich. Herdrich went to her HMO for a pain in her side, but a diagnostic 
test that might have detected her problem was delayed. Subsequently, Her- 
drich’ s appendix burst, requiring emergency surgery. Herdrich and her attor-

Changing Health Care Systems from Ethical, Economic, and Cross Cultural Perspectives,
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neys claimed that the delay in properly diagnosing her problem was due to 
the cost-cutting practices of her HMO, and that its zeal for profit-driven effi-
ciency made her physicians negligent in her care. This case is just the most 
recent in a long line of horror stories from angry patients throughout the 
country who believe their care is being rationed in order to increase corpo-
rate profits, or to fill the pockets of physicians who are paid bonuses to keep 
costs down. 

The Supreme Court unanimously ruled that Herdrich could not use ex-
isting federal law to sue an HMO and moreover, in the words of Justice 
Souter, “inducement to ration care goes to the very point of any HMO 
scheme.. .and rationing necessarily raises some risks while reducing others.” 
(Pegram v. Herdrich, 2000). One wonders how Souter would have felt had it 
been his appendix that had ruptured but, of course, the Court was presuma-
bly making a judgment based on law, rather than empathy for the aggrieved 
patient. The Court also suggested that any remedy for the rationing practices 
of managed care organizations (MCOs) would have to come from Congress. 
At the time of this writing, any Patient Bill of Rights that includes the right 
to sue an MCO looks like a long shot at best. 

But whether or not patients ever win the right to sue their MCOs for ra-
tioning is only a small part of a much larger issue. Indeed, winning the right 
to sue could be a step backward in the public’s awareness since such a right 
might imply—contrary to Souter’ s accurate assessment—that any rationing 
of health care is unwarranted. Such an assumption would blind the general 
public to the rationing that routinely occurs at a variety of levels in a market-
driven health care system. The U.S. has a long and well-practiced habit of 
suppressing not only the price-rationing of marketed medical services, but 
the inevitability of some limits—and hence some mode of rationing—in 
every health care system. So cases like that of Herdrich seem outrageous, at 
least in part, because the American public has for so long believed that ra-
tioning is an avoidable flaw. But of course rationing does occur, and must 
occur. It is simply not acknowledged as such. And as long as it is unac-
knowledged, it remains immune from ethical examination until a crisis such 
as Herdrich’s occurs. 

In what follows I want to develop a brief history of three phases of 
American attitudes about limitations to and rationing of health services. This 
will necessarily be a general overview, intended to capture prevailing senti-
ments and assumptions, to which there are many exceptions. Still, I believe 
that this short review can assist us in seeing Justice Souter’s remarks in so-
cial context and as exemplary of a growing if episodic awareness that health 
services are rationed, at least under managed care. Whether there is a broad 
general awareness that rationing is necessarily a part of any health care sys-
tem, however, is a different matter. 
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2. LIMITS AND RATIONING: THREE PHASES OF 
AWARENESS

2.1 Denial 

During the 1980s, and also prior to that, we were as a nation largely in 
denial about rationing. The fear was that escalating costs might eventually 
bring us to rationing. If medical costs continue to be double the inflation 
factor, we might end up like Canada and Europe, and actually deny people 
needed services, or at best have delays and waiting lists for non-emergency
procedures. If we could control costs, so the thinking went, we could avoid 
the moral tragedies of rationing that besiege the so-called “socialist” and 
second-rate health systems. 

In 1984 Henry Aaron and William Schwartz published a book entitled 
The Painful Prescription which typified the thinking of this era (Aaron and 
Schwartz, 1984). In this volume they described the rationing of hemodialysis 
in Britain’s National Health Service. They were very critical of the age-
based allocation scheme that allowed older Britons, usually those in rural 
areas over 55, to die from renal failure rather than be referred to dialysis 
units at large urban medical centers. This was not official policy; this was 
simply accepted practice among British general practitioners in order more 
efficiently to utilize the scarce resource of hemodialysis. Most observers 
now think that the U.K. was seriously under-resourced for hemodialysis 
during this period, and practices of non-referral are now greatly reduced. 
Aaron and Schwartz cited age-based dialysis rationing in the U.K. as an ex-
ample of practices that have yet to occur in the U.S., and they concluded that 
if and when it does come it will be a “painful prescription.’’ 

My point here is that Aaron and Schwartz wrote in seeming oblivion of 
the 37 million Americans who were at that time uninsured and underserved, 
and who subsequently relied on charity—the group Uwe Reinhardt calls 
“health care beggars.” During this period the term “rationing” meant denying 
services to those who could otherwise pay for them and would otherwise 
have them. It did not refer to the effects of market forces in pricing people 
out of care, or the overall consequences of market distribution when the un-
insured go begging, receive fewer services than the uninsured and die pre-
maturely. During the 1980s Americans were still in their salad days when 
thinking about health care and its limits. Our judgments were especially 
green about the power of new technologies to create medical need, about the 
size of the American appetite for better services and for higher levels of 
wellness and greater longevity, and about how the high degrees of certainty 
about health status sought by the rich would affect the availability of serv-
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ices for the poor. We were also naive about the ability of the pharmaceutical 
and medical device industry to shape our appetites and the eagerness with 
which physicians would utilize these drugs and devices. We thought 10% of 
the GDP for health was an astonishingly high number, not realizing how 
quickly and easily we would reach the 14-1 5% range. 

This general naivete about health policy was made a more potent force by 
being coupled with a heady optimism about our ability to avoid rationing 
through a variety of means. For example, there was a lot of talk about be-
coming more efficient by cutting the fat out of medical services. On the list 
to be trimmed were things such as duplicative diagnostic testing—the excess 
testing spurred by fear of litigation—and the substantial excess capacity of 
hospitals. We have since learned that one person’s fat is another person’s 
bone. The case of Cynthia Herdrich is only one example in a vast litany of 
complaints about the efficiency measures of managed care, which both pa-
tients and physicians fear have lowered quality and clearly have demoralized 
health professionals. We have learned the hard way that efficiency is merely 
a tool, and that efficiency measures may be either good or bad, depending 
upon the goals they seek to achieve and the means they use to achieve these 
goals. No efficiency measure can be assessed without first being clear about 
what goal is being pursued: Efficiency in the service of what? Better care? If 
so, for whom? And to what end? Care for more persons? Larger profits? 
Market-driven managed care efficiency looks and feels like rationing to 
many patients and care-givers, and is at odds with some of the less easily 
measured reasons that patients seek care and that physicians value their pro-
fession. Because efficiency is a means and not an end, it is possible to be 
efficient in the wrong places, and in pursuit of the wrong goals–as I believe 
is now often the case. But this more sober and probing understanding of effi-
ciency was not a part of the social conversation in the 1980s. 

Another favored prophylactic against the need to ration in the 1980s was 
the belief that advanced technologies just might bail us out of the cost prob-
lem. The rhetoric of Lewis Thomas and his juxtaposition of “halfway tech-
nologies” versus “genuinely decisive technologies” was in the air (Thomas, 
1973, pp. 33-36). Halfway technologies—such as iron lungs—were not 
curative. They only slowed the downward course of an illness and were typi-
cally very expensive. These partial fixes, Thomas asserted, are primitive and 
rely on inadequate understanding of the underlying disease mechanisms. The 
genuinely decisive or true technologies—like the Polio vaccine—are cura-
tive, but also cheap and relatively easy to deliver. The hope was that as 
halfway technologies are replaced by true technologies, costs will go down 
and the need for rationing could be fended off. 

I think we now understand that these great leaps of medical progress are 
rare. More often than not technologies, even very effective ones, create new 
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problems in their wake. Like a mountain climber who has reached the sum-
mit only to gain a vista of new peaks, our great successes in medicine often 
postpone but do not eliminate the need to make rationing policies. For ex-
ample, many of the newest drug therapies enabling the elderly to live longer 
and in many cases more robust lives also add to the burden of paying for 
services for the elderly, spawning initiatives such as the recent proposals of 
the Clinton administration for prescription drug coverage under Medicare. In 
addition, highly desirable but very expensive technological improvements in 
diagnosis are often available long before therapies are devised, as we are 
now seeing in the sequellae of the Human Genome Project. So Thomas’s
thesis seems not to apply to many diagnostic technologies, and only rarely to 
therapeutic ones. 

Notice that both the efficiency and the true technology defenses posed 
during this period as a prophylactic against rationing were solutions of inge- 
nuity and progress. This signals that the problem of rationing was seen not 
only as a problem lying somewhere in the future, but also a problem that 
would be amenable to what Garrett Hardin called a “technical solution” 
(Hardin, 1968, pp. 1243-1248.). Hardin used this phrase to describe current 
approaches to the population problem, but it can also be applied to the allo-
cation of medical services. If a problem is defined as “technical,” then the 
right expertise is all that is needed. In other words, during the 1980s ration-
ing was not thought to be a problem that required a fundamental rethinking 
of values, or a reconsideration of the role and place of health services in so-
ciety, or any deep probing how the American image of the good life is 
shaped by utopian expectations of medical care. 

I am not, to be sure, claiming that it was somehow a faulty 1980s defini-
tion of the term “rationing” that kept us in denial about what was happened 
all around us. Rather this definition fit a larger cultural disinclination to look 
at issues of justice in health care. Although society seemed to respond to 
medical rescue situations, or be horrified by cases such as Ms. Herdrich’s, 
we were loath to examine the systematic cruelty of the patchwork system 
that had developed. We were too busy identifying the flaws in the Canadian 
and British systems to see the havoc being created by our acquiescence to 
the tacit rationing of the U.S. market. 

And this brings me to one final point I want to make about this age of de-
nial. The ingenuity of rationing health care by market forces—by price, or its 
surrogate, insurability—is that no one is to blame for the bad outcomes. Are 
37 million (the 1987 estimate) left uninsured and underserved? Do these 
people suffer greater morbidity and die prematurely? Well, that’s too bad, 
but we didn’t decide to exclude them! It’s just an unfortunate side effect of 
the way things work. The genius of using the market to allocate health care 
is that nobody is in charge of the system, and therefore nobody is to blame 
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for the injustice of the outcomes (Churchill, 1987, pp. 14-15). This dis-
placement of responsibility for the consequences of the system is one of the 
factors that have allowed our unjust health policies to endure and resist criti-
cism for so long. Letting market forces govern the system reinforces our de-
nial about rationing by uncoupling it from any notion of moral agency. 

2.2 Awakening and Anxiety 

If the 1980s were a period of denial, the 1990s began as a period of 
awakening and anxiety. The economy was sputtering. Employers were in-
creasingly concerned about escalating costs; employees were worried about 
upward mobility and career enhancement moves because of pre-existing
conditions clauses in most health insurance policies. The result was “job 
lock” and career stagnation. In spite of Diagnosis Related Group payment 
schemes (adopted for Medicare in 1983), inflation for government spending 
for health care was a major drag on the economy. But the new wrinkle in 
awareness during this period was that concern for costs was paired with con-
cern for access. A U.S. Senate race in Pennsylvania was decided in part by 
the differences between the candidates on health policy, and there was 
growing public awareness that price-rationing was an accurate descriptor of 
the American system, and that it was unfair. But the awakening was not 
complete, for it seemed not to extend to the deeper perception that any and 
all health care allocation schemes will require some rationing because medi-
cal needs always outrun available resources. 

Yet even this period of limited consciousness and realism didn’t last very 
long as the window of opportunity for reform was soon slammed shut. While 
many of us became far more aware of just how our patchwork system func-
tions, and more acutely aware of our own vulnerability in a system that de-
pends on employer-based access, the idea that all health care systems have 
limits, necessarily have limits, was a message that was neither sent nor re-
ceived. The awakening was only partial, for it was confined to a more acute 
awareness of vulnerability; it did not encompass facing the inherent finitude 
of health services that any contemporary society faces. Our national leaders 
did not lead us to achieve this more complete awakening. President Clinton, 
for example, although very eloquent on the need to cover everyone, said lit-
tle or nothing about the fact that fairness requires tough allocation choices. 
He made no mention of the fact that every modem society has to ration—by 
whatever term it may be called—and that it is impossible to cover all the 
health care needs of all citizens. In fact when a group of bioethicists were 
assembled in the early 1990s to help draft the values statement that would 
accompany the Clinton health plan, they were specifically instructed to draft 
principles that did not include the word “rationing”! 
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Contrast this with the approach of John Kitzhaber, then President of the 
Oregon Senate and a chief architect of the Oregon Health Plan. Kitzhaber 
was very clear about the need to ration services in order to avoid rationing 
people (Kitzhaber, 1990, pp. 2-5). Medicaid programs in most states deal 
with medical cost overruns and dwindling budgets by simply changing the 
eligibility requirements and making fewer poor people eligible for the full 
package of benefits. It’s all or none; one is either in the system and eligible 
for all services, or out of the system and eligible for none of them. The Ore-
gon strategy advocated rationalizing benefits based on their effectiveness, 
and providing this more modest but effective package of services to larger 
numbers of people. 

There is of course much more to be said about the Oregon Health Plan, 
and parts of it are quite controversial. I cite Kitzhaber and the Oregon Plan at 
this juncture to emphasize two things I think Oregon did right. First, unlike 
the Clinton administration, they couched their reform in a realistic assess-
ment of limits on resources and confronted this candidly. Secondly, because 
the Oregon legislature had to decide which services on the ranked list to 
fund, the process resulted in making the rationing of health services an open 
process with public accountability, rather than something hidden in the 
mechanisms of fluctuating eligibility rules, or market forces. 

What can we learn about rationing from this contrast between the Clinton 
initiative and the Oregon initiative? That an honest acknowledgment of lim-
its, framed within a system of public deliberation and accountability, may in 
some instances be politically more viable. Several researchers have observed 
that what the Oregon Plan achieved was not a change in health care delivery, 
but a change in the politics of health policy (Jacobs, Marmer and Ober-
lander, 1997). The fact that Clinton’s reform proposal shied away from any 
real considerations of limits to health services and made any talk of rationing 
off limits left it open to the sort of demagoguery characterized by the insur-
ance industry’s famous “Harry and Louise” ads. In these ads the couple are 
seated around the kitchen table with bundles of papers in front of them (the 
Clintons’ plan was hundreds of pages long). Louise says to Harry, something 
like “This big government program will take away our choices for doctors 
and treatments.” In effect, the Clinton reform will ration our care. Ironically, 
more people have fewer choices now under market-driven managed care 
than would have been the case under Clinton’s Health Security Act (Starr, 
1994, pp. 70-77; Kuttner, 1999a, 1999b). My point is that the utopian rheto-
ric of the Clinton reform plan left it open to a Harry-and-Louise-type attack, 
which implied that rationing was the hidden agenda of the federal govern-
ment. The strategy of accusing others of sins one commits daily is an old 
one, and the irony of it has been largely lost on the general public until re-
cently. Rationing has become increasingly visible with managed care, espe-
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cially the for-profit version, and has found an unequivocal voice in Justice 
Souter.

2.3 Amnesia 

The third period, 1995-1999, has been a period of amnesia. In the vac-
uum created by the lack of federal action on cost control, the private sector 
stepped in and has been applying its own measure of efficiency, with mixed 
results. While some efficiencies have been achieved through managed care, 
the more accurate picture is not one of cost savings, but cost shifting— 
shifting costs from MCOs to patients and providers. Yet the chief thing to 
notice about these last five years is that concern for access has diminished 
and any ambition for universal coverage has completely dropped from sight. 
The early 1990s were filled with conferences, workshops and symposia on 
universal access. I am unaware of any between September of 1994 and 
September of 1999. The year 2000 has brought a renewed concern for access 
for the uninsured, but the anxiety of the working middle class so palpable in 
1992 no longer animates health policy. As a result, reform proposals that 
would cover everyone are still off the screen. 

The last five years have seen rationing with a vengeance—market ra-
tioning and managerial rationing, with little concern for issues of justice or 
fairness (Churchill, 1999). Congress has largely been in a reactive mode, 
trying to make small adjustments to mitigate some of the worst effects of 
market forces. The Kassebaum-Kennedy Act (HIPAA) of 1997, for example, 
provided for greater portability following job loss or change, but does noth-
ing to restrict the inevitable escalation in premiums for those who are be-
tween jobs or changing insurers. In spite of the Children’s Health Insurance 
Program (CHIP), and the efforts in many states to include more persons un-
der their Medicaid programs, the number of uninsured nationally is now at 
43-44 million and is increasing at a clip of roughly 1 million per year. Pre-
dictions of the number of uninsured are as high as 60 million by 2005, de-
pending upon whether the economy weakens or remains robust. Moreover, 
the uninsured are likely to receive even fewer services than they did in the 
past, since cross-subsidization is declining, especially in areas with high 
managed care penetration (Cunningham, Grossman, St. Peter and Lesser, 
1999, pp. 1087-1092). The awareness and anxiety that marked the early 
1990s has all but disappeared with the bull economy. Perhaps it will take 
another recession to awake us to a more realistic assessment of our situation. 
Then the public might be more open not only to their own vulnerability, but 
also to the inevitability of limits and the necessity for rationing. Such aware-
ness seems rare in the present climate, and candidates for neither major party 
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are likely to embrace the sort of ethical-political right to health care that 
characterized the 1992 presidential election. 

This twenty-year portrait of the progress and regress of American aware-
ness is very limited, and leaves out many subtle differences among divergent 
segments of the population, as well as among those who shape U.S. health 
policy. Still, I think the general portrait is accurate and reveals a deep cul-
tural legacy of denying limits and avoiding issues of rationing. The frontier 
mentality of the dominant culture that keeps us moving and innovating— 
often a great asset—also keeps us in denial about non-technical solution prob-
lems. Why adjust our attitudes if we think we can fix the problem without 
the hard work of reflection and reevaluation. Here, at least, our scientific and 
technological prowess has worked against us. Denial of limits is—culturally 
speaking—the default position and it has limited our view of the possibilities 
and thwarted our efforts at reform. Regrettably, as we begin the 21

st
Century

this denial still seems quite robust. William Haseltine, CEO of Human Ge-
netic Sciences, recently expressed it vividly. “Death,” he said, “is just a se-
ries of preventable diseases.” (New York Times, October 27, 1999). In a 
similar way, we have tended to think that rationing is just a series of avoid-
able shortages. If leaders of corporate science pander to our denial about 
death, it is small wonder that we are can’t come to grips with limits to health 
care.

3. THE BENEFITS OF FACING OUR FINITUDE IN
HEALTH CARE 

It might seem that limitations and the need to ration is, in the words of 
Aaron and Schwartz, a “painful prescription”—a bitter pill that must be 
swallowed. A world in which there were plenty of medical and health re-
sources to meet all needs is the one we seem to wish for, but it is not at all 
clear that this kind of world would be best. I will argue in what follows that 
such a world in fact would not be best and that dealing with finite resources 
is not only our predicament, but has substantial benefits. I have three main 
points.

3.1 Safer Medical Practices 

Working within acknowledged limits helps to focus attention on what 
works and what doesn’t. It is no secret that when fee-for-service medical 
practice was combined with indemnity insurance financing there was a tre-
mendous incentive for over-treatment for both patients and physicians. Pa-
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tients were frequently eager for more treatment because it was assumed that 
more care was almost always better care. For patients with employer-
sponsored insurance the feeling was typically that they had already paid for 
whatever care they might need. So long as deductibles and coinsurance are 
low, then, there was a sense of entitlement to whatever they might need or 
want. For their part, physicians had a powerful financial incentive for doing 
a multitude of invasive diagnostic and therapeutic procedures, and the more 
invasive and technically sophisticated the intervention, the larger the reward. 
This mutually reinforcing investment in more services was a recipe for run-
away costs and, more importantly for my purposes, a set-up for iatrogenic 
disease and injury. 

By contrast, working within limits should motivate both physicians and 
patients to carefully evaluate services, and by so doing lessen the risk of iat-
rogenic illness and injury. In the current investor-owned managed care era, 
of course, the risk is not so much over-treatment as under-treatment, receiv-
ing too few services, as the Herdrich case dramatically illustrates. The goal 
should be to devise financial incentives for providers and guidelines for 
MCOs such that they are motivated to provide all appropriate services, but 
only the appropriate services. This will require careful planning and regula-
tory oversight. And such oversight should bring a related benefit, viz., stan-
dardizing some of the variation in medical practices. If recognition of limits 
is accompanied by careful peer review, the overall standard of practice 
should rise. Of course, whether limits and the rationing that goes with it 
leads to this benefit depends on who devises the standards of practice, and 
with what purpose in mind. But if acknowledged limits are joined with 
greater attention to professional standards and clear public accountability, 
limits will not hinder but help. Medical practices will become safer for pa-
tients than any mode of medical practice that assumes resources are unlim-
ited, or that hides rationing under entrepreneurial agendas. This greater 
safety is something we have yet to achieve in the U.S. It is achievable only 
when limits are recognized, and when the modes of dealing with limits, viz., 
rationing, are subject to professional scrutiny in a system of larger public 
accountability.

3.2 Investing in Social Determinants of Health

Acknowledged limits in health care can also be a good thing if it allows 
for medical cost reductions and permits expenditures on things more impor-
tant to health than medical services. In the popular mind health and the pro-
vision of direct medical services are all but synonymous. Yet the research on 
determinants of health over the past decades clearly shows that the chief 
factors are environmental and social. Clean air and water, sound nutrition 
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and safe housing, education (especially literacy), meaningful community 
affiliations and social bonds, social status, and adequate self-esteem are ac-
tually bigger factors in health than whether a person has secure access to a 
physician. This is not to say that medicine is unimportant. It is to say that if 
we want to improve health status in the U.S., we would be wise to invest 
relatively more in the social determinants and relatively less in direct medi-
cal services. 

Indeed, it seems that the more we can reduce social inequality generally, 
the more we can improve the health of the less well off. Social epidemiolo-
gists have known this for decades. Medical ethicists are now beginning to 
get the message and factor it into their thinking about justice issues in health 
policy. A recent essay by Daniels, Kennedy and Kawachi entitled “Why 
Justice is Good for Our Health: The Social Determinants of Health Inequali-
ties,” provides an excellent and provocative summary (Daniels, Kennedy and 
Kawachi, 1999, pp. 2 15-25 1). International comparisons of overall health 
status over the past decades indicate the importance of what is called the 
“socioeconomic gradient.” The greater the degree of socioeconomic ine-
quality in a society, the steeper the gradient of health inequality. Simply put, 
every step a person can make up the socioeconomic ladder is associated with 
improved health outcomes. Health differences are, then, not so much a prod-
uct of absolute deprivation but of the relative deprivation within a country. 
Put differently, health inequalities are not explained by differences in access 
to health care. This explains why the upper classes in Britain have substan-
tially better health outcomes than the unskilled labor classes, even though 
the latter enjoy the benefits of the National Health Service, as well as ade-
quate housing and transportation. In the U.S., the states that have the widest 
income differentials also show the slowest rates of improvement in life ex-
pectancy. Daniels, Kennedy and Kawachi conclude: 

Much of the contemporary discussion about increasing access to medical 
care misses the point. An intersectoral reform will recognize the primacy 
of social conditions, such as access to basic education, levels of material 
deprivation, a healthy workplace environment, and equality of political 
participation in determining the health achievements of societies. 

Given this understanding of what factors are most important for health 
status, limits on medical services would be a highly desirable thing, if the
savings from more parsimonious use of medical resources are expended on 
the social determinants of health. 
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3.3 Limits as a Condition for Human Wisdom

Finally, the human condition of finitude, of living within limits, should 
not only be acknowledged but embraced, because learning to live within 
limits makes for a better life. Indeed, such awareness is the precondition for 
an authentically human life. Our lives are bounded and circumscribed tem-
porally, physically, and in a variety of other ways. Learning not just to toler-
ate these limits but to embrace them is part of growing up, both for each of 
us individually, and as a society. 

This is an unseasonable thesis, I realize. The American tradition of west-
ward expansion, of f’reedom f’rom limits, of improvement and progress, pre-
disposes most U.S. citizens to think that they have failed if they do not have 
more money and possessions this year than the last. The idea that boundaries 
are an unpleasant inevitability is one thing, but to embrace them as a positive 
good seems un-American. Politically, limitations are associated with im-
posed restraints, with tyranny. So the idea that we should want the medical 
resources that sustain life and health to be limited may seem like settling for 
a biological tyranny when we can and should be striving to break free from 
it. As Rudolf Klein puts it, American society seems to believe in the “per-
fectibility of man” (Klein, 1984), not just politically but medically, and in 
both areas the perfection for which we strive seems predicated on breaking 
down barriers and overcoming restraints. It is no surprise that rationing 
health resources is an unsavory notion in the company of such idealism. 

Yet older and more mature traditions of thinking have recognized the 
virtues of finitude. Jews, Christian, Stoics and Moslems have all recog-
nized—in different ways—limits to life and health as a blessing. Under-
standing that one’s life, health, and all human resources are bounded is per-
ceived in these traditions as the beginning of wisdom. Knowledge of how to 
live well emerges from understanding that our days are numbered. Efforts 
toward ever increasing material possessions, personal or professional pro-
motions, or endless health improvements and life extensions are instances of 
not knowing our true needs (Kass, 1983; Callahan, 1998). 

If there is any truth in these ancient traditions, we should be resistant to 
any notion that limits are not needed, or not a part of any well-run health 
care system. The great sin of managed care is not that it has treated health 
resources as limited, but that it has treated them as a limited market com-
modity rather than a limited public good. The sin of managed care has not 
been rationing, but rationing in the wrong way, and for the wrong reasons; in 
a word, rationing unjustly. Health reforms that are critical of entrepreneurial 
aspects of delivering medical services must be careful not to be nostalgic 
about the past, or reinvigorate utopian expectations about the possibilities for 
a rationing-free system, if only we could get the incentives adjusted prop-
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erly. No such system can exist, and even if it were possible it would not be 
preferable. We should hope never to be without limits. Any just or fair health 
policy will have an important place for limits and will develop from this 
sense of finitude a fair way to ration. Rather than eschew rationing, let us 
hope that the next national debate on health care has a central place it. 
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The Canadian health care system is a publicly funded system based on the 
philosophy that health is a right, not a commodity. The system has been able to 
all provide all qualified Canadian residents with universal access to all medi-
cally necessary services. Its establishment was, and continues to be, opposed 
by organized Canadian medicine. Of late, it has encountered funding problems 
because of a flagging Canadian economy. Other problems are posed by Can-
ada’s constitutional division of powers, its geographic vastness and a move to 
regionalization of provincial health care administrations. Moreover, aboriginal 
health lags behind national standards. Still other challenges are posed by re-
cent legal and technological innovations. Nevertheless, despite highly publi-
cized shortfalls in individual cases, the system functions well and is likely to 
meet these challenges. 

Abstract:

1. INTRODUCTION

There are two fundamentally distinct views on the nature of health care: 
One sees health care as a right, the other construes it as a commodity. This 
difference is not merely a matter of perspective: It has tremendous practical 
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implications. For instance, a rights perspective tends to be associated with a 
socialized approach to health care. Further, according to this approach, the 
very structure of the health care delivery system must ultimately be justified 
in terms of ethical principles and economic measures can only be used as 
tools to effect a just and equitable distribution within the system. Finally, the 
function of a health care system that is constructed on a rights basis is not to 
generate revenue but to provide a socially mandated service. 

On the other hand, a commodity perspective fosters a corporate view of 
health care. On this approach, health care is a commodity like any other that 
may be bought or sold in the market place. Accordingly, economic consid-
erations determine the nature, range and availability of health care services, 
and ethical principles enter the decision-framework only as identifling the 
socially mandated limits within which all economic activities have to be 
conducted. Moreover—and this constitutes a crucial contrast to the rights-
oriented perspective—the primary function of a commodity-oriented health 
care service approach is to generate revenue. It just so happens that the reve-
nue-generating method that is adopted focuses in the delivery of health 
services. The fact that providing these services also meets a societal need is a 
serendipitous happenstance that may befall any economic enterprise. Moreo-
ver, while on a rights-based perspective the failure to deliver otherwise ap-
propriate health care services to everyone on an equitable basis can be char-
acterized as a failure of social duty, no such claim can be made from a com-
modity-based perspective. Here, the absence—or even maldistribution—of a 
particular service is merely a reflection of economic forces that render the 
provision of the relevant services unprofitable. 

For most of its history Canada, in concert with the US and most other 
countries, had espoused a commodity perspective. As a result, the delivery 
of health care services grew up in an economic climate where, as a rule, 
health care was available to all and only those who could pay. The only ex-
ceptions were cases where physicians and hospitals provided their services 
gratis and as it were pro bono.1 Although it was far from ideal, this system
persisted essentially unquestioned until the Great Depression of the 1930’s. 
At that time, the economic plight of the majority of Canadians fostered a 
fundamental and grass roots re-examination of the role of government in 
society, and of the implications of the social embedding of individual per-
sons. A social conscience began to emerge that identified the provision of 
certain services as central to the function of any morally responsible society. 
Implicated here were old age pension, unemployment insurance—and, of 
course, health care. 

This shift in social perspective was not lost on politicians. Consequently, 
the politically more left-leaning parties—in particular the Co-operative
Commonwealth Federation (CCF) in Saskatchewan—began to integrate the 
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idea of socialized medicine into their political platforms. This ultimately led 
to the introduction of universal health and hospital insurance schemes in 
Saskatchewan (1944). The move proved politically so successful that in due 
course it was followed by all other Canadian provinces. 

This left the provision of health care in the hands of provincial govern-
ments. In a sense, this was not surprising. The Canadian Constitution pro-
vides that with the exception of the Northwest Territories, the Yukon Terri-
tories,2 and First Nations peoples living on reserves, health care services are 
a matter of provincial jurisdiction. The only powers that the federal govern-
ment can exercise in this regard center in whatever conditions it can attach to 
the transfer of funds from the federal coffers to the various provinces. The 
federal government’s involvement in the delivery of health care, therefore, 
could only be indirect. It exercised these powers through what ultimately 
came to be known as established programme financing, whereby the federal 
government tried to steer the development of provincial health care systems 
in the direction of uniform standards and conditions of eligibility for indi-
vidual persons. 

This involvement, dependent as it was on treaties made with the separate 
provinces, was a patchwork affair. In 1957, the federal government regular-
ized its involvement in the one aspect of health care delivery with the pas-
sage of the Hospital Insurance and Diagnostic Services Act (1957). This 
authorized the federal government to contribute up to fifty per cent to the 
provinces’ hospital as well as laboratory and diagnostic services programs, 
the monies being provided according to a set of formulae that took into ac-
count the varying needs of the provinces, their different fund-raising abili-
ties, etc. While it was a large step towards a national health care scheme, the 
Hospital Insurance and Diagnostic Services Act still fell short of bringing 
about a truly universal and comprehensive approach to health care because it 
did not extend to medical services. Private insurances and private facilities 
continued to exist, and there remained noticeable regional differences in the 
level of health care and qualitative differences for Canadians with greater 
economic means. 

In 1964 the Hall Report [Hall, 1964; Taylor, 1987], which was commis-
sioned by the federal government with an eye to revamping the health care 
system, recommended the establishment of a system of equal and universal 
access to health care. It thus demonstrated an evolving vision of federal in-
volvement. Part of this vision had already been realized with the Hospital 
Insurance and Diagnostic Services Act. The passage of the National Medical 
Care Insurance Act in 1966,3 which was in response to the recommendations 
of the Hall Report, further completed the picture. This new Act essentially 
rounded out health care coverage for Canadian residents by forcing Cana-
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dian provinces to provide their residents with universal and comprehensive 
medical services if they were to receive their share of federal funding. 

The final step in the establishment of a truly national and universal so-
cialized health care system occurred when the Hospital Insurance Act and 
the National Medical Care Insurance Act were consolidated in 1984 in the 
Canada Health Act.4 This Act mandated that in order to be eligible for trans-
fer payments from the federal government, provincial health care insurance 
plans would have to satisfy the following criteria:

Public administration —which is to say, the provincial insurance 
plans had to be not-for-profit and subject to a public audit 
Comprehensiveness—which meant that the plans had to include all 
insured services provided by hospitals, medical practitioners and 
similar services 
Universality—i.e., they had to entitle 100% of the qualified residents 
of a province 
Portability—which meant that the residents of the various provinces 
could not lose health care coverage from their old province-of-
residence before a three-month residence period had elapsed, at 
which time they would be covered by the medical plan of new 
province or residence5

Accessibility —which stipulated uniform terms of access as well as 
reasonable compensation for health practitioners 

Despite intense lobbying by insurance companies and the Canadian Medical 
Association, the Act was proclaimed in 1985 [Taylor, 1987]. The system has 
undergone some changes since its inception. Nevertheless, today all Cana-
dian provinces and territories have a universal health care system where phy-
sicians and hospitals provide services according to province-wide schedules 
and where, with exceptions that will be explained in a moment, no health 
care services have to be paid for by the patients themselves. 

Ironically, the development of a socially-oriented health care service had 
beer, supported in the late 20’s and early 30’s by organized Canadian medi-
cine as a way to provide medical practitioners with guaranteed payment at a 
time when the recovery of fees was notoriously uncertain and the income of 
physicians was experiencing a steady decline [Naylor, 1986]. Initially, there-
fore, the self-interests of the profession and the shifting perspective of soci-
ety converged in fostering a supportive climate for health care reform. How-
ever, even this early support was tinged by the physicians’ self-perception as 
small businessmen6 who had a right to control the conditions of their own 
practice like other entrepreneurs. Moreover, there was an early and abiding 
insistence that socially mandated medical insurance schemes should be 
available only to indigents and persons below a certain income level. This 
would allow the profession to continue the practice of two-tier billing, with 
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the upper-income earners making up for the reduced fees that would be 
charged to the insured. The reason organized medicine did not advocate a 
similar restriction on eligibility for hospital insurance was that medical in-
comes were not effected by hospital insurance schemes. Finally, right from 
the very start, organized medicine fiercely defended its prerogative of pro-
fessional autonomy by maintaining that control of any medical insurance 
scheme should reside firmly in the hands of the medical profession [Naylor, 
1986].

These professional considerations constituted a constant and abiding 
counterfoil to the direction of the evolving social consciousness. It was cen-
tralized under by the leadership of, and coordinated by, the Canadian Medi-
cal Association (CMA), a private corporation set up by an Act of Parliament 
in 1867 to advance the economic interests of its physician members. In 
keeping with its mandate and reflective of the professional perspective just 
mentioned, the CMA challenged the Canada Health Act on constitutional 
grounds in a last-ditch effort to derail the Canada Health Act’s implementa-
tion. However, it abandoned its suit after it became clear that it would lose 
the challenge. It has since shifted away from an open and formal opposition 
to the principle of socially controlled and universally available health care. 
Instead, it has concentrated its efforts on touting the alleged advantages of its 
own original conception of a two-tier health care system, where the majority 
of people would be covered by universal health care insurance while those in 
the higher income brackets, who could afford to pay privately, would make 
their own payment arrangements. Payment for the latter would not be tied to 
the socially set fee schedules. At the same time, such private payers would 
receive what are claimed to be higher-grade and speedier services. To date, 
the efforts of organized medicine have met with uniform resistance both 
from the public as well as from government at all levels [Roos, Fisher, Bra-
zauskas, Sharp and Shapiro, 1992]. 

The system of universal health care insurance that is currently in place is 
not entirely universal. Exceptions to the universal coverage have already 
been mentioned. They include treatments that are non-standard—experi- 
mental medical procedures fall into this category—and those that are not 
considered “medically necessary.” At first glance, this might be construed as 
a way for public funding agencies to limit the nature and amount of medical 
services in keeping with some preconceived financial ideal. In fact, however, 
this is not entirely the case. The provincial governments have established 
medical service commissions that decide what is considered medically nec-
essary. These commissions are made up of representatives of the respective 
Ministries of Health, the public and organized medicine within the relevant 
province. They function at arm’s length from government itself. By and 
large, they have been very successful in maintaining their independence. As 
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was said, the only interventions that the commissions will not fund as a 
matter of course are dental services,7 purely cosmetic interventions and the 
like—as well as experimental treatments. It is felt that, in view of the un-
proven nature of experimental procedures, public funds should not be spent 
on them. However, if prospective recipients of experimental treatments can 
successfully make their case to the responsible Minister of Health, funding 
for such treatment may be forthcoming on an ad hoc basis.

This picture is currently undergoing some changes at the level of the 
provinces, with a move towards regionalization. The provincial Ministries of 
Health have begun to divide their respective jurisdictions into demographi-
cally identified regions, each with their own regional health board. The re-
gions are assigned global budgets and the regional health boards have the 
power to decide over health care planning and delivery within their respec-
tive jurisdictions. The driving assumption that underlies this change is that 
devolving such decision-making power to the regional level will increase 
flexibility in meeting differential regional needs, while at the same time re-
taining the same level of care. However, even under regionalization, the ul-
timate co-ordinating and financial responsibility remains with the provincial 
ministries of health. 

Alberta has recently passed legislation permitting private clinics to offer 
services on a competitive basis with publicly funded health care institutions. 
This has been perceived by some as a crack in the health care delivery 
structure established by the Canada Health Act. However, the Alberta legis-
lation stipulates that, to be able to provide what are provincially insured 
services and to be eligible for public funding, such private institutions must 
underbid public institutions with respect to these services. As to the remain-
der of the services offered, these would be non-insured services and hence 
fall outside of purview of the Canada Health Act. 

2. SUCCESSES

The Canadian health care system can point to many achievements and 
successes. Chief of these is that by and large, it has succeeded in doing what 
it was set up to do: namely, to provide appropriate health care to all who 
need it on an equitable basis without plunging the recipient or significant 
others into financial crisis [Anderson, 1997; Gironimi et al., 1996; Nair et 
al., 1992; OECD, 1994; Wilkins and Bracken, 1989; Roos and Mustard, 
1997; Rublee DA, 1989]. There is no parallel to the “cream-skimming” and
hence the under-servicing that is experienced with private for-profit health 
service suppliers, nor is there a financial incentive to under-service those 
who suffer from severe or protracted illnesses in order to maximize profits. 
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Since in a socialized system profit is not an issue, whatever burdens exist 
will be spread over society as a whole. This is especially important with an 
aging population and in end-of-life situations, where the financial implica-
tions might otherwise lead to an abbreviation of services. It also permits the 
current debate over assisted suicide and euthanasia to be focused solely on 
the issue of autonomy and quality of life, rather than on the financial fears of 
next-of-kin and significant others. 

Further, there is no disparity in the quality of services that are provided to 
different socio-economic classes8 since private health care providers—in so 
far as they exist—may not charge more for the same insured service than 
public providers. The only exceptions are services that are not covered by 
the provincial insurance plans. In these cases, fee schedules are at the dis-
cretion of the private insurer. However, since all medically necessary serv-
ices are covered by the provincial insurance plans, this involves only a small 
minority of services. Usually add-ons such as private rooms (rather than 
two- or four-person shared rooms) when this is not medically necessary, top-
grade as opposed to standard prosthetic implants, name-brand drugs when 
generic drugs are just as safe and effective, etc. are involved. 

The overall effect of the general policy has been excellent. Not only has 
it created an equal standard of care for all citizens, it also tends to remove 
financially-based differences in the quality of professional services that are 
offered by different institutions. Since all health care institutions can only 
recover according to the same fee schedule, no institution can offer substan-
tially better salaries in order to attract better-qualified health care profession-
als. Consequently, the pay-differential between privately ad publicly funded 
institutions that exists in some other countries does not obtain. The only sig-
nificant differences between institutionalized health care involve an institu-
tion's affiliation with a medical school or its designation by the public 
funding agency as a primary as opposed to, say, a tertiary health care facil-
ity. However, even here, any differences that might impact negatively on the 
quality of care received tend to be smoothed out by societally funded pa-
tient-transfer mechanisms that shunt patients with higher health care needs to 
the appropriate tertiary institutions. The system of medical transport in Can-
ada is very highly developed. 

As to the quantity of services, there is no pre-set limit as to the number of 
times that anyone may access the health care system, nor is there any limit 
on the types of services that are available. The only exception to this obtains 
in the sector of experimental treatments, which will not be available. Ini- 
tially, there was some fear that the easy availability of services would lead to 
consumer abuse. However, that does not appear to have materialized. 

There are waiting lists for certain procedures and interventions. Conse-
quently, there have been some efforts, spearheaded by organized medicine, 
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to establish private clinics to allow people who are financially well off to 
circumvent waiting lists for publicly funded services. However, these efforts 
are few and far between and generally involve services that are not consid-
ered medically necessary.9 Moreover, federal transfer payment guidelines 
under the Canada Health Act and related legislation contain penalty clauses 
that focus on differential payment schemes for provincially insured services. 
They penalize the provinces if they allow private clinics to charge more than 
the established reimbursement rate that is set by the medical services com-
missions and paid to not-for-profit institutions. The penalty consists in the 
withholding of federal transfer funds in the amount that is charged extra by 
the private service providers. By and large, the effect of this has been that 
the provinces have adopted a negative stance towards the proliferation of 
such clinics. Thus, while there are private clinics that offer laser eye surgery, 
none offer transplants, tonsillectomies, chemotherapy and the like.10

Finally, Canada's socialized approach to the delivery of health care has 
shown itself to be administratively more efficient than private provider-
based medicine in other countries and, in particular, the U.S. There is no 
agreement on the exact amount of this difference, but generally accepted 
figures range from 2 to 5.5%. With health care budgets running into the bil-
lions of dollars on an annual basis, this figure is significant at the level of 
hands-on care that can be provided. It entails that the Canadian system can 
use this money to fund treatments where otherwise it would be spent on bu-
reaucracy [Woolhandler and Himmelstein, 199 1 ; Woolhandler and Himmel-
stein, 1997]. 

3. ISSUES AND PROBLEMS 

Alongside its successes, the Canadian health care system has its share of 
problems. These can be grouped under three headings: financing, delivery of 
services and ethico-legal issues. 

3.1 Financial Issues

Possibly the most egregious problem lies in the area of finance. Over the 
last decade or so, the federal government has increasingly pulled back from 
direct involvement in health care funding. In a series of moves culminating 
in the Government Expenditures Restraint Act (entering into force in 1991), 
the federal government amended the Contributions Act —which controls the 
transfer of federally collected revenues to the various provinces—by tying 
these payments to an increase in the gross national product. In times of in-
flation, this has the effect of successively reducing the amount of money that 
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is actually transferred. This has forced provinces to look elsewhere for the 
funds necessary to run their health care services. Since provincial funding is 
dependent on taxes, the ability of the provinces to make up for lost revenue 
has been severely limited. Provinces whose economies have seen a slow-
down in economic growth in recent years—and to some extent this includes 
most Canadian provinces—have been especially hard hit by this. In this con-
nection, Alberta’s recent move to legalize certain private clinics must be 
seen as an attempt to cut health care costs by introducing competition into 
the public sector, not as an attempt to undermine the Canada Health Act. 

Unfortunately, the federal government has essentially abandoned so-
called Established Programme Financing. This means that federal transfer 
payments are no longer designated to specific programmes such as health 
care but are lumped together with other financial transfers. This has allowed 
provincial governments to place these funds into their general revenues, 
which are then distributed according to perceived financial exigencies and in 
accordance with a politically motivated process that varies from province to 
province. The effect has been some erosion in the previous inter-provincial
uniformity of services. However, the federal government has recently moved 
to counterbalance this by increasing the amount of federal contributions. Un-
fortunately it has done so without reintroducing Established Programme Fi-
nancing in its previous form. Current federal budgetary surpluses have re-
sulted in increased federal health care spending. This has the potential for 
reversing the erosion of de facto federal regulatory powers with. respect to 
inter-provincial standards of services. Still, the effects of previous federal 
policies have not been completely ameliorated; in fact, they have been exac-
erbated by a concerted move on the part of most provinces towards balanced 
financing. Cutbacks in provincial health sector funding have been impli-
cated.

Further, there has been a move to restructure the transfer payment ar-
rangements on a wholesale basis with a renewed “social contract” arrange-
ment between the federal government and the provinces. However, one of 
the problems standing in the way of any rearrangement is Quebec’s insis-
tence on managing all public expenditures without any interference from the 
federal government. This demand has been integral to Quebec’s political 
posture for some time. It is tied to the Parti Québécois’s attempt to take 
Quebec out of the Canadian federation—which is why health care funding 
has been an integral part of constitutional debates for several decades. This 
creates the illusion of uncertainty surrounding the delivery of services, 
whereas in fact both level and quality have remained uniformly high [Nair, 
Karim and Nyers, 1992; OECD, 1994]. 
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3.2 Delivery of Services

3.2.1 Waiting Lists 

Closely associate with fiancial constraints is the issue of waiting lists for 
insured services. Because public resources are limited, there are waiting lists 
for some services, and in some cases the Canadian waiting lists for these 
services are longer than in certain other countries [De Coster et al., 1998; 
Dunn et al., 1997; Naylor et al., 1997; Katz, Mizgala and Welch, 1991]. This 
has been portrayed in some quarters—especially by the Canadian Medical 
Association—as resulting in a mass Canadians exodus to the US for medical 
services, and as indicating the unworkability of a Canadian style single-
payer approach. 

However, studies have shown that despite waiting lists, the health out-
comes for Canadians are no different from countries in which waiting times 
are shorter—and that in some cases they are better. Moreover, contrary to 
the dire claims made by organized medicine, it turns out upon investigation 
that Canadians are not seeking health services from other countries in record 
numbers [Katz, Verrilli and Barer, 1998]. Finally, although waiting lists 
have rekindled the drive by professional medical associations for permitting 
private health care providers to enter the field, there has been no corre-
sponding public support for this. Instead, public pressure has been in the di-
rection of increased public funding [Evans and Roos, 1998]. Consequently it 
seems that financial exigencies notwithstanding, the Canadian public re-
mains firmly committed to the principle of socialized medicine. Interestingly 
enough, other health care professions such as nursing have not thrown their 
support behind organized medicine. Instead, they have supported the public 
in its demands for increased funding. Finally, alternative health care profes-
sionals such as chiropractors, homeopaths, etc., who theoretically might have 
been expected to be on the side of the CMA, have consistently been on the 
public side of the debate and instead have argued for inclusion in the socially 
funded system. To some degree, they have been successful: Chiropractic 
services are a limited insured item in most provinces. 

3.2.2 Professional Dissatisfaction 

Nevertheless, it is undeniable that over the past few years, the restruc-
turing of the payment relationship between the provinces and the federal 
government, and the reduced involvement of the federal government in di-
rect health care funding, have led to a diminished availability of health dol-
lars, both comparatively and in adjusted terms, at the provincial level. This 
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has reduced the maneuverability of the provinces with respect to rising 
health care expenditures. This, in turn, has fostered professional dissatisfac-
tion on two fronts: once with respect to the level of professional fees and 
salaries, and once with respect to the ability of the relevant professionals to 
practice in what they consider to be a professionally responsible fashion. 

In the case of nurses, reduced funding has meant small pay increases or 
no pay increases at all, as well as a reduction in the number of nurses that are 
hired. Nurses therefore feel that to the insult of effectively reduced pay is 
added the injury of an increased workload. Consequently some nurses asso-
ciations have undertaken job action to force their provincial governments to 
loosen the purse strings. Their efforts have met with some success. 

There has also been a reduction in the number of new nurses entering the 
labor force, as well as some exodus of nurses either out of the profession 
entirely or to the United State to seek better working conditions. In the ab-
sence of a sizeable influx of money to deal with these issues, it can only be 
expected that these trends will continue. At the same time, it should be noted 
the provincial governments are apparently beginning to respond to the situa-
tion. Some of them have increased their budgetary allowance for nursing 
care by several tens of millions of dollar. For a comparison to the US, this 
should be understood with a multiplier of at least ten. 

Physicians are dissatisfied for reasons that are partly similar to those of 
nurses: Their reimbursement schedules have not increased at the rate they 
would like, and health regions have had to scale back their capital expendi-
tures for equipment, programmes, etc. Consequently physicians feel that 
their services are no longer valued at an appropriate level. Furthermore, 
some feel that they are forced to practice in a professionally dubious fashion 
because they cannot offer their patients all of the services that, in their pro-
fessional opinion, the patients should receive—or because they cannot offer 
these services in what they consider to be an appropriately short time-period.
However, while the nurses associations perceive the solution to these issues 
to lie in increased funding for the system as a whole, the professional medi-
cal associations claim that nothing short of a fundamental revamping of the 
socialized approach to the health care system as a whole will work. 

In terms of the philosophical dichotomy outlined in the beginning, or-
ganized Canadian medicine continues to maintain the contradictory position 
that health care is both a right and a commodity: a right for those who cannot 
pay, a commodity for those who can. Organized medicine therefore contin-
ues to advocate a two-track approach, according to which a privately funded 
health care system should be allowed to function in parallel to the current 
socialized system. Under the leadership of the CMA, it is continuing to 
lobby for its own historical vision of a two-tier health care system in which 
individual physicians can retain the ability to serve all who need health care 
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but at the same time reap the profits of higher fees from the financially more 
able.

It is noteworthy that societal support for the positions of the two profes-
sions is by no means uniform. The nurses’ position has struck a responsive 
chord in the public. Nurses are seen as the defenders of patients’ interests 
and as genuinely dedicated to the idea of a socialized health care system with 
equal access for all. That is why their efforts to secure better working condi-
tions have generally met with solid support. 

By contrast, organized medicine’s position has found little acceptance. 
This is probably because its demands are generally seen as self-serving. The 
public apparently remembers the CMA’s opposition to socialized health care 
and its challenge of the Canada Health Act. Further, the public may well be 
puzzled by physicians’ demands to be seen as business persons in a free en-
terprise system when provincial governments defray a large proportion of 
physicians’ malpractice insurance costs as part of the negotiated settlements 
with provincial health care associations, and when the provincial govern-
ments provide a significant annual education stipend to each physician who 
is practicing in their respective jurisdictions. At a deeper level, however, the 
lack of public support probably lies in a fundamental divergence on the phi-
losophy of health care. As was noted in the beginning, whereas the public 
has firmly espoused a rights-perspective, organized medicine has retained a 
commodity-perspective and apparently acknowledges the rights-perspective
only insofar as it does not interfere with the advancement of the. interests of 
organized medicine itself. The public also seems to be convinced that while 
its current socialized health care system may have its problems, these can be 
fixed by appropriate funding remedies that do not require the sacrifice of the 
system itself [Evans and Roos, 1998]. 

3.2.3 Geographically Based Problems 

Another pragmatic problem lies in the demographics of health care deliv-
ery. Canada’s vast size and relatively small population make the delivery of 
health care in outlying areas very expensive. Efficiency and cost minimiza-
tion clearly favor a centralization of the delivery systems. However, the be-
lief in social responsibility for equitable access to health care militates 
against restricting access to only to those who happen to live in large urban 
centers. Consequently Canada has had to develop a system of advanced 
transportation modalities that allows anyone in need of medical attention, 
anywhere within the Dominion, to reach a tertiary care facility in a minimum 
of time. Further, and for the same reason, Canada is increasingly utilizing the 
tools of tele-medicine—which is to say computers, electronic data transmis-
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sion modalities and electronic communication technology—to provide as-
sistance to health care professionals in outlying communities. 

Still, both of these present their own problems and challenges. Transpor-
tation is no substitute for closeness of location, especially when time is of 
the essence. Further, the most sophisticated access modalities in the world 
are helpless in the face of the vagaries of an extreme climate that sometimes 
makes the use of any mode of transportation impossible. 

Further, the integration of long-distance transportation modalities into the 
health care delivery system presupposes an accompanying array of support 
modalities such as information transmission, and a standardization of the 
relevant protocols. This is not always the case. For instance, the provincial 
health care providers have been reluctant to establish electronically accessi-
ble databases that would allow emergency response personnel to access the 
medical records of patients while in transit. This reluctance is not without 
financial implications in terms of unwanted and unwarranted emergency in-
terventions. Further, it constitutes a source of ethical conflict for paramedics 
who, in the absence of appropriate records, must follow resuscitative proto-
cols as a matter of regulation. At the same time, it impedes the ability of 
emergency response personnel to provide as complete and as efficient a 
service as would be possible if all relevant patient data were known. How-
ever, it should be noted that on a comparative basis, Canada still fares ex-
tremely well in relation to most other countries. 

As to tele-medicine, while the technology has proven itself in many in-
stances, it has raised questions that center in the privacy and security of 
medical records. There are no standardized protocols at the present time, and 
the law provides little guidance since it lags behind current developments in 
technology. While tremendous efforts are being made to deal with the situa-
tion, it will be years before anything like a coherent, usable and systematic 
system of regulations emerges. In the meantime, the various regional health 
authorities have to do the best they can. 

3.2.4 Aboriginal Health 

Another issue of grave concern is aboriginal health. As was noted previ-
ously, all Canadians are entitled to equitable access to health care. This in-
cludes native populations. In their case, health services are not provided by 
the provinces but are under the direct control of the federal government. The 
latter has been diligent in funding health care services for native populations. 
Nevertheless, the rate at which Canada’s aboriginal population suffers from 
disease and debility is almost three times higher than the non-native popula-
tion (Ng, 1996). The causes of this are not entirely clear. However, indica-
tions are that the social conditions under which many native populations live 
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are a major determinant. Consequently the differences in health status cannot 
be corrected without dealing with these underlying social issues. Efforts are
under way to ameliorate the situation. They include treaty agreements that 
would give native populations jurisdiction over traditional territories and 
control over their own communities and resources. 

3.2.5 Administratively Based Problems 

A new type of issue that is beginning to merge has nothing to do with 
levels of funding or professional-provider conflicts. It centers in the restruc-
turing of Canadian health care delivery in terms of health regions. Over the 
past few years, the provinces have re-organized their health care delivery 
structures in such a way that it is no longer steered centrally and directly by 
the respective ministries of health. Instead, planning and delivery responsi-
bilities have been devolved onto regional Boards who are responsible for the 
quotidian delivery of health care in their catchment areas. In some instances, 
these Boards have adopted a Carver style of administrative accountability 
[Carver, 1990]. On this model, a Chief Executive Officer who is hired by the 
Board functions as liaison between the Board and all committees, stake-
holders, etc. Since the obligations of the Boards and their CEO’s are funda-
mentally distinct, this sets the stage for serious ethical conflict that is not 
without its implications for the delivery and availability of health care. 

That is to say, the mandate of the various regional Boards is to look after 
the health care needs of the regions for which they have been appointed by 
the provincial government and for whom they function. This means that the 
Boards stand in a fiduciary relationship towards the public in their respective 
administrative areas. The CEO’s, on the other hand, are retained by the 
Boards and owe a primary duty to these Boards. Consequently they do not 
stand in a fiduciary relationship towards the public. Instead, they are duty 
bound to function in a professional capacity vis-à-vis the administrative tasks 
given to them by their Boards. Their professional mandate, therefore, centers 
not in the right to health care but in the delivery of services in an appropriate 
and business-like fashion. Consequently, there is a professionally grounded 
drive for CEO’s to run their health regions in a business-like and corporate 
manner, much on the model of an HMO. 

The move towards a Carver oriented administrative structure by many 
health care regions therefore sets the stage for potentially irresolvable con-
flicts in the administrative functioning of the health regions themselves. 
Business-like practices, which necessarily view health care as a commodity, 
run head-on into health claims that find their basis in the rights perspective 
governing the operations of the Boards and expectations of the health care 
consuming public. The conflict is all the more insidious because the CEO’s 
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are the conduits through which the Boards interact with their stakeholders. 
Consequently the Boards are extremely susceptible to the corporate orienta-
tion that the CEO's are duty-bound to bring forward as a matter of their pro-
fessional obligation towards the Boards themselves. This move to a Carver-
style administrative structure for health regions has been undertaken in the 
interest of maximizing the availability of health care through appropriate 
business practices. Ironically, it has an even greater the potential for under-
mining the spirit of the Canada Health Act than the attempts of organized 
medicine.

3.3 Law and Ethics 

A still different set of problems derives from the social parameters. That 
is to say, health care, like any social undertaken, is embedded in a frame- 
work of laws and regulations that delimit how it may be delivered. In Can-
ada, as in any common law country, this legal framework is determined by 
statutes as well as case law. In an ideal society, there would a congruence 
between the legal framework within which health care is delivered and the 
ethical parameters and principles that ought to govern the delivery of health 
care itself. Canadian society is no more and no less ideal than any other. 
Consequently, there are occasions where the fit between the legal framework 
within which health care operates, and the ethical requirements inherent in 
the mandate of health care itself, is problematic. 

3.3.1 Conflicts 

This absence of congruence takes two forms. In the one kind of case, the 
law—or at least some part of it—is in direct conflict with itself or is at vari-
ance with what society considers ethically appropriate. In the other kind of 
situation, there is no law at all and the very absence of a law leads to ethical 
dilemmas.

An example of the first kind of situation is provided by the fact that most 
Canadians believe that competent persons have the right to execute advance 
directives detailing their treatment once they are no longer competent to 
make such decisions in their own person. There even is case law to the same 
effect (Malette v. Shulman, 1990). However, in most provinces statute law 
and its accompanying regulations have not caught up with this change in 
ethical perspective. Consequently health care delivery protocols tend to re-
quire emergency response personnel to initiate resuscitative treatment even 
when there is an advance directive to the contrary.11 This sets up an ethical 
dilemma for emergency response personnel which, under the circumstances, 
is not conducive to the delivery of good and efficient health care. Emergency 
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responders are forced to choose between what is ethically appropriate and 
legitimate (and is recognized as such by case law), and what is required by 
statute and regulation. 

Another example is provided by the prohibition of assisted suicide. Sui-
cide was decriminalized in Canada in 1972. However, assisted suicide re-
mains an offence under s. 241 of the Criminal Code and is punishable upon 
conviction for up to fourteen years of imprisonment ( Criminal Code, C.c-46
s. 241). This statute stands in flagrant opposition to the ethics of autonomy, 
and is in direct conflict with the position accepted by the majority of Canadi-
ans [Lavery, et al., 1997]. It also contradicts the opinion of a significant 
number of physicians [Verhoef and Kinsella, 1996]. However the Supreme 
Court, while unanimous in its finding that s. 241 violates the equality and 
justice section of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, neverthe-
less found by a bare majority that the current prohibition is constitutionally 
validated by s. 1 of the Charter. This section allows for a suspension of indi-
vidual rights if this “can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic 
society.”12 It thus introduces an ethical tension into the delivery of health 
care at the end of life. The situation is anything but ideal. 

3.3.2 Absence of Law 

The second sort of the lack of congruence between law and ethics lies not 
so much in an opposition between the two but in a total absence of law in a 
particular area where, ethically, there should be a legal determination. A 
good example of this is the issue of abortion. Ethically, there appears to be 
general agreement among Canadians that after a certain period of gestation, 
the human fetus attains a morally significant status that should be taken into 
account when the issue of abortion is broached in the physician-patient inter-
action.13 However, since the previous abortion statute of the Criminal Code 
[Criminal Code of Canada, s. 25 1] was struck down as unconstitutional in 
1988 (R. v. Morgentaler [1988]), there is no abortion law in Canada. Conse-
quently it is entirely legal to perform late second- and early third-trimester
abortions. This is a matter of grave concern to many members of the public 
and the medical profession. This concern appears to be independent of any 
religious convictions. However, it is unlikely that, in the current political 
climate, a new abortion law will be introduced any time soon. 

The issue of reproductive technologies provides another example. At pre-
sent, reproductive services are not regulated in Canada except insofar as they 
fall under the general rubric of the provision of health care. The majority of 
Canadians nevertheless believes that there should be such regulation [Royal 
Commission on New Reproductive Technologies, 1993]. The federal gov-
ernment has recently moved to fill this gap by introducing criminal legisla-
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tion to control reproductive technologies on a nation-wide basis (Bill C-47,
1996-97). There are serious flaws with this legislation, not the least of which 
being that for certain services such as IVF with donor eggs, it would effec-
tively and unalterably discriminate against poorer women. A more general, 
however, and more fundamental objection that has been raised is that in any 
case, the criminal law is the wrong tool to use in this instance. 

3.3.3 Consent and Children 

Another area of ethical concern pertains to children. Canadian society has 
come to accept that discrimination on the basis of age is ethically unaccept-
able. This position has found reflection in s. 15 of the Canadian Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms which, inter alia, specifically prohibits discrimination 
on the basis of age. Passage of the Charter has required the provinces to 
amend their consent legislation such that children now may act as decision-
makers in their own right, independently of parental veto, as long as the 
children are deemed competent and the attending health care professional 
agrees that the choices they make are in their own best interest.14 Overall, the 
effects of these changes have been beneficial. Children have been integrated 
into the decision-making processes surrounding their health [Harrison et al., 
1997]. Nevertheless, for some health care providers (especially physicians) it 
has led to tension between the ethics of autonomy, which has become a cor-
nerstone of Canadian medical practice, and the tradition of paternalism to-
wards children. It has been particularly difficult for physicians who assume 
that children are incompetent by definition and that parental authority is fun-
damental under all circumstances. It has also created problems for the me-
chanics of medical-parental interaction. These are still in the process of be-
ing worked out. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Canadians believe in the principle of equality and justice. That is why 
Canadians have come to view health care not as a commodity but as a right. 
This is what underlies Canada’s move to a not-for-profit, publicly funded 
health care system that makes all medically necessary and appropriate health 
care available to everyone on an equal basis. Because this belief in social 
equality and justice is an integral part of the worldview of its citizens, Can-
ada’s socialized health care system was not imposed from the top down by 
the federal government. Instead, it was developed from the bottom up, as a 
result of social pressure. Since it is thus reflective of a deeply ingrained so-
cietal attitude rather than a creature of political perspective, it is highly likely 
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that it will survive the challenges that currently face the present system. In-
deed, since it is shared by the peoples of all provinces, it would probably 
survive even a Quebec separation. 

Nevertheless, the pressure to effect some sort of change in the current 
set-up is steadily mounting. In an ideal world, all provinces would have the 
same population mix and health care needs—and above all the same re-
sources. They could then deliver the same level and degree of services. Un-
fortunately, this is not the case. There exist great disparities between the 
provinces in this regard. This makes it very difficult to fulfil the Canadian 
dream of just social health care unless there is a central coordinating author-
ity regulating and, above all, enforcing authority. To date, that dream has 
been realized because of the funding role of the federal government and the 
commitment of provincial and federal governments to the proposition that 
health care is a right, not a commodity. However, the increasing penetration 
of commodity-oriented administrative practices and the insistence by organ-
ized medicine that the current difficulties would be solved with the introduc-
tion of a parallel and private system of health care, exert pressures that are 
becoming increasingly difficult to ignore. So far the public, which ultimately 
determines governmental policy, has resisted the siren song of a two-tier
system. If public opinion on this issue ever changes, it will spell the end of 
an historically serendipitous but ethically admirable system of health care. 

ENDNOTES

1. Cf. CD Naylor, Private Practice, Public Payment: Canadian Medicine and the Politics 
of Health Insurance, 1911-1966 (McGill-Queens University Press: Kingston and Mont-
real), 1986. 
Some of these territories have recently undergone division into distinct judicial entities— 
e g.. Nunavut—which look after their own health care like the provinces themselves. 
Revised Statutes of Canada, chap. 64, sect. 4(3). 
Canada Health Act, S.C. 984, C. 6. 
The Act also mandated that out-of-country health services would be covered, but only at 
the respective provincial insurer’s rate. This made Canadians attractive health care cus-
tomers for U.S. health care providers since, a potential fee differential notwithstanding, 
payment by Canadians was essentially guaranteed—something that was not always the 
case with U.S. patients. 

With the exception of dental services provided in hospitals and dental interventions for 
reconstructive purposes. 
The exception to this is native health. For more on this, see infra. However, it should be 
noted that the native health issue is independent of the issue of private v. public funding 
for health care since in Canada native health care is publicly funded. 
The exceptions are private clinics that provide insured services for Workmen’s Compen-
sation Board cases. The assumption here is that the sooner a worker can be returned to 
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6. Naylor, 87. 
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work, the less the burdens on society in terms of time-off and sick leave. Consequently 
the exception is allegedly justified by strictly utilitarian considerations focused on the 
aggregate social good. Nevertheless, the ethics of this has not gone unopposed and is 
currently under review. 

10. For Workmen’s Compensation Board exceptions, see supra.
11. For instance, British Columbia has statute law which essentially follows the guidelines 

set out in Malette v. Shulman. That law was passed in 1993 but has not yet received royal 
assent. Consequently it is not in force, and emergency response protocols follow the at-
tempt-resuscitation-unless-the-patient-is-obviously-dead rule. Most other provinces lack 
appropriate statutes that follow the lead of Malette.

12. Constitution Act, R.S.C 1985, Appendix 11, No. 44 Part VII Schedule B, Part Of s. 1. 
13. The figure of 20 weeks is generally accepted as denoting a significant change in status. 

Thus, the CMA policy on abortion states that abortion is the deliberate termination of 
pregnancy prior to fetal viability or 20 weeks, whichever comes first (CMA Policy 
Summary on Induced Abortion, 1176A). For a similar position but couched in general 
terms, see the concurring minority opinion of Wilson J. in R. v. Morgentaler [1988] 1 
SCR 30. 

14. This has not led to a wholesale rejection of health services by minors, as was initially 
feared, but mainly to their requesting medically appropriate services such as immuniza-
tions, birth control devices, etc. when parental beliefs would otherwise deny them such 
services.
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Politics and ethics come together in Oregon's experiment with allocating re-
sources for health care. The Oregon Health Plan rests on a commitment of 
solidarity with the poor. The concepts of the common good, fairness, prudence 
and wisdom reveal the successes and failures of the plan. Fewer Oregonians 
are uninsured than ten years ago, but universal coverage has not been 
achieved. Medical care costs are rising slower but continue to cause havoc in 
the state's budget. In September 2000, the Governor convened a Summit of 
health leaders to regenerate bi-partisan support and commitment. The promise 
of solidarity, community involvement, and bi-partisan collaboration will de-
termine future success of the drive toward universal coverage in a cost-
controlling system. 

Abstract:

1. INTRODUCTION 

In June 1989 the President of the Oregon Senate, John Kitzhaber, M.D., 
gave the commencement address at the Oregon Health Sciences University 
graduation. He lamented the fact that the dynamics of health care financing 
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in the previous decade had generated a spiral in which the costs of health 
care and the number of persons without health insurance were both increas-
ing. As he addressed these newly minted dentists, nurses, and physicians, the 
bills making up the Kitzhaber-designed Oregon Health Plan (OHP) were 
about to pass into law. He warned, “This society will not long tolerate a 
health care delivery system that excludes 40 million Americans....”1 Ten
years later, in January 2000, Governor John Kitzhaber, in his state of the 
state address, called for renewed commitment to the social goal of the Ore-
gon Health Plan. He took pride in the fact that the percentage of Oregonians 
without health insurance had fallen from 17% to 11%. Again, he lamented, 
“Yet, in spite of that progress, one out of ten Oregonians, more than 300,000 
people, are still without health insurance coverage—more than 66,000 of 
them are children. That is simply indefensible.”2

In this paper I offer an interpretation from the point of view of social 
ethics of the process that occurred during those ten years. I identify the core 
ethical questions imbedded in the Oregon Health Plan’s history. I explore 
key the political solution on which the OHP rests: a blending of public and 
private systems. I trace the ethical ground for the key feature of the OHP, its 
list of health service priorities. Finally, I offer an assessment of achieve-
ments and continuing tasks of the Oregon Health Plan. 

2. THE SOCIAL ETHICS FRAME OF REFERENCE 

At the heart of the social motivation of the OHP lies the question of the 
moral purpose of society’s Medicaid commitment. I submit this is a response 
in solidarity to those with health needs whose income level prevents access 
to health care. This is a form of social solidarity. It is an expression of ex-
pectations that membership in a community creates a common good in 
which all should enjoy a fair share. The first ethical element of the OHP is 
this grounding in solidarity. It was evident in an expression often repeated in 
debates about the OHP: it would “ration services, not people.” A driving vi-
sion for the OHP was and is the idea that universal coverage is a common 
good that all citizens should enjoy. 

In addition to the basic moral commitment of solidarity, the OHP also 
sought to create a more rational, prudent, and wise pattern of resource allo-
cation. Health care dollars are scarce in public and private budgets. The in-
tense rate of growth of health care spending in the decade leading up the 
creation of the OHP set the stage for the way solidarity with the poor had to 
be expressed. It had to be associated with a braking system that could maxi-
mize the number of persons with coverage for important health services. 
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The OHP sought to work out that balancing act through the mechanism 
of a list of prioritized health services. The most important items on the list 
would be protected by a prior decision to cut services systematically from 
the least important items. The priorities were to be an expression of commu-
nity values combined with expert information about probabilities of success 
of various treatments. The prioritized list was to function as a statement of 
the relative value of various health services. Deciding about the relative 
value of services is the responsibility of the Health Services Commission, a 
new commission created by the original OHP law. 

Thirdly, the OHP sought to produce a fair system of sharing the burden 
of getting to universal coverage. Initially this took the form of a Medicaid 
commitment that cut off at the Federal Poverty Line, after which employ-
ment-based insurance was to take over. Statistics showed that the vast ma-
jority of the uninsured had incomes above the poverty level and were either 
employees or the dependents of employed persons. The strategy of a man-
date on all Oregon employers to provide health insurance for their employ-
ees (with employee contribution not to exceed 25% of the premium) was the 
first idea for creating a fair solution to the distribution of financial burden. 
The mandate fell victim to existing federal protections of employee benefits 
and was finally abandoned in 1996. The second idea reached legislative form 
in 1998 and consisted of subsidizing premiums for individuals with incomes 
above the poverty level.3

Finally, the OHP looked beyond health care itself and acknowledged that 
health care is but one of the goods government pursues with collective dol-
lars. Responsibility for the distribution of available dollars among socially 
useful expenditures remained with the legislative assembly. It is the respon-
sibility of elected officials to make decisions about maximizing the quality 
of life in community by investing in a mix of health care, education, eco-
nomic development, corrections, transportation, and other services that bene-
fit citizens.4

3. STRUCTURE OF THE POLITICAL SOLUTION: 
PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP 

In 1989 as in 2000, the vast majority of persons without health insurance 
have incomes near the Federal Poverty Level. In 1989, Oregon’s Medicaid 
program was tied to the level at which the state gave financial aid to families 
with dependent children (AFDC). Eligibility for Oregon Families had fallen 
to 58% of the poverty level. If this level were still in place in 2000, a person 
with an annual income of $4,850 would not be poor enough to qualify for 
Medicaid. Part of the solution was to raise eligibility levels to 100% of the 
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federal poverty level ($8,350 annual income in 2000). The other part of the 
solution was to stimulate the health insurance market so that uninsured per-
sons above poverty would be more likely to be offered health insurance 
through their place of employment. 

The Medicaid reform component of the Oregon Health Plan has three so-
cial ethics elements. First, clarify the moral purpose of Medicaid as solidar-
ity with the poor by extending eligibility all the way to the Federal Poverty 
Level (rather than stopping at 58% of that income level). Part of the clarifi-
cation was the elimination of categorical eligibility (such as having depend-
ent children, or being pregnant). 

Secondly, the reform called for defining a benefit package based on a 
prioritized list so that the most important and useful services would be pro-
tected from budgetary cutbacks. The list was to be developed with commu-
nity input about values and expert information about the probability that a 
given health service (e.g., medicine for high blood pressure) could deliver 
the valued outcome (e.g., prevention of stroke). 

Thirdly, the Oregon Health Plan promoted solidarity by identifying the 
Medicaid benefit package as the benchmark benefit package which would be 
used to determine whether or not a private insurance package qualifies as 
meeting the obligation of mandated insurance for employees. This element 
sought to tie the interests of the middle class to the interests of the poor. That 
is, the best way for the middle class to assure that they had adequate health 
care packages through their places of employment was to be sure that the 
Medicaid package was fully adequate. The wedding of interests was in-
tended to transform middle class consumerism into an inclusive concern. 
The quality of Medicaid would be the benchmark for judging the quality of 
private insurance. 

The requirement to manage the Medicaid budget was clear. The legisla-
ture should use the list to make budgetary adjustment (funding fewer serv-
ices if needed, or expanding services in an orderly way if financing permit-
ted) The reform also called for general system efficiencies (along with the 
line adjustments) through the preferred use of capitated managed care to or-
ganize the delivery of services. A third aspect of the budget management 
strategy was the use of a dedicated cigarette tax to pay part of the costs of 
expanding eligibility up to the poverty line. 

The other half of the Oregon Health Plan is the private insurance reform 
effort. First, legislation imposed a mandate on all employers to participate in 
the purchase of insurance for their employees. The mandate was conditional. 
If employers achieved stated goals voluntarily, the mandate would disappear. 
If the goals were not met, employers would either participate in the purchase 
of health insurance or pay a tax equivalent to the costs they would have in-
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curred. The mandate strategy ultimately failed politically and the legislature 
formally repealed it in 1996. 

The Oregon Health Plan insurance component also includes several other 
reform measures. A state agency supervised a low cost insurance product for 
small businesses. The state organized a high-risk pool involving major carri-
ers for persons who were unable to get coverage in the usual market. A spe-
cial task force created an insurance product that was substantially identical to 
the Medicaid benefit package (1991). Anyone seeking to purchase this plan 
could not be refused coverage or charged higher premiums because of health 
status. Further reforms in 1995 created equitable prices between large and 
small business seeking group coverage and required carriers to provide af-
fordable continuation plans for persons leaving employment through which 
they had coverage. In 1997, the legislature passed the Family Health Insur-
ance Assistance Program that provides subsidies to households whose in-
comes fall below 175% of the Federal Poverty Line. Funding decisions by 
the legislature limited this program to a fraction of potentially eligible 
households. In addition, the legislature set up a state Children’s Health In-
surance Program to provide insurance to currently uninsured children up to 
age 18. 

In Oregon the Medicaid program serves an average of 84,000 persons 
each month who would not be eligible under the traditional Medicaid pro-
gram (which serves 268,000) persons. An estimated 27,000 persons poten-
tially eligible for Medicaid remain outside the system. The private insurance 
components of the Oregon Health Plan directly serve fewer persons. The 
Children’s Health Insurance Program reaches 16,000 children, and the Fam-
ily health Insurance Assistance Program reaches 6,000 persons. The high-
risk pool serves 5,700 persons. The Family Health Insurance Assistance 
Program serves 4,000 persons with a waiting list of 26,000 potential appli-
cants..5

4. A SOCIAL ETHICS ASSESSMENT 

The original vision for the Oregon Health Plan was universal coverage. 
Still Oregon has “more than 300,000 people” without coverage as Governor 
Kitzhaber reminded the citizenry in his 2000 State of the State speech.2 Only
10% of this group would be eligible for Medicaid. The most profound chal-
lenge for the Oregon Health Plan lies in shortfalls of the private insurance 
components of the plan. How has the Oregon Health Plan performed from 
the point of view of social ethics concerns for the common good, fairness, 
prudence, and wisdom? 
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4.1 The Common Good 

A social ethic concerns itself with the quality of life of the community. 
By common good, I mean the benefits that come from life together in com-
munity. I mean the benefits that support human flourishing of all individuals 
in the community. True common goods flow into the wellbeing of all mem-
bers of the community. The common good is an ideal toward which histori-
cal societies strive. The common good defines a community's quality of life. 
It is more spiritual than material.6 In the context of health care, the common 
good is not the services provided, but the security of access to aid in a time 
of need. The actual services provided are private, individual goods that only 
a few persons need. The social solidarity in compassion that binds all mem-
bers of the community to each other is the common good.7

There are three positive and two negative evaluations of the Oregon 
Health Plan from the point of view of the common good. From its origins, 
the plan featured a commitment to civic involvement in its workings. The 
law required the Health Services Commission8 to convene community 
meetings to ascertain the community values that should guide the priority 
setting process for health services. A civic group, Oregon Health Decisions 
convened community meetings throughout the state in 1990. The Commis-
sion combined the identified community values with technical data from 
health care experts to construct the list. This structure and practice of com-
munity involvement has continued throughout the ten years of the OHP and 
nourishes the sense of community responsibility for health care.9

The second positive feature seen from the common good perspective is 
the fact that the state has made a formal commitment of access for all the 
health care. The commitment itself becomes part of the Oregon common 
good, even while the actual achievement of the social mechanism falls short 
of the goal. The commitment and momentum enhance the common good. 

A third element of common good associated with the Oregon Health Plan 
comes from the fact that the prioritized list integrates all health services into 
a unified, integrated frame of reference. The plan sees dental health, mental 
health, and health of the rest of the body as the object of health care. This 
integration provides an enriched conceptual scheme for planning and organ-
izing the services that correspond to the common good of health-related se-
curity and welfare. 

On the negative side of the common good account, the Oregon Health 
Plan has fostered dangerous illusions about the financing of health care.10

Confusing beliefs about the role of employers in the distribution of health 
insurance continue to cloud the discourse about solutions. These confusions 
are not unique to Oregon. Their continuation in Oregon, however, hinders 
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progress toward achieving health care access as a common good of Orego-
nians.

The mandate strategy sought to impose a legal obligation on all employ-
ers. Many advocates assume that employers have a moral obligation to pro-
vide health insurance. The problem is that language about employer contri-
bution hides the fact that benefits are part of total compensation determined 
by the market for labor. Households pay insurance premiums. Households 
have the responsibility of contributing to the pooled resources that provide 
coverage. The illusion that employers pay for insurance and give it to em-
ployees stands in the way of community awareness of social responsibility.10

The use of a portion of a tobacco tax dedicated to the health plan further 
hides the general societal obligation. It shifts attention away from the whole 
community to those “sinners” whose smoking makes them convenient tar-
gets for imposing an increased burden for financing health care. This strat-
egy fails to include everyone in the duty to share the burden of the common 
good.

A second negative aspect from the point of view of the common good is 
the breakdown of bipartisan support for the Oregon Health Plan. The emer-
gence of the plan’s initial legislation rested on remarkable bipartisan support. 
This support has slowly degenerated over the decade. As shared vision and 
commitment to the common good goals of the plan diminished, the struggle 
to secure sufficient funding both for Medicaid and the Family Health Insur-
ance Assistance Program has come to be seen in terms of partisan wins and 
losses. The partisan frame hides the question that a common good loss to the 
whole Oregon community may be the result of certain “victories.” When 
Governor Kitzhaber convened a broad bi-partisan group for the Summit on 
the Oregon Health Plan, a central purpose was “to rebuild trust” and to rein-
sert a bipartisan spirit into the work ahead.11

4.2 Fairness

A significant achievement from the perspective of fairness lies in using 
the idea of poverty as the primary criterion for Medicaid eligibility. The plan 
invoked the insight that the primary reason for reaching out to offer health 
coverage to persons with low incomes ought simply to be their poverty, not 
marital or family status. This insight drives the innovative aspects of the 
Oregon Medicaid program, although categorical programs continue to exist 
side-by-side with the new approach. This duality continues because the Ore-
gon Health Plan Medicaid component is a demonstration program operating 
under the conditions of a waiver of the usual federal Medicaid rules. 

The focus on poverty as a reason for assistance also informs the Family 
Health Insurance Assistance Program. The central feature of this program is 
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income-based subsidy of health insurance premiums. The program focuses 
on those just above the federal poverty level (up to 175% of FPL). Lack of 
insurance as a social phenomenon concentrates in these lower income levels. 
Sixty-two per cent of Oregon’s uninsured persons have incomes below 
200% of the Federal poverty level.12 The major reason for going without in-
surance at these income levels is affordability. The idea of fairness fully 
supports this policy of seeking equity in the degree of burden faced by per-
sons with low income as they participate in the common good of access to 
health care. The subsidy comes from state general funds collected mainly by 
income taxes. Thus, this approach spreads the burden of health insurance for 
the near poor through the entire range of income levels. 

Negatively, from the point of view of fairness, the Family Health Insur-
ance Assistance Program has incorporated an unfair feature. Focusing on the 
goal of getting families without insurance into coverage, policy makers made 
being uninsured for six months a condition for eligibility. This means that 
families who had sacrificed to purchase health insurance would not be eligi-
ble for the subsidy (unless they went without health insurance for a period of 
six months). However, the reason for the subsidy is income level. The crite-
rion violates the idea of fairness. 

A second negative mark from the point of view of fairness lies in the 
complex relationships among health care providers. The Oregon Health Plan 
seeks to purchase Medicaid services through contracts with managed care 
organizations on a capitation basis. One of the enduring problems with mar-
ket competition in the health care arena is the issue of adjusting for adverse 
selection. One plan might accumulate an unusually high proportion of costly 
members yet the capitation rate remains identical to other plans with lower 
concentrations of high cost patients. There will be an incentive to seek ways 
to reduce the number of high cost members. Unless the effect of adverse se-
lection is smoothed out through cooperative adjustments (risk adjustments), 
the general effect is for all plans to seek to minimize the number of high cost 
members.

Participating plans have engaged in discussions about developing a risk 
adjustment system, but have not taken effective action to overcome the 
problem. In Oregon, one managed care plan (CareOregon) was created 
among safety net providers specifically to permit them to participate in the 
Oregon Health Plan. This plan by definition attracts a high concentration of 
high cost members and has no offsetting private insurance business to act as 
a financial buffer. The consequence is a continuing complicated form of un-
fairness rooted in the competitive relationships among health plans. At the 
Summit on the OHP, Governor Kitzhaber put this problem at the head of his 
list of causes of instability that need to be resolved. 11
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4.3 Prudence 
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As a social ethics concept, prudence looks at the immediate future and 
asks what needs to be done to have adequate resources to move forward to-
ward chosen goals. Prudence is concerned with strategies for forward 
movement, supply lines to sustain efforts, staging and timing of activities. 
The measure of prudence is always the social goal at which the community 
aims.

In a positive vein, the Oregon Health Plan deserves good marks for its 
conscious effort to construct a clear plan for cost control of the Medicaid 
budget. The use of the prioritized list to protect the most important services 
from budgetary cuts is a prudent plan. It recognizes that resources are always 
limited and that trade-offs are part of the life of public service programs. The 
list is an instrument of prudent public policy. 

Negatively, prudence has not been well served in the working out of gov-
ernment budget decisions. In the area of Medicaid, legislators have regularly 
budgeted insufficient funds to cover all of the persons potentially eligible for 
coverage. This means that the program administrators have been motivated 
to tolerate less than vigorous outreach to the population of potential clients. 
Similarly, legislators provided funding for only a fraction of households po-
tentially eligible for the Family Health Insurance Assistance Program. With 
only enough funding for 4,000 persons, a waiting list of more than 20,000 
persons, and a potentially eligible population more than ten times larger, the 
program is vastly under financed. This leads to the conclusion that the ques-
tion of prudent assembly of resources for this program has not been suffi-
ciently addressed by legislative leaders. Since this program is the principal 
vehicle for reaching the near poor households that now lack insurance cover-
age, the low level of financial commitment to the program is a glaring deficit 
in social prudence at work in the implementation of the Oregon Health Plan. 

4.4 Wisdom 

Social wisdom focuses on the question of what the community values 
most deeply and seeks to clarify social goals in terms of those values. The 
central goals of the Oregon Health Plan are universal coverage, affordable 
health care, a rationally designed set of service benefits, and a fair distribu-
tion of the financial burden. 

Positively, the prioritized list of health services is an important instru-
ment of wisdom. It offers a method for defining a health services benefit 
package that builds rationally on both community values and expert infor-
mation. The requirement to be explicit about community values and the use 
of public participation activities give the OHP a structure and a history that 
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support the expectation of continuing work on clarifying social goals. In ad-
dition to the original community meetings conducted to lay the groundwork 
for the prioritized list, OHP leaders have commissioned Oregon Health De-
cisions to conduct five additional public participation projects to generate 
citizen input to the ongoing guidance of the plan.9

A second element of the plan that fits the pattern of social wisdom is the 
development of a benchmark benefit package to determine which packages 
merit support in state financed programs. Because policy makers ultimately 
had to abandon the employer mandate strategy, this work on a standard 
benefit plan has not become normative. Still, it sets a pattern and establishes 
a method for equity that leaders can use for future development. 

The commitment to building the program using both public and private 
sector elements is a third positive element of social wisdom. Many persons 
believe that universal coverage requires government to take over a signifi-
cant portion of the health care system. Throughout the period of develop-
ment and implementation of the Oregon Health Plan, advocates for a single 
payer solution consistently urged their case in public forums. Many people 
hold that a single payer solution is more rational and efficient. They have, 
nonetheless, supported the plan because it offered movement toward greater 
access for the poor. There is pragmatic wisdom in seeking to make a pro-
gram succeed because it heads in the preferred direction. Crafting solutions 
that involve both public and private sector elements continues to show the 
most promise for movement in the direction of universal coverage. 

Negatively, it is unlikely that the adoption of managed care as the pre-
ferred vehicle for achieving significant cost savings for Medicaid held a 
great deal of promise. It was socially unwise to expect this strategy to yield 
relatively short term cost savings. Studies that made it appear that large sav-
ings would come from managed care had compared highly managed and 
mature HMOs against unrestrained fee for service. By the time the Oregon 
Health Plan was being formed, the health care delivery system was filled 
with a host of new HMO and other managed care experiments. The Oregon 
Plan further stimulated the formation of loosely defined managed care enti-
ties. This phenomenon radically altered the likelihood of large cost savings 
from Oregon Medicaid’s preference for managed care delivery systems. 
Some argue the point that costs would have increased even more dramati-
cally without the use of managed care. Others remain unconvinced that the 
central effect of managed care has been its control of costs.13
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This review of the experience of the Oregon Health Plan's first decade 
leads to five conclusions. These apply primarily to the Oregon context, but 
are relevant also to other communities that share the problem of uninsured 
citizens.

First, it is important to keep ethical vision on the table as part of the po-
litical discourse about health care reform. From the beginning, the Oregon 
Health Plan was presented as flowing from an obligation binding the state 
government to assure access to health care for all its citizens. It is important 
to keep this perspective in the political discourse and not let it disappear un-
der the pressure of technical concepts needed for economic and organiza-
tional problem solving. It is important to keep the ethical rhetoric honest by 
taking its challenges seriously. Appeals to community, fairness, prudence, 
and wisdom too easily become hollow rhetoric that feeds cynicism. In his 
address to participants at the Summit on the Oregon Health Plan that he con-
vened in September 2000, Governor Kitzhaber set the continuing policy 
problem in terms of the core social values underlying the OHP.11

Second, policy leaders should work diligently to maintain, nurture, and 
renew bipartisan support for completing this unfinished task. Partisan victo-
ries with winners and losers that leave the common good injured are losses 
for both sides. Bipartisan collaboration is the exception rather than the norm 
in politics as usual. This quest of universal coverage has to break out of that 
usual pattern, and then break out again when the old habits take over. 

Third, maintaining a relatively high level of civic involvement is impor-
tant for success. This is not because ideas are lacking to the leaders. It is 
rather that political will and commitment in this matter depend on willing-
ness to share burdens as well as benefits. Public dialogues can engage citi-
zens in questions about their common good. Opportunities can and should be 
sought by leaders to promote these dialogues. 

The latest effort in this vein, Making Health Policy 2000,9 combined a
telephone survey, community meetings, and focus groups to explore Orego-
nians' values about the health care system. This project, conducted by Ore-
gon Health Decisions, created public input for several state agencies and 
commissions in preparation for the Governor's Summit. 

Fourth, as long as the state leaders prefer to build toward universal cov-
erage with private and public sector approaches, efforts to make those ele-
ments fit together smoothly are crucial. Medicaid leaders should be wary of 
the ultimately self-defeating effects of surreptitiously shifting costs from 
public budgets to private sector budgets. Cost control strategies in particular 
should be closely examined for subtle cost shifting practices that give only 
the illusion of cost control without effectively accomplishing the necessary 
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tasks that social prudence and wisdom require. Public leaders should work 
hard to keep private sector health care organizations willing and collabora-
tive participants in creating and maintaining smooth transition points be-
tween Medicaid and private insurance. 

The Oregon Health Plan now has ten years of history from which to 
learn. Its once highly controversial prioritized list of health services is no 
longer shocking.14 The outrage about rationing care has quieted with the rec-
ognition that rationing goes on in every jurisdiction, just not openly and ex-
plicitly. Still, three hundred thousand Oregonians remain without health in-
surance and medical care inflation continues to wreak budgetary havoc. 

In his Summit speech,10 the Governor set the challenge for the next stage 
of policy development for the OHP. He identified four crucial commitments 
required to achieve progress: 

1. Maintaining a priority-based approach to health services as benefits 
2. Recommitment to social responsibility for caring for the poor 
3. Recommitment to universal coverage 
4. Achieving an effective control of medical inflation 

Achieving the primary goal of the OHP remains in the future. The ethical 
vision of health care as a common good still requires political commitment 
to fairness, prudence, and wisdom to carry the state’s community to the de-
sired goal. Getting there will not just happen. It is a work of the people and 
their leaders. It is a clear example of how ethics and politics must come to-
gether to express the meaning of membership in a community. 
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No one can deny that managed care has had a profound impact on the US 
health care system, especially in areas of high penetration. Patients are now re-
ferred to as “members,” “covered lives,” or even “units of service.” Physicians 
are simply “providers.” Few outside the medical education community, how-
ever, are even aware of the impact of managed care on physician training pro- 
grams, especially those based in community hospitals. The impact of managed 
care on graduate medical education is multidimensional. That is, it affects 
many very different aspects of a training program. These include the patient 
base itself, the fiscal status of the training program, the viability of the spon-
soring institution and the resources available to support physician clinical edu-
cation. In some cases, that impact can be positive. In others it is clearly nega-
tive. The priorities of contract populations, clinical guidelines and pathways, 
capitation, outcomes monitoring and information systems often collide with 
those of continuity of care, clinical problem solving, patient advocacy and pro-
fessional collaboration. Significantly, the impact of managed care is also tem-
porally unreliable, in that the patient population of hospitals, clinics and other 
clinical settings are at risk for major change with minimal advance warning. 
When coupled with the stresses inherent in residency training, for example, 
this “instability” of the environment can bring with it substantial challenges for 
both faculty and housestaff. 

Abstract:

Changing Health Care Systems from Ethical, Economic, and Cross Cultural Perspectives, 
edited by Loewy and Loewy. Kluwer Academic/Plenum Publishers, New York, 2001. 
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This session seeks to explore some of the aspects of graduate medical training 
programs most vulnerable to changes driven by managed care, and the ethical 
challenges those changes can create for both the program participants and the
patients they serve. 

To begin our discussion of the impact of managed care on community 
hospital-based graduate medical education (GME) programs, let us first take 
a brief look at the impact of managed care on health care in general. The first 
perspective is the new language that managed care has given us. What’s in a 
name? Patients are now being referred to as “members,” “covered lives,” 
maybe even “the stroke-protocol patient in Bed No. 3,” and the most de-
grading of all “units of service.” The physicians who care for them are sim-
ply being referred to as “providers.” My analysis of this is that managed care 
has generated a widget factory mentality, dehumanizing the physicians as 
well as the patients. 

A concern you’ll hear me repeat as I move along on this subject is that I 
believe managed care has created a significant interference with the physi-
cian-patient dyad. It has become the new physician-patient-payer triad, basi-
cally, the “third person in the room.” Now the payer is part of the decision-
making process. I believe this compromises the unique relationship of physi-
cian and patient that is established over a period of time, based on trust and 
communication.

The impact of managed care on training programs is not unlike that of its 
impact on the physician-patient relationship. The patient base, training pro-
gram fiscal stability, the viability of the training institutions themselves, and 
the availability of educational resources.. .all of these elements have suffered 
a negative impact by managed care in recent years. I hope to provide exam-
ples shortly that will clarify some of these impacts. 

Let me next review the competing priorities between managed health 
care and so-called traditional health care. The value system for most of us 
who went into the business of health care includes continuity of care, clinical 
problem solving, mission values like care for the underserved, patient advo-
cacy, collaboration among professional colleagues, and an atmosphere of 
inquiry to try and find ways of doing things better. These are in contrast to 
the priorities of health care financing in a managed care format, where con-
tract populations are critically evaluated and clinical guidelines are promoted 
ostensibly because they improve outcomes, but pragmatically because they 
save costs. Capitation is a method of payment designed to control costs. 
Outcomes monitoring too often is focused on outcomes that are fiscally 
driven. Information systems are a valuable tool but, unfortunately, we have 
lots of information systems to track finances and few that track patient clini-
cal parameters and their outcomes. Finally, there is the priority of profit, the 
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driving force for too many managed care payers. If you contrast these two 
value systems, I think you can see how this challenges many of the reasons 
that health care providers gravitated to the helping professions in the first 
place. I also believe that managed care has inserted the dynamic of “greed” 
to which some of the other values of managed care, the positive ones like 
improving patient outcomes, for example, have become subservient. 

Last year, our conference convener, Dr. Loewy, prepared a publication 
that included a brief review of the ethical dangers of managed care. He noted 
that managed care has provided for externally imposed and economically 
driven time constraints in the patient-physician interaction. It has created a 
loss of personal responsibility for clinical decisions when those decisions are 
guideline driven and economically controlled by payers. Resources available 
to patients are defined by money rather than by patients’ needs. Outcome 
studies, as I mentioned earlier, emphasize cost rather than the clinical benefit 
to patients. Finally, there is the concern that managed care has impaired the 
natural curiosity and stifled the imagination of health care professionals in 
this country. Once again, the priority seems to be profit driven. I think it is 
fair to say that the saving of resources, which has been one of the central 
tenants of managed care, is unfortunately not done so as to provide more 
equitable care to all those in need, but to increase profit. 

Specific examples of how these ethical dangers impact GME programs 
and community hospitals are what I am going to discuss with you next. In 
the early 1990s, a primary care training program was established in a setting 
of heavily penetrated managed care. Despite the recruitment of a nationally 
recognized physician director, in a period of less than seven years, this 
training program experienced three transitions of leadership. It was ulti-
mately closed by an action independent of the teaching faculty. The justifi-
cation for such precipitous decision-making was simply economic competi-
tion. The impact on trainees, teachers, and the populations they served was 
considered simply “irrelevant.” 

Annual population shifts occur as payers and employers contract on an 
annual basis. Once they get a “better deal,” employers simply shift all of 
their employees to a new insurance plan, which may indeed be based on only 
very modest cost savings. The impact, of course, is a loss of continuity of 
care for patients with their physicians since they must go out and locate new 
physicians “recognized” by the new insurance. For a training program, this 
can compromise its very existence when it suddenly loses perhaps as much 
as three-quarters of the patient population. 

Medicare—in its role of providing financial support to graduate medical 
education—has also been part of managed care’s impact on training pro-
grams. The Medicare HMOs have been, in my estimation, “stealing” gradu-
ate medical education money for years. Federal support for GME through 
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Medicare was included in HMOs’ annual allocations (AAPCC) from the be-
ginning. This was money clearly earmarked for teaching programs. Unfortu-
nately, the reality is that these funds were actually passed through to the 
training programs only rarely. Instead, this money has been feeding the bot-
tom line of many managed care organizations for years. When the legislature 
discovered in 1997 that the funds for GME were not being passed down to 
the training programs, they decided to take it away. The resultant outcry by 
the managed care organizations (MCOs) was so severe that the legislators 
relented somewhat and decided to take it away from them over a five-year
period. Unfortunately, training programs were unable to muster a similar 
outcry when they lost the money in the first place. Whether that money ever 
finds its way back to the training programs for which it was originally de-
signed has yet to be seen. 

Managed care has also stimulated environments with intense competi-
tion, decreasing prices without a similar decrease in cost. Consequently, 
hospitals have seen their margins decline substantially. When those margins 
go down, so does the fiscal (and sometimes conceptual) support for educa-
tional programs. To cope with this economic challenge, teaching faculties 
are being pressed to be more “productive” (read: generate more income). 
Faculty are these days getting tired of hearing the word “productivity.” A 
1998 Harvard Pilgrim study stated that faculty were 16 percent less produc-
tive than other clinicians in a community hospital setting, neglecting the fact 
that the study didn’t take into account the amount of time the faculty was 
spending teaching trainees. This has driven teaching faculty to spend more 
time in providing direct patient care service ... time that had previously been 
dedicated to education. 

The use of clinical guidelines and pathways has become very popular re-
cently. Unfortunately, I believe they adversely contribute to the present 
problem of dehumanization of our patients. Patients are put into diagnostic 
category “boxes.” The operating framework is that patients need to either fit 
into a specific category or the physician is forced to justify why not! Physi-
cians who use these pathways (especially trainees) may find that they are not 
learning why certain things are done, but only making sure that they are 
done the way the guidelines say they must be. This clearly stifles the atmos-
phere of inquiry and attention to individual patient needs that characterize 
the best training programs. 

The next issue I would like to raise is that of the pressure to push patients 
through our clinical facilities faster and faster. The central priority seems to 
be time and statistics, rather than making patients better. I believe we are 
shortchanging our patients and not giving them the human interaction time 
that they need. The logical extension of some of the decision making that 
managed care has promoted can, I think, have a substantial negative impact. 
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For example, I am expecting a new guideline to say that, for patients who 
show up to the emergency room with chest pain (and maybe even with a 
documented heart attack), if they have had the chest pain for more than three 
hours, statistically they are unlikely to die and are therefore not candidates 
for acute therapy like thrombolysis. Consequently, we should just send them 
home rather than hospitalize them. I don’t think that is the way we should be 
practicing medicine, and it is also poor role modeling for trainees. 

Our elderly patients sometimes require hospitalization with a diagnosis 
that is necessarily vague. Managed care tends to label vague diagnoses as 
“unjustified” for admission.. .resulting in patients not getting the focused at-
tention they need to differentiate organic disease from, for example, depres-
sion. How many elderly suffer harm by the delay in clarifying those diagno-
ses?

Prior to managed care, trainees were taught to seek and manage clinical 
consultations with colleagues who demonstrated skill and professional be-
havior. Managed care says you can only consult with whoever is part of the 
same payer plan. Consequently, physicians are being told they can no longer 
refer to the colleagues with whom they are familiar and whose work they 
respect, but must use clinicians of questionable skill who are willing to ac-
cept a lower level of reimbursement. Is that what our young physicians 
should be learning? 

The hassle factor inherent in a managed care environment is something 
that has been somewhat hidden. Recent research has shown that in a heavily 
penetrated managed care market, primary care providers may be spending as 
much as a full hour each day in just dealing with the increased paperwork 
and hassles created by managed care. That is time taken away from what 
could be spent on learning and teaching. For example, not only has the fixed 
narrow formulary limited our capacity to teach residents how to use an array 
of drug resources, but it forces us to waste time switching our patients from 
one drug to another every time the payer gets a contract for a cheaper brand. 

Finally, I am concerned about what kind of role models our teaching fac-
ulties are providing to the young physicians in training right now. Our best 
teachers and role models—should they be spending time being “productive” 
(just cranking out patients in the clinic) or should they be spending their time 
with our trainees teaching them how to be competent and conscientious phy-
sicians? I think managed care supports an adverse selection toward physi-
cians who are more comfortable with superficial care, the price for which 
will be paid by the patient in the future. I think this is particularly important 
in the case of primary care residencies, which are commonly based in com-
munity hospitals rather than large academic health centers. Because primary 
care programs don’t generate financial support from surgical procedures, for 
example, there may not be sufficient income to offset the costs of serving 
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their patient populations. Some of these are underserved and otherwise dis-
enfranchised populations for which the training program may be the only 
access point to the health care system. 

Given those kinds of examples, let’s now review what are the outcomes 
of managed care’ s impact on graduate medical education training programs 
in community hospitals. New York hospitals were the first to try eliminating 
housestaff and replacing them with nurse practitioners, physician assistants 
and hired physicians. What they found is that hiring mid-levels and contract 
physicians turned out to be much more expensive than having housestaff and 
teachers. Some New York hospitals are now in the process of trying to rehire 
their housestaff and rebuild their training programs. 

Training programs themselves are seeing some significant adverse out-
comes. The Residency Review Committee (RRC) is an accreditation body 
that evaluates the suitability of post-graduate physician training programs for 
a single specialty. An adverse action occurs when an RRC identifies suffi-
cient compromise of a training program’s functions to call into question its 
capacity to meet minimum standards. In one primary care specialty, for ex-
ample, the previous annual rate for adverse actions has averaged approxi-
mately eight percent. In the past 18 months, that committee has increased its 
adverse action level to nearly 35 percent. Why? Because many training pro-
grams have lost sufficient educational resources and institutional support to 
result in a compromise of their educational missions and capacity to meet all 
curricular requirements. 

I think it is not an unrealistic estimate to say that, because of either ac-
creditation or financial pressures, as many as 10 percent of the United States’ 
GME programs—predominantly those in community hospitals and primary 
care—are at risk of closing in the next several years. The economic chal-
lenges of the University of Pennsylvania and its associated hospitals, for ex-
ample, put more than 1,000 resident positions in jeopardy last year. The 
pressures of managed care have also contributed adversely to a loss of lead-
ership continuity within graduate medical education. Not only are we losing 
teachers but also the directors to lead those programs. David Leach, MD, the 
Executive Director of the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Edu-
cation, reported at the 1999 Council of Medical Specialty Societies that al-
most 30 percent of the directors of U.S. training programs left their jobs last 
year.

Faculties are being likewise challenged to manage an appropriate balance 
of the service/education priorities. Worries about money and personnel are 
starting to encroach upon the teaching and role model activities by faculty. A 
recent journal article indicated that many were willing to change diagnoses 
and exaggerate physical findings to get services approved to meet their pa-
tients’ needs. The 1999 Kaiser Family Foundation Study showed that 48 
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percent of physicians surveyed were “lying” to improve their patients’ care. 
Is that what our physicians in training should be learning? 

The end result of all of these challenges is that we are losing training 
programs, trainees and important access points to the health care system. 
Many patients cared for by training programs are those underserved and dis-
enfranchised populations of the poor, complex and challenging patients. 
Some estimate that as many as 40% of the uninsured are cared for by these 
training programs. These patients are the ones who will pay the highest price 
for managed care’s encroachment upon the viability of GME programs in 
community hospitals. 
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A survey of the class of 2003—the incoming class at the University of 
California, Davis—showed that about three-quarters of them had been dis-
couraged by physicians from entering medicine. This is usual among resi-
dents and students. Why? Are doctors in such despair that they advise their 
young not to follow in what was once the dream of their own youth? They 
are, and they do. 

Our generation of physicians “did well” by “doing good.” We worked 
hard but we were “in charge.” We were held in high regard, trusted and well 
paid. By following the advice of our teachers in academic medicine and our 
mentors in practice, we reaped the rewards to which we felt entitled. And it 
was not just venality? for among the greatest of those rewards were the con- 
fidence and affection of our patients and the exhilaration of discovery. We 
became embittered when, having created the most remarkable period of sci-
entific progress in the history of medicine, and generated an age where the 
words “medical miracle” became commonplace, we were suddenly stripped 
of our authority and stewardship, by as it seemed to us, crass mercantilistic 
profiteers. Other types of practitioners from New Age gurus to well-trained
nurses claimed equal, even greater, value to us. And people who had never 
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practiced medicine, who couldn’t spell the conditions for which they rejected 
coverage, were telling us what to do. 

Enraging!
Some doctors quit, and others decided that this, like so many other chal-

lenges in medical science, could be mastered by study and hard work. We 
underwent a series of curricular multifocal myoclonic jerks. We tried to re-
gain dominance of our own patch. Some physicians decided to study busi-
ness but, as with Proteus, the god who changed form every time one wrestled 
with him, we haven’t quite pinned it down. We thought we could master 
business as we did “medicine.” 

Arrogant us. 
Worse than anything, perhaps, was the mutation of the doctor-patient re-

lationship: “provider-consumer” just wasn’t the same. Patients weren’t cer-
tain whether we worked for them or for the system. In truth, this estrange-
ment from patients had come sometime before the advent of healthcare re-
form, as diagnostic technology replaced the touch of physical exam, and 
subspecialty medicine fractured continuity of care. The science no longer 
complimented, but now often replaced, the art of medicine. We forgot that 
the doctor him or herself is a therapeutic instrument. We were fearful of the 
non-numeric, anecdotal fuzziness of influences on patient illness such as 
religion, culture, hope, dread, and the primal need of the suffering for magi-
cal thought. We shunned the shamanistic side of medicine, and alternative 
practitioners very quickly wiggled into the gap. And over the past three dec-
ades, “wellness” replaced sickness in the public mind as the preferred focus 
of Medicine, and this “wellness” encompassed emotional and social well 
being as well as perpetual youthful vigor. Now everybody needed a doctor— 
not just sick people. And we doctors said: “We can do that!” 

Arrogant us again. 
So—we had advanced science, developed miraculous technologic diag-

nostic and therapeutic machines and potions, fractionated patient care among 
multiple experts, neglected (in fact avoided) our priestly tradition in shame 
of its intellectual weakness, and tried to expand our hegemony to cover so-
cial and emotional disquietude. 

Costs soared. Those who paid the bills complained: We were in trouble. 
Since health was cheaper than sickness, health maintenance was emphasized. 
Since doctors were trained to care for the sick, others—non-physicians— 
could often “do health” cheaper and better. Fearful of the competition, we 
quickly altered housestaff and medical school curricula to cover socioeco-
nomic, political, psychological, cultural, ethical aspects of prevention, 
screening, nutrition, population medicine; many schools even threw in 
courses on alternative medicine. All of these new curricular efforts were at 
the expense of core curricular “sickness” subjects, but achieved no increase 
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in patient contact since, in the more crowded curriculum and the growing 
need to generate clinical income, teachers had even less time available to 
listen to and be with students and their patients. 

The most efficient and more reliable “virtual” patient, on CD ROM or via 
actor simulation, was used to teach and examine students while real patients 
in nursing homes and ward beds complained that doctors spent too little time 
with them. Sometimes patients were forgotten entirely. 

About three years ago the then Dean of my medical school issued a di-
rective to all faculty, residents and students. We would all present ourselves 
to a two day seminar given by a traveling troupe of for-hire managed care 
experts. Attendance was mandatory.

•
•

True, 80% of our insured were in managed care. 
True, increased costs and decreased reimbursements were threaten-
ing research, teaching and patient care as faculty were driven to a 
frenetic pace of clinical work. 
True, the jumble of acronyms, payment plans, multiple and mutable
regulations, documentation requirements (“magic words”, we called 
them), pharmacy restrictions, and care algorithms were stupefying.
True, we were sending graduating students and residents into the 
world of mercantile managed care; were we not obliged to prepare 
them for it? 

“Mandatory?” I said. 
“Absolutely. Vital to us all!” He said.
“Everybody? Two days? All faculty? All housestaff! All students?” I said. 
“No exception. No excuses. Must do!” He said. 
“But who will look after the patients?” I said. 

So some of us didn’t go. 
Now what shall we teach medical students and housestaff? Certainly not 

how to be the best employees of managed care. Undoubtedly, many of the 
things in the variably proposed new curricula are important, but frankly die-
tary, smoking, and seat belt counseling, questionnaires on domestic violence, 
gun control, and advice on sexual continence and most screening and immu-
nizations can all be done without a medical school education. Think: nurses, 
physician assistants, and technologists can follow protocols; our previously 
arcane knowledge is now available on the internet to whomever may seek it; 
many non-physicians can and do support the patient in his or her search for 
“wellness.” What is so special about doctors? It is a question the managers 
of for profit healthcare plans often ask, and—answering it themselves—be-
lieve that we may be more trouble than we’re worth. Why should they pay to 
create more of us by subsidizing medical education? Even our own account-

•

�

I phoned the Dean: 
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ants at UC Davis referred to the Dean of Students Affairs Office as a “deficit 
department.”

So what can we do that non-physicians can’t? 
•
•

We can take care of really sick people. Only we can do that. 
We can translate knowledge from bench to clinic, from general to 
particular patients and questions from clinic back to bench better than 
anyone else can. 
We can generate enormous patient trust if it is clearly the case that our 
physician’s oath—that the care of the sick is our principal purpose— 
is perceived as real and binding. 

We have eroded the public confidence in that oath, in my opinion, by con-
centrating too hard on the evils of managed care as they affect doctors. We 
speak with deep feeling of the “uninsured,” but not the “uncared for,” as if 
insurance were the only obstacle to our care; we’ll give it if we are paid. And 
we complain about the 7-10 minute visit with complex patients, but we “go 
along” with it because if we don’t we will be fired or our salaries will be cut.
The patients, rushed through their short appointments, wonder if we are 
making a choice between their well-being and ours. And the students are 
watching, and learning.. .this? We talk a lot about “surviving” as profession-
als in these troubled times, but if in order to survive, we have become what 
we do not want to be, we may be rightly said not to have survived at all. 

Managed care curricula and seminars we attend are replete with advice 
on coding, organizational structures, efficiency measurements, and the like. 
In fact, doctors are now advised to become MBAs to succeed in managed 
care—or to organize into unions to function in it. We have accepted the 
business model, labor and management, when we should have rejected it 
from the first. We were not good at it. 

In my opinion, teaching health care maintenance and managed care is 
easy medically and nothing new:

• Know the patient population served and what they need in the way of 
screening and prevention, always asking whether it does any good and 
if it is worth the cost 
Diagnose and treat the patients using the best means available and pay 
as little as possible for the best 
Keep the patient’s interest superior to your own 

•

•

•
All the rest is business. 

Young doctors, like the class of 2003, came into medicine when many, 
many told them not to. They are vocational. They need to be doctors in spite 
of the absence of our “privileges.” We can assassinate their inspiration with 
our cynicism or, worse, our visible compliance with what we concurrently 
tell them is bad care and bad science. We do have power: Only we have the
skills and knowledge to care for sick people, and to create new knowledge, 
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and that is what we must teach them. Since students learn by imitation, we 
must not only insist on caring for real patients in time enough to really care 
for them, but actively refuse to go along with any system that forces us to do 
otherwise. Our job as teachers is to teach our students to create a better fu-
ture for our patients, not how to adjust to a bad one. 

Managed care for profit as it is now structured must fail. It is not only 
dehumanizing (people as “work-units,” human tragedy as “medical loss ra-
tio”—it’s Orwellian!), but a pyramid scheme economically. Preventive 
medicine succeeds, but does so by increasing the burden later: It should 
more properly be called postponative medicine. 

And when today’s pernicious experiment crumbles as it is already begin-
ning to do, it will be the job of the young doctors whom we have taught to 
create—with their patients, colleagues and society—a new structure of 
health care, free of profligacy and entitlements and, most importantly, pa-
tient-centered and, I hope, concentrating on sick people. 

Environments of practice change. Economic “realities” change. Demo-
graphics and social expectations change. Even scientific and clinical “truths” 
change. But the core value of physicians—to serve their individual patients 
as best they can with the resources available and to seek for better ways— 
that is the enduring and essential lesson of medical education. If we are 
denied the opportunity to teach that, then we are no longer teaching 
medicine.

Because such students as I would have us teach are taught to care for 
their patients with all their devotion, they will be unpopular with manage-
ment. Not only are they time-consuming and not fully productive, their role 
models—us—are disruptive to efficient systems when we sustain the weak 
and disabled, support the socially unvalued patient, and advocate for the dis-
enfranchised patient. Moreover, we must engage in curiosity at the bedside 
and the bench to set them an example as well as advance the work—all of 
this drains the commonwealth as it is, a no-profit activity. 

Why can’t we serve both the sick and society? Simply because their in-
terests conflict, in most cases, and by trying to serve both we would be dis-
trusted by each. Without trust, a doctor is impotent. 

Business or the state must supplement medical education because busi-
nessmen and citizens get sick, and need us to defend them. But they will 
only believe we are essential if we act as if we are: So please, let us not be 
rump economists, nor nurse-practitioners, nor allow ourselves to be lumped 
together with naturopaths or chiropractors—all “providers” together. We are 
physicians and should teach physicians, requiring that necessary privilege of 
teaching as a non-negotiable condition of employment. 

Our young are the best things we do. What is the future of Medicine? 
They are. Let us not let us, today’s doctors sacrifice them in trying to save 
ourselves.*
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The people of the Tupinambá were cannibals. They lived along the At-
lantic-coast of South America in the 16th century and were victims of the 
white invaders who promptly eradicated them. Though the Tupinambá were 
constantly warring with others, they stood under an extraordinary amount of 
pressure to communicate and harmonize within their own extended family. 
Ethnologists interpret the Tupinambá’ s cannibalism as a ritualistic mecha-
nism for relieving these family tensions. How did this come about? What 
exactly was the procedure? How did they go about it? 

Well, first they declared a prisoner of war to be a relative. They then mar-
ried the prisoner to a woman of the Tupinambá tribe. After having lived 
peacefully among them for a certain time, he was killed and ceremoniously 
eaten.

Women held an important role in this ritual: they openly ridiculed and 
humiliated the “prisoner-declared-relative” who, in return, was allowed to 
throw little pebbles at them in self-defense. The women were allowed to 
break out of the duty of keeping the family peace and the man was allowed 
to take his revenge on the women before his execution. The duty to keep 
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peace within the family is stabilized only because the cannibalistic ritual al-
lows them in the end to execute and eat a “relative.” Of course, conflicts to-
day between the sexes, groups or generations are no longer solved by means 
of cannibalism. 

Change of setting: I was recently invited to an Austrian television “talk-
round”—a round-table discussion—on generational conflicts. Around the 
table sat representatives of unions, employers, state employers, women’s 
rights, scientists and the elderly. The table we were sitting around was 
floating in a studio high above the city. Glowing in the background, one 
could see the illuminated Stephansdom, and below it, the glittering lights of 
the inner-city area. This round table, floating over the town, almost seemed 
to symbolize the “good old” family table—but perhaps the family table of 
Europe or Germany differs from the family table of America. 

Around such a “family table,” most conflicts between generations had 
been carried out throughout the past centuries. But that sort of table was not 
a part of our reality. The now present part of the “family” gathered round our 
table in the television studio was not an association with an underlying feel-
ing of idyllic harmony. The interests here clashed hard and notably. On one 
side sat the elderly who were expected, finally, to let go of the “steering 
wheel,” which the younger were anxious to grab hold of—not very idyllic, 
indeed. In 19th century Pommerania (situated in the Eastern Part of the old 
German Reich), one used to stir for the elderly a so-called “sitting-” or rather 
“lying down-” powder, arsenic. It was put into the teacups of those elderly 
thought to be taking too long to “resign.” Conflict resolution within families 
and close knit groups is inevitable—peaceful or not. 

Today, (and again, European and American families may differ some-
what) the generational conflict has been transferred from the familiar family 
circle to the public arena. This changes the “hot” family conflict into a rather 
cool discussion between lobbyists, mainly on TV. The talkround I mentioned 
earlier, in typical European television talkshow format, was a setting for in-
dividuals who were each presenting their arguments primarily in order to 
place them in a “better light” politically. The debate between the generations 
was close to turning into a “cold war,” or better, a “pie-raking contest.” 

A pie-throwing contest is probably well known in the United States, but 
what do I mean by a “pie-raking contest”? In a “pie-raking contest,” every-
one, led by their individual interests, tries to clamber the biggest piece of pie 
onto their plates, hardly a characteristic of the typical “idyllic family table” 
constellation. The handling of conflicts has been yanked out of its old fir- 
mament and moved on to superficial bureaucratic, “higher” levels. Lobbies, 
representing the elderly as well as the young, take over the regulative func-
tions formerly the responsibility of whole families. In Germany, as well as 
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most of Europe, one can detect a rise of generational conflicts due to the 
previously mentioned reasons. I will try to elaborate my findings. 

As in all industrial nations, the population-structure has changed dramati-
cally. For centuries the populations represented a pyramid-like structure: few 
elderly, few births and proportionally many children. But the “pyramid” has 
changed its shape; today, it looks more like an onion. The number of elderly 
is steadily increasing. The number of 80-year-olds, for example, has in-
creased by 800% within the past 30 years. Italy, an extremely Catholic and, 
presumably, family-friendly country, has the lowest birth rate in Europe. By 
the year 2030 the pyramid-now-onion will have turned into a mushroom: 
The elderly then will make up over 20% of the world population. 

At first glance this change of standard-of-living seems rather positive: 
people who reach the age of 60 today usually seem to be looking forward to 
a whole new life span. Yet, this is a novel situation. What does it mean for a 
society to be influenced by an elderly majority? What consequences will we 
face? How will a “culture of the elderly” change our every-day-lives? Will 
there be “ghettos” of retirement homes? Will the dominant majority of the 
elderly over the youth grow and eventually trigger a wave of violence by 
intimidated youngsters against the “legion” of elderly? What consequences 
will the inevitable rise in medical costs have on the national budget? 

In Germany there are already three inevitable consequences for this kind 
of demographic development. Economically the younger generation will be 
bearing the greater part of the resulting “weight.” Germany’s retirement fi-
nancing plan requires the working part of the nation to pay into a pension-
fund automatically and steadily. This method fulfills its intended purpose so 
long as the balance between those employed and those retired remains fairly 
steady. This program fails to function if the proportions of retirees rise while 
the number of employees drops, as is now already the case. 

At the same time, the influence of the elderly in elections is continually 
growing. Citizens under the age of 18 can not participate in elections. Within 
a foreseeable time frame, almost every second voter in Germany will be 
classified as “elderly.” So we have a situation where, as the younger genera-
tion has to pay ever more into the retirement fund, their political power is 
waning as that of the older generation is increasing. This phenomenon is not 
likely to decrease conflicts. 

Exacerbating the problem are ecological problems being created by to-
day’s generations that will have to be tackled by the following generations. 
Those living today have merely been shuffling the consequences of their 
excessive lifestyles onto the next generations; this cannot help but add to the 
growing conflicts between the generations. 

Let me get back to the subject of the erosion of the “old family values.” 
The family had once given a specific role to the elderly: they were respected 
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as grandparents and could also serve as “helping hands” on farms and family 
businesses. These old roles have disappeared or moved into the background. 
This raises additional questions of how this last part of a person’s life should 
be filled-out substantively. The financially affluent elderly will spend a good 
part of their last phase in life as consumers of goods, services and recrea-
tional activities. This poorly compensates for the fact that a meaningful and 
important part of human beings and community has disappeared. 

In Germany, the fact that many retirees are financially better off than 
young families are helps to perpetuate this phenomenon. A possible cultural 
conflict between the older and the younger generations seems within reach. 
The elderly in Germany look back on a “classical” family biography as well 
as a “classical” career. The younger generation now grows up in a society, in 
which two, once clearly sturdy, structures have been dissolving: They can 
neither depend on the “traditional” family structures anymore, nor can they 
depend on the security of the “traditional” professional career. Due this cir-
cumstance, any form of communication between the two generations has 
become increasing difficult. Lifestyles have fundamentally changed. 

In Europe (most especially Germany) the elderly have been influenced, 
predominantly, by a rigid, even authoritative “structuring character,’’ 
whereas the younger generation has adopted more flexible models of be-
havior. Making matters worse is a particularly troubled relationship between 
older and younger generations: the possibility of past Nazi collaboration. 
Many Germans, when confronted—especially by their children—have con-
tinually refused to admit any Nazi involvement. Still, these generations are 
beginning to die out. 

So far, I have been speaking of the difficulties and the conflicts arising 
out of the obvious over-aging of our societies. I will now try to elaborate 
some specific consequences for the health care systems. 

Germany’s health care insurance system has let my generation of Ger-
mans grow up in the belief that all people of all ages—i.e., every citizen— 
deserves and has an unquestionable right to the best possible medical treat-
ment. As I recall, the first heart-transplant challenged that belief: precisely at 
that moment, for one suddenly realized that medical possibilities were being 
developed that (a) could not actually be financed for everyone in a popula-
tion and (b) did not seem applicable to or appropriate for people of all ages. 

From then on the question of “rationing medical care,” which had not 
been posed in quite that way before, was on the agenda in Germany. Today, 
this question is discussed (more) openly. Estimates say that 20% of health 
care monies is expended in the last months, weeks and days of a person’s 
life. What is also very clear is the fact that every day, the costs for newly 
developed medical possibilities cannot be financed completely for, and by, 
everyone. This raises serious questions—moral and otherwise. 
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At the beginning of the last century, the famous German author Rainer 
Maria Rilke already vividly described the direction we are moving into now 
in the collections of Malte Laurids Brigge. He writes: 

This exquisite hotel is very old; even in Chlodwig’s times one died in a 
few of its beds. Now one can die in 559 beds. Of course in factory 
manner [sic]. With such a massive amount of production, the single 
case (of deaths) isn’t undergone very satisfyingly, but what do you ex-
pect? The amount is what matters. Who’d care about a well-designed
death now-a-days [sic]? No one. Even the wealthy, who could actually 
afford to die in “a bit more elaborate’’ style, are beginning to show ne-
glect and impatience; the wish of having ones[sic] own death has be-
come rare. Just a bit longer and it will become as rare as your own life. 
God! It’s all there, isn’t it? 

You come, find a life and finished: all you need to do is put it on-
wear it. You want to leave or have to: well, no big strain: Voilá! Votre 
mort, monsieur! (There you go, Sir! Here’s your death!) You die just 
the way it comes along; you die the death that’s part of disease one suf-
fers from (because, since we know all the diseases, we also know of all 
the different lethal terminations that are a part of theses diseases and 
not of the people; and the sick actually have no parttake [sic] in it, 
really...). In those institutions of healing, where one dies with such pas-
sion and thankfulness towards doctors and nurses, one dies a death 
produced by the institution, that’s just what we want to see ... 

You will agree with me, I think, that how a society deals with persons re-
quiring medical treatment is a measure of its humaneness. You also probably 
remember Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World, in which people who have 
gotten “too old” are extinguished systematically in clinics designed specifi-
cally as “dying-clinics.’’ How will the medically and technically highest de-
veloped societies treat their elderly in the future? How far will one go in or-
der to prolong lives by means of transplantations and implantations of “spare 
parts”? Do we have to take every possible measure? Should it be left up to 
the discretion of the individual? The question of guidelines for intervention 
is tugging at our sleeves more vehemently today than ever before and the 
intergenerational conflicts that already exist can only exacerbate it. 

By now, approximately every second Central-European’s life does not 
end at home. Besides the extremely elderly, the number of those requiring 
special care is on the rise. Those giving the care are asking for higher wages, 
because, among other reasons, life is becoming more expensive. In Germany 
we are predicting a crisis situation due a lack of availability of special care in 
the not so distant future. 
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This leads to my assumption that the field of caring for the very old 
(geriatrics) is heading into a wave of rationalization and automation. Aren’t 
tubes, artificial nourishment and catheters being inserted routinely now be-
cause there is such a shortage of specialized caregivers for the elderly? Japa-
nese scientists have recently developed a feeding machine, the thought of 
which makes me shiver! But: What are the alternatives? What do we prefer: 
being dependent on a caretaker who hastily tries to feed all of the patients he 
or she is in charge of or being hooked up to a feeding machine? 

Taking care of one’s elderly at home, still done in most German families, 
will be replaced by institutionalized care more and more. And these “institu-
tions” (as we call them in German), in turn, may have to be supported more 
and more by mechanized “care-robots”: VCR-monitoring, computer chips 
sewn into patients’ shirts, etc. Institutionalized care can readily be organized 
within the private homes. Let me try to outline a scenario for an automated 
“elderly-suitable’’ apartment: I’m lying in bed. This bed can move into any 
wanted position via electronic impulses. It lifts me up and lies me down. My 
keyboard—within reach—has buttons that initiate my feeding-machine. It 
makes coffee, bakes bread or softer foods, when my dentures no longer fit. It 
brings me breakfast in bed and would either serve or feed—depending on 
my constitution. It can even feed me intravenously—access (for this pur-
pose) having already been implanted into my arm. 

It goes without mentioning that my shutters open automatically in the 
morning and the lights are automatically adjusted according to time of day. 
A light-switch is a relic of grandfather’s times. Of course the entire room-
climate (temperature and humidity) is regulated automatically, as well. And 
after breakfast, the “lavatory-robot” is initiated promptly, after my pressed 
command: he lifts, cleans and, if necessary, diapers. Before or after the meal, 
according to choice, he can also wheel me into my bathroom, lift me into the 
tub, which has automatic water temperature settings as well as outflow 
mechanisms.

When the feeding-, lavatory-, and washing-robots have done their jobs, 
it’s time for business. I do my finances and shopping online. (The automatic 
re-stocking of the robots with food and diapers is still being worked on. So 
far that is still being manually by someone that has to come in the house, but 
the problem will be solved, soon, I’m sure!). In the mean time the cleaning-
robots have sterilized the apartment. The rest of the morning is spent with 
recreational activities. I read the news in extra-large letters on my monitor— 
but usually I just watch TV. My CD player is operated via voice-control.
And cable connects me with the rest of the world. 

Lunch is meticulously put together by the feeding-robot according to best 
geriatric dietician’s recommendations. And in the afternoon: a cozy get-
together with old friends and family via conference meeting on the screen. 
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No problem! Didn’t even have to move! In the meantime, an electronic 
acoustic signal indicates that a bedsore is developing. A turning and pres-
sure-pointless-hanging device ensures that the endangered body-part is reha-
bilitated.

Before dinner: the body-check. An integrated “medico-robot” checks the 
bodily functions (blood pressure, temperature, cholesterol level etc.), may 
prescribe a bit of ultra-violet rays (press 27), a massage or a little gymnas-
tics—each effected by appropriate functions on my bed. It may become nec-
essary to integrate a bit of “some powdery substance” into dinner, in order to 
lower my blood pressure? The medico-robot will make that decision for me. 

A few mind-exercising problems are presented to me on the monitor and, 
finally, to round things off the “soul-check” or “psyche-check.’’ At the 
slightest sign of depression the medico-robot involves me into a therapeutic 
question and answer game. If necessary, a tranquilizer is added to my dinner. 
This most important of all robots- is connected to the community/ municipal 
Senior Citizens’ Center, which in turn would, if the robot sends the signal 
that a patient appears to be physically or mentally out of control, immedi-
ately send an ambulance. The main ingredient necessary to create such a 
state of affairs, namely today’s senior citizens, are already a part of our real-
ity. How humane is such a vision? 

People depending on care will most probably be “better off’ as far as the 
medical and technical possibilities are concerned. At the same time we will 
become so independent that our relations with others will drastically change 
and true affection will deteriorate. There’s no room for being dependent 
anymore. The experience of realizing a diminution or cessation of function is 
papered over by a host of ever increasing artificial possibilities. The con-
flicts, that once took place in the families, could be avoided and technically 
by-passed.

A “senior-safe” living environment is constructable, ensuring people 
their independence and freedom right up to their final heartbeat. At the same 
time machines, computers and robots could dominate very notably a growing 
part of the “final phase” of human life.. .moving into bodies, replacing ex-
hausted hearts, kidneys, hip-bones...

Let’s face it: the relics of bodies would be turned into android-like crea-
tures. Merely economic boundaries (seldom moral ones) are distinguishable 
in this process. Future generation will probably see no sense in having to 
open the door manually and won’t understand that it should be held open for 
some people who might not have the strength to do it themselves. They will 
have lost touch with what it feels like to loose strength and become depend-
ent on others. And only fools and the holy will continue to insist that suffer-
ing, pain and deterioration are a part of humans and of old age.. . 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

All industrial nations presently converting into post-modem systems are 
dealing with the same phenomenon: the number of the elderly is on a con-
stant and relative increase. As pleasant as this aspect seems to be to the eld-
erly as obviously are these societies’ health systems affected by this to un-
foreseeable and unpredictable degrees. The “very, very old”, tend to be more 
ill, to need more medical support and treatment and to need more dependent 
care. Those societies that see themselves as productive societies tend to 
“marginalize,” or even to suppress these elderly citizens and their interests 
because their needs could be perceived as an unacceptable pressure on the 
budget.

German health insurance companies are presently liable for the costs, 
which meanwhile take up over 25% of their budgets. There is growing pres-
sure to enforce rationalizations and cuts in elder care, denying them access 
based purely on age. They are being asked, more and more bluntly to con-
sider self-financing the cost of most these measures. How closely one might 
be steering towards an unvoiced desire to euthanize the elderly is not clearly 
foreseeable at this moment, but nevertheless, the warning sirens should al-
ready have begun. The way it responds to the weak, needy and fragile mem-
bers within its own structures measure the sense of humanity of any society. 
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This article argues that, when seen in international perspective, the root cause 
of lack of access to health care in the US appears to be lack of trust in govern-
ment. Recent developments in the private health insurance sector, however, 
raise the specter of explicit rationing of health care and, inevitably, summon 
government intervention in the form of structured public discussion of this dif-
ficult issue. Governments in a number of countries have embarked on such na-
tional debates, and the experience is reported. Government led public debate of 
rationing of health care in the private sector may offer a window of opportu-
nity for enacting some form of universal health insurance coverage. 

Abstract:

1. INTRODUCTION

Descriptions of the US health system often begin with the statement of a 
problem—namely, that there is a large and ever swelling segment of the US 
population lacking health insurance coverage. Taking a medical tack, the 
United States appears to have a very bad case of “the uninsured, leading to 
complications of lack of access to health care.” However, superior diagnostic 
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procedure might begin by asking whether this is the underlying problem or 
only the most obvious symptom of a more fundamental disorder. In this arti-
cle, two observers from abroad, but with deep involvement in the US system 
as well,1 seek to contribute to this discussion by making a renewed assess-
ment of the problem and suggesting some directions for solutions of the type 
not usually aired in US health policy debates. Both the problem diagnosis 
and the potential cures are grounded in the comparative health system ap-
proach to which the authors are accustomed. We suggest that the problem of 
the uninsured is a symptom of a more fundamental pathology: the lack of 
trust in government. The US is converging with other countries around the 
need to explicitly ration medical care to the insured population. The emer-
gence of this issue makes experience from other countries, where citizens 
more readily accept government involvement, more relevant to the US con-
text than is usually assumed to be the case. The evidence from other coun-
tries suggests the inevitability of some kind of government-sponsored public 
discussion of the difficult health care rationing tradeoffs involved. Grappling 
with this problem has the potential to restore trust in government and in the 
health system. 

2. DIAGNOSING THE PROBLEM: THE HEALTH 
SYSTEM WARD

Upon entering the health system ward, a visitor would readily note that 
the United States is not the only sick patient, even among Western countries. 
The latter also grapple with the difficult dilemma of assuring and maintain- 
ing access to health care for their populations while containing costs.2,3,4

The difference is that the United States is clearly the sickest patient in the 
ward, by comparison with other Western democracies. In fact, those admin-
istering care to the other systems often first seek to make sure that none of 
the egregious pathologies of the US system spread to their own, though they 
will selectively adopt practices from the US when those seem to work.5 The
US, on the other hand, appears to quarantine itself behind a veil of “excep-
tionalism,”6 hardly looking to see if there is anything the other systems 
might be “doing right,” on the presumption that “we are different.” 

Upon closer inspection, what are the differences and similarities between 
the US and the other systems? 

The first and most obvious difference is that the US has so many unin-
sured people while most of the other systems have the vast majority, if not 
all of their citizens covered by some kind of National Health Service or 
statutory social health insurance program. The second is that the US system, 
despite leaving so many without coverage, costs the most by almost any 
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measure.7 Third, the source of health care financing in the United States is 
mostly private—even though publicly financed programs now account for 
about half of all health expenditure—while in the countries of Western 
Europe and Canada the overwhelming majority of finance is public.6

Probing deeper, we find that finance of health care in the US has been 
accompanied by two twin problems not characteristic of other countries: cost 
shifting and high administrative costs.7, 8 While various interventions have 
reduced cost shifting over the last two decades, the result has usually been 
increases in the ranks of the uninsured, rather than lower costs overall. 
Moreover, the major cost containment instrument used in recent years, man-
aged care, has created significant public dissatisfaction over increased bu-
reaucratization, lack of choice for patients and physicians, and, at least in 
highly visible anecdote form, the denial of access to health services. While 
surveys report increasing dissatisfaction in many OECD health systems, in 
none does it seem to be accompanied by the ferocious and adversarial tone 
of the so-called “managed care backlash.”9

What, on the other hand, are the similarities? Basically, with the excep-
tion of the problem of the uninsured, other Western countries share the 
problems of rising cost, increasing levels of dissatisfaction, and the need to 
deal with explicit rationing of access to health care services. However, these 
symptoms are simply not as bad for the other countries. Is it something in the 
treatments, something about the social “immune” system, or perhaps some 
kind of behavioral dysfunction that causes large numbers of people to either 
choose to be without health insurance coverage or be unable to afford it? If 
all other health systems worked without problems, one might assume that the 
fundamental problem in the US is the way the system is organized and fi-
nanced. But it is precisely because other systems are afflicted with similar 
problems, but seem to manage them better, that the investigator is prompted 
to look beyond the technicalities of how the system is organized, searching 
for more underlying explanations about the nature of the underlying pathol-
ogy.

3. DIAGNOSING THE ROOT CAUSES 

Looking deeper, we find what might be closer to the root cause of the 
problem: American distrust of government and the lack of social solidarity. 
Findings regarding lack of trust and confidence in government in the US 
have accumulated impressively over the last twenty years. This was behind 
the outgoing administration’s attempts to restore faith in government.10

Other authors take the position, following de Toqueville, that Americans 
never had faith in government, but they were not unabashed rugged indi-
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vidualists either. What the US used to have but seems to have decayed, is a 
pre-eminent “civic democracy,” activity of voluntary associations which are 
both based on and engender trust in society which, by spawning creative and 
synergistic modes of cooperation, leads to economic growth.11,12 While a 
vitally important part of the social fabric, voluntarism and trust based social 
interaction are fragile and easily corroded by an overwhelming focus on ac-
tion by the private sector and strong government regulation.11

The decline of trust in American society contributes to a heavy emphasis 
on technical and, perhaps even more so, legal approaches to solving difficult 
social policy problems. But, according to this literature, such a focus only 
furthers a vicious cycle in which trust decays. As pointed out by Williamson, 
in some contexts obtrusive monitoring and sanctioning can be counterpro-
ductive to organizational performance, 13 as can adversarial legal proceed-
ings. Many physicians working in managed care environments would proba-
bly readily agree. 

Those familiar with recent health policy literature and debates in the US 
would object that the subject of trust is not new, pointing to numerous arti-
cles relating to the erosion of trust between physicians and patients, or be-
tween patients and health plans.14 While this is no doubt an important issue 
and perhaps the crux of much current dissatisfaction in the US health care 
system, trust at the physician-patient nexus depends on external supports 
found in the environment. Williamson argues that decisions to engage in 
transactions without immediate safeguards are due to overarching institu-
tional arrangements that bind parties to an exchange. Arrow argues that the 
non-profit status of health provider organizations, combined with the certi-
fied training and ethical codes, makes it possible for patients to trust that 
their physicians will provide treatment with an eye to the medical book and 
not the pocket book.15

In the US, cost consciousness has led to corrosion of trust in the US 
health system despite the type of institutional buffers analyzed by Arrow. 
The attempt of health plans to “manage care” has often been perceived, 
rightly or wrongly, as raising the specter of health care rationing even for the 
relatively well off insured population. The US is moving from implicit ra-
tioning through lack of insurance coverage, to explicit rationing for those 
who are privately insured.16

Failure to cope with this problem constitutes a threat to the viability of 
private employer based insurance, whereas, its successful management pres-
ents an opportunity to provide universal access. Other countries have faced 
the same problem and provided examples of overarching institutional ar-
rangements aimed at rationing health care in a “trustworthy” fashion. Rely-
ing on greater trust in their overall political system and systems of civic in-
volvement, other countries are able to introduce cost consciousness, and its 
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logical consequence, rationing, without damaging trust in the health system. 
They do so through various forms of structured public discussion, inevitably 
sponsored by national governments, with an eye towards transparency and 
accountability of the process, ergo, trust. 

While the US is unlikely to adopt, wholesale, any of the techniques of 
public discussion tried in other countries, some form of public discussion 
will probably be called for to handle the malaise regarding private insurance 
in the US. If limits to access can be based on accountable, trustworthy 
mechanisms in the context of private insurance, then the need to limit by 
excluding large numbers of individuals from health insurance coverage will 
be reduced, thereby providing better grounds for universal coverage. Thus, 
the issue of explicit rationing pushes the issue of trust in government, at least 
as a facilitator of public discussion, into the foreground. Since there does not 
seem to be any alternative to such government sponsored public discussion, 
the very process of dealing with this problem will engender greater public 
trust in government, which could increase the chances for enactment of uni-
versal coverage. 

4. PRIORITY SETTING AND RATIONING: SOME 
THEORY AND INTERNATIONAL 
PERSPECTIVES17

Health services have always been rationed. The usual, accepted mecha-
nism for deciding on how services are allocated to patients and populations 
is reliance on physicians making decisions together with, but more often on 
behalf of patients.18 In many systems rationing takes place through creation 
of waiting lists or the setting of financial barriers. In some countries, im-
plicit, quiet rationing has involved actually denying whole categories of pa-
tients access to certain services, even life-saving ones such as dialysis, at the 
physician-patient level.19

Recently, however, the issue of making rationing more transparent and 
visible has been placed on the policy agenda in a number of countries.20,21

The main reason for this is that health systems have become preoccupied 
with cost-containment, and reducing the scope of services provided is 
viewed as a high potential method for achieving this goal. 

The only problem is that making rationing explicit is very difficult. At-
tempts to do so strain social consensus to the limit. Indeed, in one sense it 
can be said at the outset that explicit rationing and priority setting has been a 
failure, if the criterion for success is a clearly defined and implemented for-
mula for deciding who will get what. Nonetheless, the struggle to find a 
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method of rationing explicitly has produced a number of lessons useful for 
health systems. 

Hall describes well the contributions of various components of the public 
policy system to the question of rationing health services.18 Inputs come 
from physicians and the medical care system itself, bureaucrats such as those 
responsible for running private or public health insurance programs, expert 
committees and other sources of technocratic rules, the courts, and demo-
cratic political processes. Each sector makes an important contribution, but 
has significant disadvantages as well. Physicians are closest to the patient 
and recognize the important unique characteristics of each health situation 
that should be taken into account in allocating scarce health resources. But 
physicians usually do not see the larger picture of the needs of the overall 
population, which may come into conflict with the needs of individual pa-
tients. Bureaucrats may operate according to standardized rules that apply 
uniformly to all cases, but these ignore important aspects of individual cases. 
Expert committees may suggest rules and guidelines for medical decision 
making based on epidemiological measures of need and cost effectiveness or 
cost-benefit analyses. Such rules, however, are based on assumptions about 
social values that are subject to determination by political processes. Elected 
political officials are charged in democratic states with articulating the social 
values that should underlie the allocation of health resources. But politicians 
are subject to pressures from well-organized interest groups, media reporting 
of health issues (such as sometimes sensational and melodramatic stories of 
tragic individual cases). Therefore the political process, on its own, may not 
reflect the actual preferences and values of the population regarding health 
services.18

Hall and others have concluded, not surprisingly, that there is no magic 
formula for rationing health services. What seems to be more important is 
how health systems balance the inputs from the sectors and disciplines men-
tioned above and come up with a process of rationing rather than a rule for 
doing it. Unfortunately, this message is overlooked when policy analysts 
look to other systems for lessons. When it becomes clear that no system has 
found a formula, it is too readily assumed that developments elsewhere are 
failures and irrelevant. This is the wrong approach. Perhaps the main lesson 
to be learned from abroad is not what the specific rules or rationing are, but, 
rather, how other countries balance statism and pluralism, and technocracy 
and politics. Review of some international examples will illustrate this point. 

4.1 United Kingdom 

From 1948 till 1991, the National Health Service in the United Kingdom 
operated as an integrated command and control system. The main method of 
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allocating resources to health districts, hospitals, and physicians was based 
on prospective budgeting. In 1991, the British government sought to intro-
duce market mechanisms into the service in order to increase incentives for 
efficiency. The main element of this reform was known as the “Pur-
chaser/Provider Split.” Instead of District Health Authorities directly oper-
ating hospitals, they could decide where to purchase services, and hospitals 
were supposed to compete for contracts with the Districts. 

Much has been written about this reform and its outcomes and this sub-
ject is outside the realm of this paper. Here we focus on how the reform 
crystallized the issue of priority setting and rationing. The National Health 
Service was, and remains, predicated on the notion of guaranteed access to 
“comprehensive” health services. No specific list of services was ever de-
fined. Prior to the reform, rationing was considered to be a feature of the 
National Health Service, but it was said to be implicit in the sense that it was 
based on decisions at the physician level to deny services, often, as men-
tioned above, on the basis of age, especially in the case of dialysis. 

The purchaser-provider split and the emphasis on contracting inevitably 
raised the issue of defining what is included under the rubric of “comprehen-
sive health services.” The National Health Service Executive told districts 
that they had responsibility for the overall health of their populations and 
that they should be purchasing for “health gain.”22,23 As a result, District 
Health Authorities began to conduct exercises in determining priorities. 
These ranged from engaging in very technical exercises in cost-benefit
analysis to various forms of consultation with the public.23 In some Districts 
cases of denial of services—such as the famous case of Child B who was 
denied a bone marrow transplant on the grounds that the District determined 
that the chances of success that the procedure would cure her leukemia were 
too low—received a great deal of public attention and aroused controversy. 
In this case, and others, court cases ensued and in several instances the 
authority of the District to deny care based on rational considerations of 
costs and benefits were upheld.24

There are two main messages from the UK case. The first is that Districts 
rely on a mix of methods to determine priorities, including both consulta-
tions with key stakeholders such as members of the public and general prac-
titioners, as well as reliance on cost benefit analysis and assessments of need 
based on epidemiological studies.25 Health authorities have not sought to 
develop explicit lists of covered services. Some districts have excluded or 
restricted access to specific services such as repeat bypass operations for 
smokers, or established areas of priority, such as out of hours GP service,,26

but this has occurred only at the “margins.”25

Nonetheless, rationing decisions by health authorities, and variation 
across health authorities do occasionally become highly publicized and 
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therefore highly charged. If, for example, access to neo-natal intensive care 
is guaranteed for babies born at twenty weeks in one health authority, but 
only at twenty five weeks in a neighboring district, when such disparities are 
reported in the media pressure is brought to bear on district health authori-
ties. District Health Authorities have in some cases merged, or sought direc-
tion from the NHS Executive to set a uniform standard, as a way of reducing 
the pressure. 

Thus, one lesson from the UK is that mixed implicit/explicit rationing 
can be viable in a setting where the rationing applies to the entire population. 
However, if different geographic sub-populations within one system are 
subject to different rationing regimens, the situation may not be stable, and 
the politicians accountable for the overall system may be called upon to ap-
prove (or disapprove) various rationing decisions. This may be one reason 
why the most recently proposed health reform the UK calls for all services to 
be purchased by groups of general practitioners. This in effect removes the 
onus of rationing from both districts, the NHS Executive and national politi-
cians. This accords with the observation that the UK government at the na-
tional level has avoided creating a priority setting commission or some other 
form of conduct of a national discussion of priority setting.25 Whether or not 
the rationing role will fall to GPs and whether this is a stable situation re-
mains to be seen. If not, the rationing hot potato may be passed back to the 
national level. If this occurs, the experience with district level efforts at pri-
ority setting, combining technical and public consultative approaches may 
prove beneficial to the political discussion of rationing at the national level. 

4.2 The Netherlands and Sweden

This model, one in which the priority setting process is focused at the na-
tional level, underpinned with technical and consultative inputs provides a 
rea sonable description of developments in the Netherlands and Sweden. In 
the Netherlands a Commission on Priorities in Health Care was appointed by 
the Minister of Health and published its report in 1992. Known as the Dun-
ning Commission, the body recommended a set of criteria for making ex-
plicit choices including exclusion of some services from the public basic 
basket of health services. The Commission consulted over sixty organiza-
tions, and it was estimated that the discussions reached about one third of the 
population, increasing the awareness and willingness of the population to 
even consider exclusion of services based on cost considerations. The crite-
ria of the Commission were couched in the language of epidemiology and 
cost effectiveness: is the service necessary, effective, and efficient? An addi-
tional criterion is whether or not the service in question is linked to personal 
responsibility. The Commission, based on these criteria, recommended that 
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homeopathic medicine, in vitro fertilization and dental care for adults should 
be left out of the basic package. The Dutch Government accepted the rec-
ommendations and has used them as a basis for rationing additional services, 
for example limiting access to physical therapy.25, 27 

In Sweden a Parliamentary Priorities Commission was created in 1992 
and reported in 1995. It also conducted public hearings and came up with a 
general set of criteria for prioritizing health services. Priority was assigned to 
treatment of life threatening illnesses, palliative care, and preventive serv-
ices, in that order.28

4.3 New Zealand 

New Zealand, like the UK, has built its health reform on a purchaser-
provider split. Regional health authorities have responsibility for purchasing 
care on behalf of their populations. As in the UK, this setup has focused in- 
terest on determining priorities that can guide the hand of the purchasers. A 
National Health Committee was appointed in 1992 to advise the government 
on health priorities. The Committee decided that it would not adopt an ex- 
clusionary list, but, rather, focus on the conditions under which services 
should be provided. Services were evaluated according to criteria such as 
benefit, value for money, fairness and values of communities. The Commit-
tee worked with expert clinicians, service users and patient groups, research-
ers, purchasers, and providers. While no decisions to deny service can be 
directly traced to the Committee’s recommendations (and, indeed, at least 
one highly publicized failed effort to deny dialysis to an individual who did 
not meet the guidelines suggested by the Committee), its work appears to 
have had a more indirect effect. Prescriptions of expensive treatments for 
high blood pressure were reduced in the wake of the Committee’s assess-
ment that they were of low cost effectiveness. General public awareness of 
the need to set limits and determine priorities appears to have increased due 
to the very functioning of the Committee.29,30

4.4 Israel 

Israel may provide, somewhat unexpectedly, the example with most rele-
vance to the US, since its health system is based on a form of regulated 
competition among HMO type organizations. Since 1995 all citizens are 
covered by National Health Insurance (NHI) provided by four competing 
sick funds, operating much like Health Maintenance Organizations. NHI 
mandates freedom of citizens to enroll in the sick fund of their choice, sets a 
global limit to sick fund budgets, and mandates a standard benefits package 
which must be provided by all sick funds. The updating of this standard bas- 
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ket has become a focal point of the Israeli health policy debate. In 1997, af-
ter a tumultuous debate over the national health budget, it was decided to 
allocate about a one-percent increase each year for integration of new medi-
cal technologies, especially new pharmaceuticals, into the standard basket. A 
public committee, including representatives of government, the sick funds, 
the Israel Medical Association and public representatives, was appointed to 
allocate this budgetary increment. The process involves a combination of 
technology assessment and interest group pressure, as representatives of 
various classes of patients seek NHI coverage for new treatments relevant to 
their ailments. Not all candidates for adoption are included, as the budget is 
limited. The committee’s activities have received increasing media coverage 
in each of the three years it has met. While some controversy will always 
attach to a process like this it seems to have gained enough public legitimacy 
and accountability to enable it to continue to explicitly ration scarce medical 
resources.

4.5 Summary 

A number of countries have embarked on publicly visible efforts to set 
priorities and ration health services explicitly. The efforts typically involve a 
combination of technical inputs, public consultations and political backing. 
In most cases the specific effects on rationing have been modest. It appears 
that the main impact has been to get the issue of priority setting onto the 
public agenda and to raise public consciousness and perhaps to engender a 
degree of public consensus that limits to accessibility of health care services 
are not a taboo subject. 

5. DISCUSSION: PRIVATE CRISES, PUBLIC 
SOLUTIONS, TRUST AND THE ROAD TO 
UNIVERSAL COVERAGE 

What the international experience suggests is that some form of public 
discussion of rationing of health care is inevitable. The various sectoral 
stakeholders in every health system have gone through several rounds of 
trying to pass the hot potato of rationing, only to realize that such blame 
shifting must give way to a more explicit public debate. Even Britain, de-
spite Prime Minister Blair’s penchant for obfuscating difficult dilemmas in 
the language of “modernization” and the “third way” (what might be termed 
the “Which Blair Project?”) appears unable to avoid open discussion of the 
subject.
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Despite the perceived desire, said to characterize American public opin-
ion, to keep government at arm’s length from the health system, a similar 
dialectic is seen and, arguably, may lead to a similar result. Health plans, 
followed by individual physicians and physician groups, have taken their 
turn at being blamed, especially in the media, for rationing health services. 
Government regulators and legislators have responded by mandating various 
services and raising the specter of patients’ rights bills emphasizing the right 
of patients to sue health plans. To the extent that such interventions raise 
costs, however, accountability for the latter is unclear. Legislative or regu-
latory mandates do not, in and of themselves, ensure financing for any in-
creased costs of compliance. Employers seek to avoid increased costs, but 
are not interested in making the rationing decisions. Attempts to self extri-
cate from this problem may take the form of so-called “defined contribu-
tions,” in which employees are given a voucher to purchase health insurance 
policies of their own choosing. This, however, begs the question of whether 
variability in the richness of policies based on variability in the distribution 
of income will be accepted broadly by society or become the focus of the 
next health finance and delivery system backlash. 

This dynamic leads to explicit public discussion of rationing. Already, 
the subject has been broached by discussions of “medical necessity” and 
how it should be defined in legislation.31,32 Independent review panels are 
mandated in some states to hear appeals of patients denied access to sought 
after health services.33 Medical necessity is a thorny issue regarding existing 
medical services, a fortiori regarding the stream of new medical technolo-
gies becoming available at a rapid pace. And it is unclear if definitions of 
medical necessity and independent review panels are able to pay adequate 
attention to the cost of health services. Technical, legal, definitions of medi-
cal necessity, and mechanisms for appeal and independent review, are a use-
ful input for health policy and regulation, but they need to be supplemented 
by open discussion of the need for rationing health care. As government has 
already become implicated in regulating managed care,34 it would seem 
natural for it to be the main forum for such discussions and decision-making
processes. When accountability for making difficult decisions appears to be 
falling through the cracks between sectoral stakeholders, the problem even-
tually bubbles up to government. Morone has presented a form of this argu-
ment in documenting how attempts to avoid government intrusion in the 
health system end up invitingjust such intrusion.35

In the countries described above governments more readily take account-
ability for setting limits in health systems. Analysts disagree over how ex-
plicit or implicit health care rationing should be, but they converge around 
the need for explicitly defined accountability mechanisms. For example, 
processes for making decisions regarding the coverage of specific health 
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services should be transparent and allow key stakeholders adequate opportu-
nity to state their claims. Those denied access to medical benefits should be 
provided with an explanation of the process and the rationale for decisions, 
and should have the opportunity to appeal.36,37 Services probably should be 
considered in groups in order to permit tradeoffs to be made. Attention 
should be paid to the mechanisms by which various services come onto the 
agenda.38 And, most important, the public discussion should seek to raise 
public awareness of the need to make difficult tradeoffs in allocating health 
resources.

The literature on distributive justice suggests that the greater the degree 
of accountability characterizing decision-making mechanisms, the more trust 
they merit in the eyes of the public.39 Developing accountable mechanisms 
for rationing employer based privately insured medical care in the US, 
would, then, increase trust in the health care system. Could this be a step in 
the direction of universal health insurance? There are a number of reasons to 
think this might be the case. First of all, the precedent of strong government 
involvement in the health system, even for privately insured individuals 
would be set. Second, if employees are willing to trust the government to 
define the terms of access to medical services, or at least structure the proc-
ess that would do so, then universal health insurance does not have to be 
perceived as an open-ended entitlement any more than would private health 
insurance. Fear of an open-ended entitlement has been one of the barriers to 
enactment of national health insurance. Finally, the very process of engaging 
in such a public discussion, provided it is accountable and raises overall lev-
els of trust in the health system might increase social solidarity in general 
which, in turn, might make the enactment of universal coverage more likely. 

6. CONCLUSION 

It would be naive to claim that the above scenario, involving explicit ra-
tioning leading to increased trust in government and social solidarity which, 
in turn, would lead to universal coverage, is the most likely or even a possi-
ble one in the US context. Suspicion of government, lack of an emphasis on 
equity and a tradition of failed attempts at enacting national health insurance 
litter this analysis with obstacles. However, it should be acknowledged that 
the litany of technical policy responses to repeated crises in the health sys-
tem is not only wearing thin, but also bringing the question of health care 
rationing ever more into the open. It is notable that limitations to access to 
care, and how such limitations are determined has become a touchstone issue 
not so much for public programs, but precisely in the privately insured sec-
tor. It is also becoming more difficult to think of how to solve this problem 
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without some substantial government involvement. Whether this dynamic is 
linked to the issue of the uninsured will depend, as usual in the pluralistic 
democracy of the US, on the proclivities of political leaders and the resul-
tants of interest group politics, and on the level of trust and social solidarity 
in society. These, we have argued, are at the core of the diagnosis of the US 
health problem, and not the technicalities of finance and delivery that have 
dominated debate for more than a decade. Perhaps the current crisis in pri-
vate health insurance, then, opens a window of opportunity for a diagnosis of 
the underlying causes of lack of coverage in the US and, in turn, a better 
chance at cure. Desperate times call for desperate measures. On the other 
hand, a new round of technical, legalistic changes may ensue. In connection 
with health policy, one is frequently reminded of Churchill’s comment that 
“Americans will always do the right thing, after they have exhausted all the 
other alternative.”40
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Ethical theories help to shape both the conscious and subconscious back-
ground of our ethical considerations. In what follows I shall discuss the classic 
deontological and utilitarian theories which have been used in dealing with 
ethical problems and argue that they are problematic because inflexible. I sug-
gest, as an alternative, an instrumentalist or pragmatic ethic similar to that ad-
vocated by John Dewey. Such an ethic, by utilizing a variety of antecedent in-
formation and theoretical perspectives, can better serve us not only in dealing 
with problems today but as a springboard for further development, learning 
and improvement. 

Abstract:

1. INTRODUCTION

As medical health care structures have evolved in the United States, 
practicing physicians have been increasingly placed in a position in which 
they must fulfill two conflicting roles: they are to maintain specific duties to 
each individual patient yet simultaneously conserve resources for large 
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groups. This kind of conflict, which is now pervasive in every aspect of the 
average medical practice pits two major moral theories, Deontology and 
Utilitarianism, against each other. While a deontologic ethic requires the 
physician to focus on his or her duty to each individual patient, Utilitarian-
ism requires physicians to take a broader view, trying to obtain the greatest 
good for the greatest number of people.1 These expectations often create a 
direct moral conflict in which the physician cannot simultaneously obey both 
moral theories. As physicians wrestle with the implications of this conflict, 
an analysis of these moral theories is required to identify their strengths and 
weaknesses and to possibly find a new moral ethic that may handle both the 
societal expectation and the realities of managed care. This evaluation 
should review ideas of social obligation and expectation as well as a com-
parison of moral theories based on individual and group populations. An 
analysis of the implications of these moral assignments will also be done, 
discussing how different moral theories affect the abilities of physicians. An 
analysis of a third theory, Pragmatism, will also be conducted in an effort to 
show how a shift to a new ethic can help resolve these conflicts. 

2. DEONTOLOGY 

Deontology is most closely associated with the philosopher Immanuel 
Kant (1724-1804). Simply described, it is the study of duties that people 
have toward one another. It is based on the idea that each individual has the 
power to determine his or her own moral law. Understanding this, individu-
als must then also accept that all people are morally free and that each per-
son assigns his or her own duties. Duties are described as being of two basic 
types, perfect and imperfect. Duties can also be positive, requiring that a per-
son act in a certain way, or negative, requiring that a person not act in a cer-
tain way. 

Perfect duties are absolute. They should always be followed and never 
conflict with one another. They are formed using the categorical imperative, 
an idea that when assigning duties, each person should create them in such a 
way that they believe that all people in the world can and should abide by 
them. This is called the universalizability principle.2 This system, while cre-
ating powerful absolute laws, generally creates duties that are negative (i.e. 
do not harm), but does not allow for the creation of many positive duties. In 
effect, perfect duties tell us what not to do but do not direct us to positively 
engage in any particular actions. 

Imperfect duties, which include ‘positive’ duties such as beneficence (the 
duty to help others), are argued for on slightly different grounds. Since we 
acknowledge that all people are capable of creating their own moral law, 
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others’ goals deserve equal respect to our own. This respect implies that we 
should never treat others simply as a means toward one of our ends, but also 
acknowledge them as an end in themselves.3 This creates a universal “realm 
of ends” where we acknowledge the desires and needs of others in addition 
to our own. Once we realize and respect this “realm of ends” we become 
partially obligated to help others achieve their goals. This logic gives us the 
moral ability to accept certain imperfect, positive duties, such as the duty to 
help others. While these duties are generally required of people, they are not 
as absolute as perfect duties.4

Another important aspect of the deontologic approach is that it is focused 
on the individual level. When defming duties, individuals consider the ef-
fects of the actions on themselves and their consequences to other individu-
als. Even when looking at large groups, such as the application of the univer-
salizability principle, judgements are made by considering the impacts on the 
individual level. Thus, the effects on large populations are considered not as 
a group, but as the effects on each member of that group. 

By understanding these ramifications it is easy to see why many physi-
cians have traditionally held a deontologic ethic, and why society generally 
expects physicians to follow deontologic moral theory. First, the ethical du- 
ties of a doctor become based on straightforward rules that, once determined, 
apply to every patient that the doctor sees. In addition, since these duties are 
universalizable, they remain constant through time and may be passed down 
through the generations. Ethical decisions then become relatively predict-
able, dictated by observing rules that were created sometime in the past. The 
absolute nature of these rules is reinforced in medicine by the creation of 
many different ethical codes beginning with the Hippocratic oath, which is a 
list of duties to be upheld.5

The individual focus of deontology also works to the advantage of physi- 
cians and their patients. By focusing on individual duties, requirements and 
expectations, the doctor becomes the patient’s advocate, with the patient’s 
health being the physician’s primary concern. This belief system creates a 
reassuring environment that can foster trust and encourage a positive envi- 
ronment for all individuals involved. In many ways this relationship is con- 
sidered sacred to the medical profession and is itself considered a duty in 
many ethical codes in medicine.6 In fact, some physicians go so far as to 
state that the role of a physician is to be the patient advocate regardless of 
costs and social obligation.7,8

However, the application of deontologic theory also has some funda- 
mental problems. It’s detractors first point to the absolute nature of duties. 
The rigidity and absolute quality of duties creates an inflexibility that does 
not allow it to deal with real world situations. Quite simply, perfect duties 
can and do conflict in the real world. Physicians often face situations where 
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perfect duties such as “do no harm” and “never lie” are not absolute when 
applied to the real world. Should a physician mildly (consciously or uncon-
sciously) exaggerate findings to insure that a suffering patient gets treat-
ment? What if a patient needs a life-threatening level of morphine for pain 
relief? These situations occur and rigid absolute duties do not always provide 
adequate solutions. 

The inflexibility of deontology also causes problems in that it does not 
respond to changes in ethical evaluations through time. This creates friction 
as the values of society shift. The Hippocratic oath includes the vow never to 
provide abortions, or deliver any substances that may be considered poison-
ous.9 These statements, if not at least somewhat out-of-date, need re-
evaluation if they are to keep current with social values. As technology, 
ideas and values change, ethical considerations should not remain stagnant. 

Another criticism of deontologic theory is its focus on the individual. It 
can be argued that while advocacy is important in medicine, a sense of bal-
ance must also be created where equity and fairness are considered in the 
distribution of limited resources. 10 This effect is significantly magnified 
when individuals do not directly see the cost of their health care. An exam-
ple of this is in the often cited Baby K case, where a mother felt it was her 
physician’s duty to stabilize all patients, even if this included resuscitating 
and stabilizing her anencephalic infant.11,12 The cost to society, estimated in 
the hundreds of thousands, was never seen by the mother requesting the 
services. Yet somewhere, society carries the costs. While society has a duty 
to shoulder some burdens to care for its members, it certainly does not have 
the obligation to shoulder any and all burdens that patients want society to 
bear. A physician needs to have some ability to weigh patient advocacy 
against some scale of social good. 

3. UTILITARIANISM 

Utilitarianism is a moral philosophy most closely associated with John 
Stuart Mill (1806-1873). It is a moral theory that states actions may be 
measured by the amount of good or utility they do for all the people in a 
certain group. Actions that provide the most utility are then acted upon. In an 
ideal world, groups using a utilitarian method would then be able to maxi-
mize their utility and happiness, thus benefiting all members. This is also 
referred to as “the greatest happiness principle.”13

This theory has several beneficial components. The first is that, depend-
ing on what you measure, utility may be quantifiable. In measurable forms 
utility can be analyzed using a cost/benefit analysis. Costs for an action are 
added up and subtracted from the benefits. This process is repeated for all 
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the alternatives of a situation and the action with the greatest net benefit is 
performed. This is very useful when comparing multiple actions and also has 
the benefit of being reproducible and is easily understood. 

Another aspect of this moral theory is that it is only concerned with the
actual consequences of actions. Utility is measured by results. This simpli-
fies the mathematics of utility because it is much easier to quantify end re-
sults of actions than be concerned with intentions or the substance of the ac-
tions themselves. 

While this theory is relatively more recent in its application to medicine 
as a whole it has been used for some time in the arena of public health. In 
that field, populations are generally treated instead of individuals, and deci-
sions are based on maximizing public good. Vaccinations are examples of 
utilitarianism being put to practice. The rubella vaccine, for example, is 
given in childhood to prevent a disease that is relatively benign to the indi-
viduals actually receiving the shot. The vaccinations are actually given to 
hopefully prevent the spread of rubella to pregnant mothers and causing dev-
astating congenital abnormalities to their unborn. Each member of society 
individually takes a small risk of the side effects of the vaccination to insure 
that the society as a whole is significantly more healthy. 

As might be imagined, Utilitarianism has many proponents, especially in 
the realms of managed care. In fact, some health care organizations use util-
ity as their primary ethic when constructing the ethical framework for their 
organizations (although they may not call it by its given name).14 Groups of 
insured and limited resources that need to be maximized fit nicely into utili-
tarian models. This, combined with the claimed quantifiability of Utilitari-
anism makes the theory attractive to managers of healthcare organizations. 

To physicians however, the application of utility is less pleasant. Doctors 
must now consider not just the consequences of their actions to their patient, 
but to all patients in the managed care organization. While the new difficulty 
is an inconvenience, the more disturbing effect of utility is that it requires a 
break from the traditional patient advocate model of deontology. The patient, 
in certain circumstances, must simply be told something they hate to hear: 
the word “no.” Worse is the fact that many of these patients will be denied 
care not because the action is dangerous or impossible, but denied because a 
cost/benefit analysis did not recognize the advantage of the treatment to the 
entire group. This dramatically changes the physician-patient relationship. 
Now, instead of trusting the physician, the patient is put into a position 
where the physician is considered a barrier to their desired treatment. With 
the patient’s needs superseded by the desires of the group, the physician-
patient relationship changes from one of advocacy to one occasionally bor-
dering on conflict. 
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However, there are several more ominous ramifications of a utilitarian 
theory. The first problem is that the idea of making individual rights subser-
vient to the needs of the group can be carried to a greater extreme than in the 
discussion above. Utilitarianism does not prohibit the harming of individuals 
if it is consistent with maximizing the utility for the majority of the group. If, 
for example, the group is best served by causing the massive suffering of a 
few individual members, utilitarian mathematics still generates this action as 
being a viable alternative. A second problem with the theory is that since it is 
based on consequences and not intentions of actions, it may encourage the 
idea that the ends justify the means. These two problems together create 
problems for distributive justice, since utilitarian methods could be used to 
justify a range of bad outcomes that allow for significant harm to a few 
members of a group to marginally improve utility for the larger majority. 

Another significant problem with the practical application of utilitarian-
ism is the concept of utility itself. The definition is both obvious and un-
known. What is it to maximize utility or happiness? In the field of healthcare 
utility is not nearly as quantifiable as it proponents would have people be-
lieve. While money may be an obvious choice of something to declare as 
utility, it’s applicability is questionable in practice. This is because the pur-
pose of healthcare is to decrease the suffering of its individual members. But 
the question remains: How much does a unit of suffering cost? The “cost” of 
suffering varies dramatically, and attempting to place it with a dollar amount 
is extremely difficult, if not impossible. In addition, with money as the cur-
rency of utility, suffering people become nothing more than burdens for the 
larger group. It seems troubling to have an insurance company, whose sole 
purpose of existence is to help the sick, consider the caring for the sick 
strictly as a liability. 

Another difficulty with assigning utility is that it may have different Val-
ues depending on which portion of a large group is being asked. For exam-
ple, the management team in a for-profit healthcare organization puts a very 
different value on excess capital (i.e. profit) than the general members of the 
organization simply because their goals and values are different. Most pay-
ing members would probably care very little whether the stockholders made 
a fortune as long as their healthcare was stable, reliable and within their fi-
nancial means. However, the management team needs to show that they are 
not only breaking even, but are making a sizable profit as well. Inability to 
quantify suffering and disequilibrium in values creates fundamental prob-
lems in the realistic application of quantifying utility. 
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4. DEONTOLOGY OR UTILITARIANISM?

With a limited analysis of both deontology and utilitarianism it becomes 
clear that while both methods have advantages, neither completely lends it-
self to application in the real world of medical health care. Deontology has 
the advantage of focusing on the individual and maintaining an intimate re-
lationship between the physician and patient but does not address the reality 
of limited resources. Utilitarianism, on the other hand, has a sound theory on 
dealing with the application of scarce resources and maximizing utility for 
large groups, but has problematic implications in the real-world identifica-
tion of utility and the possibility of individual abuse. 

When we take a closer look at these problems it is interesting to note that 
in both theories, the very framework that provides its ability to solve moral 
problems becomes the foundation of its shortcomings. Deontology depends 
on an individual focus and the discovery of absolute duties to guide its moral 
decision making, yet this is the very rigidity that becomes problematic. Util-
ity, in turn, depends on a concept of maximizing group happiness to deter-
mine actions, yet the very concept leads to distributive justice. In many re-
spects any new ethic must try to avoid the double edges of these swords. 

With neither ethical theory providing a completely satisfactory solution, 
what are physicians to do? While theoretical musings are adequate for phi-
losophers and scholars, physicians must deal with real ethical problems on a 
daily basis. There are several options available. 

The first solution is to ignore the inherent problems, bury our heads in the 
sand and use only one of the moral theories described. This method would 
suffice, and is even advocated by several physicians who are proponents of 
deontologic theory as stated above. However, with the steady changes in 
healthcare, it is the rare physician who has the clout to maintain a solely 
deontologic ethic and simultaneously be able to stay in practice in the realm 
of managed care. Similarly, physicians who adopt a purely utilitarian ethic, 
unless they are in the field of public health, will likely find themselves aban-
doned by their patients as the physician-patient relationship decays and is 
lost.

Another option is to completely abandon both moral theories. While 
there are a bounty of other moral theories available, the prevalence of 
Deontologic and Utilitarian theory used in medicine makes this a very diffi-
cult option. Society has expectations of physicians that are not limited to 
medical knowledge. Society demands that physicians maintain certain as-
pects of the deontologic ethic, just as the pressure of limited resources forces 
physicians to acknowledge aspects of a utilitarian ethic. To abandon these 
theories outright would be a difficult task. 
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Another option is to haphazardly juggle both theories simultaneously, oc-
casionally applying one theory and then the other. While this is what many 
physicians likely do in reality, it again has a host of problems. First, the con-
flicting nature of utilitarianism and deontology makes an unorganized ap-
proach inconsistent at best and morally problematic at worst. What decides 
when a utilitarian ethic is applied or when deontology is followed? Without 
the consistent application of a moral theory, its application becomes suspect. 
This is especially true when other factors, such as an economic reward 
structure exist to consciously or unconsciously sway the feelings of a physi-
cian. While some physicians may believe that they are above temptation, 
economic or otherwise, it is a foolish assumption. With physicians in a world 
of very real temptations, application of a moral theory needs to be thought-
fully applied in a consistent and organized manner. 

5. PRAGMATISM OR INSTRUMENTALISM 

Pragmatism is a philosophy that focuses on the relation of theory and 
practice. That is, it takes into account the growing nature of experience to 
create a constantly evolving, intelligently derived, moral ethic.15 It was first 
discussed by Charles Sanders Peirce (1839-1914) but has had significant 
contributions made by William James (1 842-19 10), Oliver Wendell Holmes 
( 1 84 1 -193 5) and John Dewey (1 859-1952). Although “pragmatism” is the 
name usually given to this school of philosophy, John Dewey for many rea-
sons preferred the term “instrumentalism” as denoting more of what he was 
really after. For our purposes, however, and because the term “pragmatism” 
has continued to enjoy wide usage, we shall refer to the entire school as 
“pragmatism.” While pragmatism first appears filled with convoluted rheto-
ric, it is simply an evolving model of the way people think.16

P ragmatists hold that beliefs are nothing more than tools that allow us to 
effectively interact with the world. They do not believe that there is an “es-
sence” of any belief that allows ideas to be absolutely true or untrue. Ideas 
and beliefs simply exist to be used to help people interact. With this under-
standing about beliefs, the questions about moral theories change dramati-
cally. Instead of worrying about whether a certain belief system is abstractly 
true or false, pragmatic theory evaluates beliefs based on how adequately 
they allow individuals to interact with the world.17 In the example of Deon-
tology, a pragmatist would not be concerned with the complicated rationale 
Kant uses justify his theory, but instead looks at the practical implications of 
using deontology and ask if it allows people to adequately and fairly solve 
their problems. 
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Another advantage of pragmatism is that by using this theory about be-
liefs, a moral ethic can constantly evolve and improve upon itself to reflect 
an increase in practical experience. Pragmatic theory is not bound to any 
rigid framework of beliefs. Any theory can be changed, more fruitfully in a 
fashion modeling the scientific method. It would also be acknowledged that 
as our experience grows, changes would continue to occur. 

Pragmatism’s theory of knowledge and ability to have beliefs evolve over 
time give it a critical advantage over both Deontology and Utilitarian ethics. 
It lacks the rigid core framework of the other theories that interferes with 
their ability to adopt new ways of thinking. It is also applied in a practical 
way, based on how adequately it allows people to deal with the world. 

How would a pragmatic ethic look? A complete analysis is beyond the 
scope of this paper but it might begin as an evaluation of deontologic and 
utilitarian belief systems. Once this evaluation was complete the next step 
would be to acknowledge the beneficial parts of each theory. Pragmatists 
would then attempt combine the best aspects of both deontology and utili-
tarian ethics. Once this new belief system is created, it would be put into to 
practice with the understanding that it would inevitably change and improve 
over time. Then as experiences grow and new ideas are postulated, the belief 
system would be further modified. Each change would be made on a con-
scious level, done in a thoughtful manner with a defined goal. Physicians 
would have a concrete set of beliefs to follow that could be applied in a con-
sistent and intelligent manner. Conflicts would arise, be resolved and likely 
arise again, but a pragmatic ethic would constantly evolve and improve. 

Like all other theories, pragmatism has its share of critics. The first criti-
cism is that many people have a fundamental problem with the view that 
there is not some kind of absolute nature to any belief system. People take 
comfort from the idea that their beliefs are somehow incontrovertibly correct 
and above question. Many people simply want absolute beliefs to exist, ones 
that are so fundamental that they are somehow written into the creed of the 
universe. To that criticism one response is to say that pragmatism may not 
completely rule out the existence of such truths, however if such absolutes 
were to be found, the pragmatic method would be no less likely than any of 
the other theories to find and verify them. Quite simply if a ‘best’ belief ex-
ists, it makes sense that this kind of search would eventually hone in on it. 

Another response to pragmatism is that it is simply a model of what peo-
ple do anyway. People all over the world have beliefs, acquire new informa-
tion and then accommodate these new ideas to modify their beliefs. To this 
pragmatists both agree and disagree.16,17 It is true that people generally use 
those beliefs that work best for them and modify them to adapt to the real 
world. However, using a true pragmatic ethic requires a degree of fore-
thought that most people do not use when defining their own belief systems. 
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Pragmatism requires that changes be made in an intelligent and organized 
manner, as exemplified by good, scientific inquiry. It is not some ad hoc set 
of beliefs but is based on the intelligent scrutiny and application of new ex-
periences. This added scrutiny allows pragmatism to avoid stagnation and to 
constantly evolve to suit its users. 

Through the application of a pragmatic ethic, physicians would have a set 
of beliefs that would be formulated to overcome the major conflicts of 
Deontologic and Utilitarian theory. They would have discrete guidelines that 
would be designed to be consistent and practical. They could avoid the con-
flicts of managing two distinct moral theories and yet have the best tools 
available for analysing and resolving problems. 

6. CONCLUSION

The changing structure of health care in the United States has brought 
about a need to re-evaluate the ethical theories that physicians use to make 
difficult decisions. Deontology and Utilitarianism, as evaluated above, have 
shown that they each have advantages in specific situations, but they also 
have fundamental problems. Due to the inflexibility of these theories, they 
are unable to adequately solve these problems within the context of their 
own superstructure. Physicians are then placed in a position where they do 
not have a solid moral apparatus in place to make practical decisions on a 
consistent basis. A pragmatic ethic, by combining a different view about be-
lief systems and an ability to evolve and adapt with experience, is a method 
that may adequately provide physicians with a structure to make, evaluate 
and improve their ethical decisionmaking capacities. In addition it has the 
flexibility to be applied by physicians on a practical level and can be modi-
fied to meet their ever-changing needs. 
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A number of advocates for major reform of the U.S. health care system, most 
recently and prominently Richard D. Lamm, a former governor of Colorado, 
have begun to argue vociferously that the prevailing medical ethics that is 
taught in academic medical centers in this country is antithetical to the reform 
that must take place if the cost of care is to be reduced and access to care more 
equitably distributed among the population. In a recent issue of The Hastings 
Center Report, Mr. Lamm, who is a member of the Board of Directors of the 
Hastings Center, insists that the time is ripe for “redrawing the ethics map.” 
Lamm’s chief complaint, which he has repeatedly expressed on the lecture cir-
cuit, at conferences, and on commissions, is that medical ethics as it has been 
traditionally presented, by admonishing the physician to consider always and 
only the welfare of each individual patient, ignores the realities of budgets and 
of the limited financial resources available to meet the health care needs of the 
population.

In this paper I will critique the argument that the prevailing approach to the 
ethics of medicine is inconsistent with or fails to take account of the cost and 
resource implications of health care, and dispute the contention that an entirely 
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new ethics of medicine must be created that is sensitive to and informed by the
need to impose constraints on procedures and treatments that are very costly 
and marginally beneficial. I will also maintain that contemporary bioethicists 
are being unjustifiably held out by Lamm and others as one of the principle 
causes of or contributors to skyrocketing health care cost inflation on the one 
hand and gross inequalities in access to health care on the other. Legitimate 
ethical concerns about the efforts of managed care organizations to constrain 
costs are being taken out of context and used as examples of how medical 
ethics is oblivious to the fact and implications of scarce resources. Ultimately, 
I maintain that there is no need for a new ethical regime in order to confront 
the very real problems related to the cost of and the access to quality health 
care in the United States. 

To the list of scapegoats for runaway health care costs and the persistent 
failure of the United States to achieve meaningful reform of its nonsystem of 
health care delivery has been added (improbably) the influence of health care 
ethics (bioethics) on clinical decision making and practice patterns. The most 
recent assault on bioethics of this genre comes in the form of an article in the 
Hastings Center Report by a former Governor of the State of Colorado 
(1975-87), Richard D. Lamm, who is presently the Director of the Center for 
Public Policy and Coiltemporary Issues at the University of Denver and a 
member of the Board of Directors of the Hastings Center.1 Governor Lamm 
has become a stump speaker on health policy of late, and has spoken out 
from his bully pulpit about what he considers to be the pernicious role of an 
autonomy-based bioethics. In the article to which I refer, entitled “Redraw-
ing the Ethics Map,”2 Lamm argues that bioethics has delineated a moral 
universe in which clinical decision making takes place without regard to 
economic considerations and fails to provide any useful guide to the formu-
lation of a health policy that is necessarily constrained by limited resources. 
Consequently, he asserts that the “ethics map” must be “redrawn” so that it 
comports with the reality of budgets and a proper recognition of the oppor-
tunity cost inherent in expenditures on health care, especially those which 
provide only marginal benefit to the patient. 

Any member of this maligned group of bioethicists is likely to experience 
an almost irresistible impulse to critique Lamm’s article on the micro-level,
based upon its own terminology and style of argument. If, as Lamm states at 
the beginning of his article, “medical ethics ...is a map to a world,’’ and one 
which needs to be redrawn, then presumably the need arises because one of 
two conditions obtains. Either the world that the map represents has 
changed, such that the map no longer accurately reflects reality, or that the 
world has not changed but the map was erroneous ab initio, and should be 
redrawn so that it will then comport with the world as it has always been. 
The former situation is analogous to a map of the world from its earliest ori-
gins, before the continental drift. The latter analogous to a map of the world 
from the era in which it was still believed to be flat. While Lamm suggests it 
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is the former, one cannot be absolutely certain. I fear that the map analogy is 
fundamentally flawed, and will not bear the weight of close analysis. Un-
fortunately, Lamm does not point to any particular bioethical principles or 
practices as prime examples of the problems to which he more generally al-
ludes. However, I suspect that respect for patient autonomy is probably 
number 1 on his hit list. In other settings (Lamm and this author, until re-
cently, both served on the Colorado Governor’s Commission on Life and the 
Law) he has taken bioethicists to task for browbeating physicians into the 
mindset that respect for patient autonomy uniformly demands that patient’s 
receive everything they demand, without regard to any other considerations, 
and that it is in fact unethical for a physician to factor cost, especially op-
portunity cost, into the clinical decision making process. To the extent that 
some practitioners do possess such a mindset, I suggest it is born of a fear of 
potential malpractice liability rather than intimidation by bioethicists. 

Lamm states: “I cannot express my frustration at sitting in a hospital eth-
ics meeting, agonizing over whether to recognize a living will and knowing 
that within blocks there are medically indigent citizens with very restricted 
access to any health care.”3 Of course, since Lamm is also an attorney, he 
cannot be suggesting that a patient’s living will, under current law, should 
have no influence over the medical treatment provided. After all, the Colo-
rado advance directive statute provides that the failure to follow a valid ad-
vance directive or to transfer the care of the patient to another physician who 
will may be deemed unprofessional conduct and subject the physician to dis-
ciplinary action by the state medical licensing board.4 Moreover, most ad-
vance directives seek to anticipatorily decline marginally beneficial treat-
ment, not demand futile interventions. Nor, I hope, is he suggesting that the 
bioethicists at that meeting should have declined an appearance and instead 
hurried on down to the legislature to lobby for increased funding of the 
medically indigent program. Some of us, as the colloquialism characterizes 
it, have “been there/done that,” and have been confronted with the magiste-
rial indifference of fiscally conservative legislators who are fundamentally 
opposed to such governmental programs. 

In his article, Lamm also decries the fact that Karen Ann Quinlan was 
maintained on life support in a state (New Jersey) that leaves 14 percent of 
its citizens without basic health care. Of course, what he does not mention is 
that in such cases, and particularly in the case of Nancy Cruzan, which her 
family pursued all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court,5 it was the state that 
was asserting an unqualified interest in preserving human life, one which 
was alleged to be sufficiently strong to override the Cruzan family’s judg-
ment that Nancy would not wish to be kept alive in a persistent vegetative 
state. Indeed, the State of Missouri in Cruzan insisted that because Nancy 
was being cared for in a state facility at state expense, cost was not a consid-
eration and hence should not be an issue in the case. Recall that Nancy 
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Cruzan, by the time her case reached the Supreme Court, had been in a per-
sistent vegetative state for nearly 7 years. The State of Missouri did not seem 
to be arguing that continuing artificial nutrition and hydration for the addi-
tional 40 years of her life expectancy would confer a benefit upon her, but 
rather that it would provide a powerful symbolic expression of the state’s 
ethical stance that all human life is sacred regardless of its quality.6 So much 
for the purported legislative responsibility for careful stewardship of scarce 
public resources. 

The vast majority of bioethicists strongly supported the Cruzan family’s 
efforts to exercise surrogate decision making in a manner they believed to be 
consistent with her wishes and values. It was the public policy of Missouri, 
heedless of both the cost/benefit implications of continued treatment and of 
the prevailing principles of medical ethics that resulted in the provision of 
years of costly, unwanted, and nonbeneficial care. This point must be 
strongly emphasized because in his article Lamm would have the reader be-
lieve that but for the unrealistic admonitions of bioethicists, those who for-
mulate and implement public policy would have reformed health care deliv-
ery in a more ethical, just, and fiscally responsible fashion. He quotes with 
approval one Alan Williams: “anyone who says that no account should be 
paid to cost is really saying that no account should be paid to the sacrifices 
imposed on others.”7 Yet as we see in the Cruzan case, and many others like 
it in other jurisdictions, it was the public policy makers of the state who, in 
their missionary zeal to establish the sanctity of life principle as an article of 
faith, took no account whatsoever of those citizens of the state who were 
desperately seeking but could not obtain basic health care, those whose wel-
fare Lamm is purportedly obsessing over during his foray into hospital ethics 
rounds.

I fear that further pursuit of the host of non-sequiturs, false dichotomies, 
and straw man arguments that permeate this short piece will lead us down 
many blind alleys. Instead, I propose to take Lamm as both serious and sin-
cere when he posits “the state’s duty to all the medically indigent,” which to 
me reasonably implies a social responsibility to allocate scarce public re-
sources in such a fashion that the indigent are provided with reasonable ac-
cess to some minimal level of health care and its moral implications. Now I 
would be among the first to assert that American bioethicists generally, as 
well as most health care professionals, have devoted woefully inadequate 
time, attention and energy to the travesty (“problem” is much too mild a 
term) of the millions of Americans without access to care. Unquestionably, 
the vast majority of bioethical discourse in the United States is focused on 
the many negative rights that have been asserted in healthcare, and not on 
any single, preeminent, and foundational right to healthcare. Nevertheless, 
prevailing principles of bioethics have neither caused nor perpetuated this 
situation. The ethical ground of such a duty on the part of the state is, at least 
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implicitly, one of the four pillars of the “Georgetown mantra” of principles, 
to wit, justice. Indeed, almost twenty years ago the President’s Commission 
for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behav-
ioral Research issued a report which concluded that: “society has a moral 
obligation to ensure that everyone has access to adequate care without being 
subject to excessive burdens.”8 It should not have escaped Governor Lamm’s 
notice that the professional staff of the President’s Commission, including its 
Executive Director, was comprised of some of the most prominent bioethi-
cists in America today.9

Lamm seems to think that he has found at least one kindred spirit in aca-
demic bioethics, Haavi Morreim, and he is quite fond of quoting from her 
book Balancing Act: The New Medical Ethics of Medicine’s New Econom-
ics.10 It is true that she seeks to provide ethical legitimacy for the increasing 
involvement in medical decisionmaking of the “economic agents” repre-
senting third party payers, as well as to include among the physician’s pro-
fessional responsibilities consideration of the limits of health plan coverage 
and the competing interests of other patients.11 But as part of the “balancing 
act,” she insists that if patients are to be made increasingly responsible for 
maintaining their own health and for making wise choices in securing health 
care, then they must have real options from which to choose and the infor-
mation necessary to select from among them. In a deftly noncommittal 
statement she adds: “Quite likely we would want to see such choices take 
place within a system that assured universal access for all citizens.”12 The
reason, though she leaves it unstated, is presumably that those without any 
adequate discretionary income can have no genuine options, only the false 
and unacceptable one of choosing which to forego—food, shelter, or health 
care.

Ultimately, the title of her book to the contrary notwithstanding, Morreim 
does not really claim that the new medical economics demands a radically 
new and different medical ethics, one which fundamentally transforms the 
norm ative dimensions of the physician-patient relationship. Acknowledging 
that patients with maladies requiring medical interventions in the new eco-
nomics of managed care are at least as, if not more vulnerable than similar 
patients in the former fee-for-service system, she maintains that the patient 
needs a “powerful, knowledgeable friend who can help him to understand 
his choices and the impact they have on his life, and who can help him to 
secure the care to which he is entitled. The physician therefore remains a 
fiduciary with powerful, even if not limitless, duties to do his best for his 
patients.”13 The “revised ethic,” she concludes, “probably more than any-
thing else must emphasize communication [between physician and patient] .” 
In a description that appears to characterize the physician-patient encounters 
as they presently take place in many managed care settings, she warns: 
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If the physician helps the patient to find his way through such choices, he 
needs to engage, not in perfunctory recitations of fact or lengthy itera-
tions of listed options, but in careful conversation—a conversation that 
will require the patient to contribute actively, and not stand passively by. 
Because patients do remain vulnerable and in many cases very intimi-
dated by the medical environment, the physician is also obligated to 
make such discussions as easy and inviting as possible. A perfunctory 
“are there any questions?” asked with one hand on the door knob and one 
foot out the door, will not suffice. The physician must strive to elicit the 
patient’s real concerns—the ones he may be too embarrassed to raise or 
too confused yet to have identified—in order to engage him in the kind of 
vigorous dialogue that is essential if all the important benefits and bur-
dens of care are to be realized.14

I have quoted Professor Morreim at some length in order to make per-
fectly clear that the “new medical ethics” which she suggests is required by 
“medicine’s new economics” is not one which turns upside down the pre-
vailing principles of medical ethics as they have developed over the last 30 
years in the United States. Indeed, all of this meaningful and informative 
(“careful”) conversation, which she deems essential to the “new medical 
ethics” appears to be little more than the faithful adherence to the shared de-
cision making model of the physician-patient relationship, the model neces-
sitated by Lamm’s public enemy number one—the bioethical principle of 
respect for patient autonomy, a condition precedent to the exercise of which 
is full disclosure of all information relevant to the condition and options for 
treating it. 

We come, then, to the issue that has only been mentioned in passing by 
Governor Lamm and Professor Morreim, but which in my judgement should 
be the cornerstone of any American Bioethics for the New Millennium, i.e., 
universal access. The pursuit of cost-savings and the elimination of nonbene-
ficial or marginally beneficial health care are not unqualifiedly moral objec-
tives in the context of contemporary American health care, especially if the 
patient is enrolled in a for-profit HMO. The dollars that the organization 
saves by compelling physicians to see a patient every 5-8 minutes or by 
eliminating new and expensive prescription medications from its formulary 
do not necessarily benefit the plan enrollees in some other fashion. Too often 
they are funneled into exorbitant executive compensation packages, stock-
holder dividends, or ridiculously high administrative costs. For example, in 
1996 the aggregate income in salary and stock options of the eight highest 
pain CEO’s of managed care organizations in the United States was nearly 
$1 billion, or enough to provide healthcare for one year to 2.7 million 
Americans.15 The average overhead cost for these same organizations was an 
exorbitant 21%, compared to 2% for Medicare from 4-5% for Medicaid, 
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which have been repeatedly labeled “cumbersome and bureaucratic” by the 
private insurance industry.16 Furthermore, no set of patient behaviors is more 
“irrational” in a strict sense, yet at the same time understandable, than those 
to which the uninsured in the United States are forced to engage, i.e., going 
without low cost preventive care, only to later present to the emergency 
rooms of so-called “safety net” hospitals when they are in extremis and re-
quiring expensive rescue medical measures with little likelihood of ultimate 
success.

In one sense Governor Lamm is correct when he charges contemporary 
American Bioethics with an unconscionable obsession with the individual 
patient and a concomitant disregard for the larger community of which that 
patient is a part. He insists that the costs to that larger community of the 
treatment decisions that are made by or on behalf of each patient should le-
gitimately be factored into the process. With that I do not totally disagree. 
By the same token, however, that community, in this country, bears moral 
responsibility for the fact that there are 45 million people without access to 
basic healthcare. Curiously, while he is railing at the moral myopia of 
American bioethicists, Governor Lamm fails to bring the problem of the 
uninsured into focus and give it the attention it deserves. I earlier alluded to 
the report of the President’s Commission Securing Access to Health Care 
and the qualified support which it offered for universal access. Yet it has 
been noted that the Commission, despite the guidance and counsel of a cadre 
of distinguished bioethicists, was unable to agree upon an ethical framework 
for universal access to health care.17 Similarly and unsurprisingly, given their 
much more marginalized role, the “Ethics Cluster Group” of President 
Clinton’s ill-fated Health Care Task Force a decade later was unable to ar-
ticulate an ethical basis for universal coverage. 18

George Annas observes: “over the last 30 years of bioethics almost no one 
in the field has discussed what is perhaps the central ethical flaw in our 
health care system: the lack of insurance and access to care of 40 million 
Americans.”19 The silence on this issue, which should be seen as having 
transcendent ethical and public policy implications, is exemplified by but 
certainly not limited to bioethicists. It permeates all public discourse. For 
example, in the summer of 1999, Congress and the Clinton administration 
debated what to do with the trillion dollar plus federal budget surplus that is 
anticipated in the first decade of the new millennium, as well as what form a 
federal Patient’s Bill of Rights should take. Both Republicans and Demo-
crats conceded that some of the projected surplus should be earmarked for 
the purpose of “shoring up” the Medicare Trust Fund. Thus, the entire focus 
of the health care reform policy of both parties was on securing health care 
benefits for those who already have them, and recognizing negative rights in
healthcare that can be successfully asserted against managed care organiza-
tions. No major figure in any political party—other than Democratic presi-
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dential candidate Bill Bradley—or in any responsible governmental position, 
has had the insight or the temerity to argue that as a matter of ethics and hu-
mane public policy some portion of this massive surplus should be used, to 
borrow the phraseology of the President’s Commission, to fulfill this soci-
ety’s “moral obligation to ensure that everyone has access to adequate care.” 

Nor is there any moral outrage on the part of the citizenry of this country, 
taking public policymakers to task for their failure to proffer and promote 
plausible solutions to this national disgrace. One might be tempted to attrib-
ute this public indifference to the plight of those without access to health 
care to some uniquely American perception that this group is made up of 
people on the fringes of our culture or who are simply unwilling to get a job 
and earn a living that would enable them to purchase health insurance. But 
well over half of the 45 million are employed, and many of those at more 
than one job.20 As a few have noted, they are probably some of the hardest 
working among us: single parents, service-sector non-unionized employees, 
and small business workers. These are people we encounter and interact with 
every day, and with whom it should not require a super-human effort to 
identify and empathize. 

One way in which to think about American democracy is as essentially a 
kingdom of rights, its Magna Carta being the first ten amendments to the 
Constitution. Significantly, for purposes of the issue before us, they are often 
framed as the negative rights of the citizen as against the state, delineating 
those things which a free society and its governmental institutions cannot do 
to them. The most fundamental of these rights is, in the words of Justice 
Brandeis: the right to be let alone —the most comprehensive of rights and 
the right most valued by civilized men.”21 For the very young, the very old,
the disabled, and the impoverished, there is a dark side to the Bill of Rights. 
The right to be let alone becomes the right to be neglected and discounted. 
Our collective obsession with this right has undermined any sense of social 
obligation toward fellow citizens who are disadvantaged by nature or cir-
cumstance.

Communitarian political philosophy has extensively critiqued this ato-
mistic view of the nature of persons and how they live their lives. But in the 
United States today, if one is among the 45 million who can neither afford 
health insurance nor qualify for Medicare or Medicaid, then “atomistic” is a 
term that accurately describes the nature of their circumstance. The Presi-
dent’s Commission characterized the United States as “a society concerned 
not only with fairness and equality of opportunity but also with the redemp-
tive powers of science [in which] there is a felt obligation to ensure that 
some level of health services is available to all.”22 Yet, as just noted, at the 
very moment when this nation contemplates the disposition of a budget sur-
plus of unprecedented and gargantuan proportions, we hear no call within 
the corridors of power for any health care reform to eliminate the uninsured. 
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Like Diogenes in pursuit of an honest man, we search in vain for any real 
evidence of the “felt obligation” of this society to insure basic health care for 
all citizens. 

The Communitarian social ethic is alive and well in all of the other indus-
trialized nations. There has been no need for a new cadre of professionals— 
bioethicists—to foster or advocate for such a “felt obligation” to provide 
minimal health care for all members of society. And in the United States, 
which has purportedly been “blessed” with such an elite cadre of profes- 
sional ethicists for the last 25 years, as Professor Annas points out, the ethi-
cal implications of millions of people without access to care is not even an 
issue for discussion, let alone a priority item on the agenda of national 
bioethics conferences. Those agendas focus, with compulsive regularity, on 
the hot button, megawatt issues that earn bioethicists a 30-second soundbite 
on the local news. Obsessing on such matters at times puts bioethicists in the 
bizarre position of talking seriously about the right of all terminally ill per-
sons in our society to die with dignity without ever having possessed the in-
sight or temerity to posit the right of all persons in that same society to live
with dignity. At the very least, the latter requires universal access not only to 
some minimally sufficient level of health care and education, but also to the 
other necessities of living as well, such as adequate nutrition, shelter, and 
employment that provides a living wage. Remarkably, in the most affluent 
nation that has ever existed on this planet, 15% of men and 25% of women 
working full time have incomes that are below the poverty level.23

Organized medicine has, historically, been part of the continuing problem 
of access to care when one might have hoped that the collective social re-
sponsibility of the physician would demand unstinting advocacy for univer-
sal access to care. In the words of Larry Churchill: “As a group, physicians 
have lobbied intensively for the current structure of health care” and hence 
are responsible “not only for the quality of care they give ... but also for the 
characteristics of the access system within which they work.”24 Each time a 
proposal to move toward universal access to health care has been made, usu-
ally involving the creation of a single payor system, but always with some 
increased involvement of government, organized medicine has lobbied leg-
islators heavily and effectively in opposition to it.25 To cite only one exam-
ple, in 1944 President Roosevelt asked Congress to affirm an “economic bill 
of rights” which would include a right to adequate medical care. Shortly af-
ter becoming President, Truman repeated the request and called upon Con-
gress to pass a national program that would assure the right to adequate 
medical care. The response of the American Medical Association (AMA) in 
an editorial was to declare that Truman’s national health insurance plan 
would make doctors “slaves.” When Truman shortly thereafter won his sur-
prise victory in the presidential election, the AMA launched what was at the 
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time the most expensive public relations campaign in history to defeat “so-
cialized medicine.”26

Interestingly, in their 1981 book A Philosophical Basis of Medical Prac-
tice, Pellegrino and Thomasma maintain that an “Unequivocal dedication to a 
system of care, geographically and temporally accessible at all times, and 
designed to respond to felt needs for medical assistance ...[ is] an obligation 
incurred by all of us by our mutual declaration of the kind of society we pro-
fess to be....”27 They go on to state: 

We have, in a sense, all made a set of mutual promises to guarantee to 
each other a certain kind of society, one which is sensitive to and secures 
those things closest to our needs as humans. We would break our com-
munal promise, tell a communal lie, and live an inauthentic social life if 
we neglected to exert every effort to assure the minimum security of ac-
cess to primary care whenever it is needed.28

While these fine words sound very much like a moral manifesto for the 
profession of medicine to engage collectively in the diligent pursuit of uni-
versal access to basic healthcare, the author’s waffle on the brink of such a 
commitment. They pose the following rhetorical questions: “Is there a corpo-
rate [medical] responsibility to make these “professions” authentic? Are not 
all members of the health professions to some extent culpable if the aggre-
gate of their efforts neglects a fundamental need?’ While a strongly affirma-
tive answer would seem to be required by the previously quoted passages, 
Pellegrino and Thomasma lamely declare: “These are legitimate ethical 
questions and the substance for an ethical debate just beginning to become 
public.”29 Yet we know from what has already been discussed that such a
debate has never taken place, and the question continues to be begged as to 
the professional responsibility of physicians and bioethicists to continually 
demand it. 

At this time there is no need to become bogged down by difficult techni-
cal q uestions such as what constitutes an adequate level of care to which all 
should be entitled, what such a minimal level of care would cost, or how it 
might be most effectively and efficiently provided. But the experience of 
other Western industrialized nations with universal access controverts the 
proposition that the recognition of such a positive right or social obligation 
necessarily places us on a slope too steep to set workable limits. Indeed, reli-
able studies substantiate the feasibility and affordability, indeed the net cost 
savings of such plans. For example, the Congressional Budget Office esti-
mates that frnancing a single payer national health plan with modest co-pays
would require a tax increase of $856 per capita, but that it would also de-
crease private sector spending by $910, resulting in a per capita savings of 
$54. Arguments against the feasibility of a universal system of healthcare are 
specious, and at least in part designed to use logistics and economics as the 
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clubs with which to beat back the fundamental ethical issue—whether 
American society believes, as the President’s Commission presumed, that 
“the special nature of health care dictates that everyone have access to some
level of care: enough care to achieve sufficient welfare, opportunity, infor-
mation, and evidence of interpersonal concern to facilitate a reasonably full 
and satisfying life.”30 By “special nature” the Commission means the exis-
tence of certain properties or characteristics of health care that make it par-
ticularly significant both in the life of the individual and the life of the soci-
ety. It is the possession of those special properties which, upon careful ex-
amination, lead inexorably to “the ethical conclusion that it ought to be dis-
tributed equitably.” 

The Commission enumerates and elaborates upon four properties of 
health care that endow it with a special status: well being, opportunity, in-
formation, and the interpersonal significance of illness, birth and death. Per-
sonal well being is significantly related to the state of one’s mental and 
physical health, and so too is equality of opportunity, a value that since the 
civil rights movement has been touted as a hallmark of American society. 
Information, as the previously quoted statement of Professor Morreim re-
veals, is essential to the ability of persons to make responsible decisions 
about their health. Imparting accurate and complete information to patients is 
a fundamental responsibility of all health care professionals. Finally, and 
perhaps most significantly for purposes of this paper, the Commission 
maintains that: 

health care has a special interpersonal significance: it expresses and nur-
tures bonds of empathy and compassion. The depth of a society’s concern 
about health care can be seen as a measure of its sense of solidarity in the 
face of suffering and death ... For these reasons a society’s commitment 
to health care reflects some of its most basic attitudes about what it is to 
be a member of the human community.31

We must be careful in how we measure “the depth of a society’s concern 
about health care.” One could put forward the argument that because in 1990 
the United States was responsible for 41% of the world’s total health care 
expenditures while at the same time having less than 5% of the world’s 
population, that is conclusive evidence of our concern about health care. But 
such an assertion becomes ludicrous as “a measure of its sense of solidarity 
in the face of suffering and death,” given the corresponding fact that as of 
that date there were between 30 and 40 million Americans who received the 
benefits of little or none of those health care expenditures. From an ethical 
standpoint, how ought we to interpret those statistics in light of the fact that 
not only do we spend more on health care than any other nation, but that we 
spend more on health care than on anything else? A logical yet indefensible 
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conclusion is that we believe that health care is of overriding importance to 
us as individuals, but we have no sense whatsoever of participation in a hu-
man community in which we have a shared responsibility to insure that 
something of such overriding importance is available to all. 

We are the wealthiest nation on earth, with the most physicians per capita 
and the most sophisticated medical technology. There are simply no finan-
cial, technical, or other practical reasons why the United States of America 
continues to allow millions of citizens to go without health care while other 
nations with significantly less wealth mange to provide universal coverage 
without sacrificing any of the other major responsibilities of government. 
The reasons are political, and by implication moral. They say nothing about 
what we have in a material sense, but they say everything about who we are 
as a people in a civic, moral and spiritual sense. “We have,” to quote the 
cartoon character Pogo, “seen the enemy and he is us.” 

At the conclusion of his article, Governor Lamm insists that “[t]he view I 
am affirming is not as harsh as patient advocates might think. It reflects, not 
an absence of caring, but a broader definition of caring. Public policy is 
compassionate, not an individual at time, but in view of total unmet social 
needs.”32 One of the primary unmet social need in the United States is today 
and has been for decades the millions without access to health care. Public 
policy has not only tolerated this deplorable situation, but has also persis-
tently refused to take definitive action to end it. Medicine and bioethics have 
been complicit in this total abdication of moral and civic responsibility. The 
tension Governor Lamm posits between an altruistic group of public policy 
makers seeking to address the problem of those without access to care and a 
hidebound cadre of bioethicists insisting that health care costs cannot be 
managed and care cannot be rationed without violating fundamental princi-
ples of medical ethics is not only bogus, it is utterly ridiculous. Public policy 
makers, organized medicine, and bioethicists have been co-conspirators, or 
at least fellow travelers, in the perpetuation, through a not-so-benign neglect, 
of a national disgrace. But it has nothing to do with some flawed map of the 
domain of medical ethics. The flaw, and it may well turn out to be a fatal 
one, is in this nation’s impoverished conception of social responsibility. In 
making their case for a social obligation to provide everyone with access to 
basic care, Pellegrino and Thomasma explicitly disclaim that they need to 
invoke any new ethical principles, or to paraphrase Governor Lamm, that 
they are redrawing the ethics map in order to justify a social obligation to 
provide access to basic healthcare. In their view, and it is one I share, the 
promises inherent in our formative social and political structures, the special 
vulnerability and the universal fact of illness, and the traditional ethical prin-
ciples of promise keeping, truth telling and justice are sufficient. 
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In emergency situations, patients who belong to one managed care organiza-
tion are not rarely admitted to hospitals outside of those “recognized” by the 
organization to which the patient has subscribed or been assigned. In such 
situations every attempt is made by the managed care organization to which 
the patient is said to “belong” to effect a transfer from the admitting hospital to 
the particular “preferred provider” facility (PPO) of the health care organiza-
tion or managed care plan. The managed care system calls this procedure “re-
patriation.” Pressure is brought to bear on the admitting hospital to transfer 
such patients at the first possible moment—sometimes with life sustaining 
equipment in place—and always in the middle of treatment. Such transfers are 
often against patients’ wishes. More importantly, because of the disruption in 
the continuity of professional caregivers they necessitate such transfers are 
also often against patients’ best interests. These disruptions are especially 
troubling when they occur within teaching hospitals where, in addition to be-
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ing burdensome for patients, they hamper progress in research and in teaching 
and learning for both students and faculty alike. 

The authors suggest that the adoption of the term, “repatriation,” is both lin-
guistically inappropriate and ethically problematic. It is linguistically inappro-
priate because what occurs under such “repatriation” more closely resembles 
what actually occurs under “extradition”—or even “deportation.” And it is
ethically problematic because the language of “repatriation” is invoked to sug-
gest a community of caring concern for patients to hide what, in fact, are little 
more than bald cost-cutting measures. Such measures are clearly intended, first 
and foremost, to benefit the particular health care organization—and their 
shareholders—often at the patient’s expense. The authors argue that such 
measures not only disrupt the continuity of care of individual patients but also 
threaten, as well, the integrity of both the profession of medicine and the 
community itself. 

CONTEXT

Prior to our introduction, we find it timely to offer several remarks about 
the particular social arrangement of access to and delivery of health care that 
currently exists here in the United States. First, we stand alone among mod-
ern democratic nations1 in our denial of equitable access—to some degree, 
however small—to basic health care services for all persons (N.B.: all per-
sons, not just all citizens) living within our borders. Second, we have no 
health care “system” within this country, but only the most inequitable, inef-
ficient and costly hodge-podge of public and private arrangements imagin-
able. Here are just a few shameful examples gleaned from some of the latest 
government statistics: 

•

•

•

•
•

In 1996, 14.0% of children under age 18 were completely without health 
insurance
In 1997, 16.8% of persons under age 65 (41 million persons) were with-
out health insurance 
In 1997, only 69.6% of persons age 65 and over (22.3 million) had both 
Medicare and private insurance 
In 1997,20.7% of persons age 65 and over had only Medicare 
In 1998. 76.6 million persons were enrolled in Health Maintenance Or-
ganizations.2

While these few statistics are bleak enough, they fail to reflect the true 
nature of “access” to health insurance. Many of us who do have health insur-
ance remain woefully underinsured or are insured only for the more cata-
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strophic types of health care interventions, with little (if any) coverage for 
preventive care or early medical intervention. The phrase “having health in- 
surance” can refer to having comprehensive coverage (increasingly unlikely 
today) to having minimal coverage (more likely) to having spotty, useless or 
duplicate coverage, any of which may be—and often is—grossly inappropri- 
ate to the particular needs of the person being insured. In addition, those of 
us who are insured have increasingly less influence over the conditions un- 
der which we are insured. With these depressing data freshly in mind, we 
now begin our discussion of the language—and the realities—of “managed 
care.”

INTRODUCTION

More than any other innovation in professional medicine in the United 
States, the recent phenomenon of “managed care” (even here, language is 
manipulated to suggest that care was unmanaged before!) poses a serious 
threat to the traditional notion of the patient/physician relationship. Of 
course, the direct, relatively uncomplicated one-to-one relationship between 
physician and patient is, in reality, an ideal social arrangement away from 
which the actual practice of medicine has been evolving for decades. Two 
primary factors that have contributed to this evolution are (1) scientific ad-
vances and (2) efforts to provide indemnity against the bio/psycho/social 
burdens associated with disease, illness and disability (i.e., various health 
care insurance and entitlement scheme).3

The first factor (scientific advances) has certainly widened the gay be-
tween patients and physicians by necessitating increasingly more compli- 
cated, technologically sophisticated and labor-intensive treatment—to say 
nothing about the increase in education and research necessary to support 
such practices. As a result, a variety of subspecialties in the various fields of 
medicine, nursing and allied health care has arisen. Not unexpectedly, this 
has led to problems in communication—not only between patient and physi-
cian, but between the various members of the health care team as well. Such 
problems can seriously compromise the development of an optimal plan of 
care for a patient. 

And yet, these scientific changes have not unduly disturbed the basic sets 
of mutual and reciprocal obligations traditionally recognized to exist be-
tween patients and physicians: obligations that have always included such 
notions as trust, fidelity, beneficence, non-maleficence, respect, however 
variously interpreted.4 In other words, while the first factor complicated the 
one-to-one relationship between patient and physician, the nature of the 
healing relationship still remained essentially dyadic: professionals commit-
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ted to the provision of medical care on the one hand and the beneficiaries of 
that care on the other. 

Thus, irrespective of the actual numbers of individuals involved, this first 
factor has not created insurmountable difficulties for the healing relationship 
since its participants still share the same general interests and commitments 
regarding its goals. And high on that list is the development of practices and 
expertise conducive to the patient’s bio-medical good. Most importantly, the 
means by which this good is brought about both sustain and are sustained by 
the basic sets of mutual and reciprocal obligations that characterize the rela-
tionship. As a result, what differences arise, arise—by and large—within the 
intimacy of the healing relationship whose antecedent conditions and conse-
quences are overwhelmingly governed by a single social institution: medi-
cine.

The second factor (efforts to provide indemnity against the 
bio/psycho/social burdens associated with disease, illness and disability) has 
also inadvertently widened the gap between patients and physicians—though 
in a much different way. It has done so by importing into the dyadic pa-
tient/healer relationship (which already includes an extensive professional 
health care team) bureaucratic representatives of other social institutions 
whose interests and goals are necessarily larger than—and, at times, may 
even directly conflict with—the narrower interests and goals of the primary, 
dyadic relationship between patients and healers. These bureaucratic repre-
sentatives are not—nor can they be—bound by the same basic sets of mutual 
and reciprocal obligations that bind patients and healers. Rather, they are 
bound by obligations external to the healing relationship, i.e., obligations 
that are specific to the particular social institution they represent. 

Thus, like the first, this second factor has certainly widened the gap be-
tween patients and their caregivers. However, unlike the first, the inclusion 
of these bureaucratic representatives can constitute a threat to the dyadic 
healing relationship and the mutual obligations it has, for so long, embodied. 
That is, these additional roles not only alter but, depending on how they are 
instituted and employed, can actually undermine the basic sets of mutual and 
reciprocal obligations that have come to characterize and sustain not only 
specific healing relationships, but the very institution of medicine itself. 

The first of these new roles—the health care insurer—has, in one form or 
another, been in existence for quite some time.5 As early as 1883 a national, 
compulsory “sickness insurance” to cover all workers was instituted in Ger-
many by Bismarck, an otherwise rather staunch conservative. For Bismarck, 
such a guarantee to all members of the community that certain basic needs 
would be met offered the greatest likelihood of preserving and enhancing 
social solidarity. The rationale behind this move—that both individuals and 
their communities flourish when social institutions are structured in such a 
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way that no individual’s basic needs go unmet—continues to be the over-
whelming choice of most democratic communities today. 

In the United States, however, the justification for indemnity against dis-
ability and illness has consistently relied less on the idea of social solidarity 
(and the notion of public, communal responsibility it entails) and more on 
the idea of rugged individualism (and the notion of private and personal re-
sponsibility for oneself and one’s immediate family that it entails). As a re-
sult, health care insurance in the United States has developed as a hodge-
podge of private and public, for profit and not for profit consumer and pro-
ducer cooperatives, all interested—though for quite different economic and 
social reasons—in providing various degrees of coverage for health care 
services.

This fundamental difference in perspective between most other democra-
cies and the United States helps to explain why the second of these new 
roles—the health care broker—is still so uniquely an American phenome-
non. Health maintenance organizations (HMO’s) are prime examples of 
health care brokers because, with their introduction, important distinctions 
between health care insurer, health care provider and those insured have 
been effectively blurred. Essentially, HMO’s underwrite or “insure” a serv-
ice. However, the terms of this service are not brokered directly between the 
HMO and those individuals ultimately being insured, but between the HMO 
and the employers of those being insured. That is, the purchaser is not the 
person being insured and there is little reason to assume that the motivations, 
interests or goals of the purchaser are co-extensive with those being insured.
As a matter of fact, under managed care today both the purchasers of health 
care insurance and health care providers are much more likely to have more 
interests in common with the insurer/broker than they do with those being 
insured.

By employing their own teams of health care providers—thus creating a 
direct and primary employer/employee relationship with the health care team 
itself—HMOs are in a quite unique position. They now have more control 
over the structure and content of health care delivery (and thus, the pa-
tient/healer relationship) than either patients or healers. This situation has 
seriously undercut the ability of either healers or patients to represent their 
own particular interests adequately, much less the interests of either individ-
ual patienthealer relationships or the institution of medicine as a whole. 
Apace with this change has come a striking change in language: health care 
professionals are now “providers” and patients are now health care “con-
sumers” (though to corporate insiders we are also known as “covered lives,” 
or even worse, “units of care”!). In short, everything from the physical 
structure of the patient/healer encounter to the quality of the information ex-
changed within those encounters to the very structure of the institution of 
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medicine itself has, along with the language we use to describe it, been af-
fected—at times, profoundly so. 

With the rise of health maintenance organizations any direct fiduciary re-
lationship between insurer and those actually insured is rapidly disappearing. 
In the brave new world of health care insurance, the older and direct fiduci-
ary relationship between insurer and those insured has been replaced by an 
independent brokerage system between insurers and purchasers of health 
care. This system is indirect in the sense that the fiduciary relationship for 
insurance is now between insurer and purchaser. It is independent in the 
sense that, for the insured, the content of the fiduciary relationship is largely 
a fait accompli: its terms have been structured by prior agreement between 
purchaser and insurer with little, if any representation of those actually being 
insured. Thus those insured lack, in crucial respects, equal standing in the 
fiduciary relationship with the insurer and the purchaser. 

Such changes threaten to undermine not only the healing relationship 
between individual patients and their individual caregivers, but the tacitly 
sanctioned tradition of teaching, research and practice (i.e., patient care) 
upon which the very art and science of medicine, as a professional institu-
tion, is based.6 In short, we will argue that “repatriation” is one of the more 
flagrant examples of how the narrower, entrepreneurial interests and goals of 
our current managed care organizations can thwart what patients, the public 
and health care professionals have traditionally identified and tacitly en-
dorsed as the legitimate interests and goals of medicine. We turn, now, to an 
examination of the language of “repatriation.” 

THE DELIBERATE MISUSE OF LANGUAGE 

Managed care’s attraction to the analogy of repatriation—the return to the 
country of one’s birth or citizenship—is, perhaps, understandable. The use of 
the term evokes a number of warm and fuzzy feelings about the benefits of 
membership in a group—and, obviously, managed care organizations would 
prefer to consider membership in their group a beneficial thing! However, 
the usual presumption behind repatriation is that the person who initiates it 
considers it a desired—and desirable—goal. That is, while everyone comes 
from some country, repatriation to that country is a voluntary undertaking: 
the person who actively seeks to be repatriated is the person who initiates it. 
However, the reality of repatriation under managed care is that patients 
rarely consider it desirable and even more rarely voluntarily initiate it. 

“Repatriation” that is not voluntarily initiated by the subject is not, in fact, 
repatriation. If anything, it would be more like what occurs in extradition, 
i.e., the legal surrender of a subject by one state, country or government to 
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the jurisdiction of another state, country or government. This is the case be-
cause, in contrast to repatriation, the subject being extradited is passive, the 
object, if you will, of such an action. In most instances, the person being ex-
tradited neither desires, nor finds desirable, the thought of being “repatri-
ated.” It would be safe to assume that managed care organizations would 
prefer not to have their “members” feel as though they are unwilling sub-
jects! And while membership obviously entails a sense of “belonging,” it 
certainly is not “belonging” in the sense of “being owned” but, rather, in the 
sense of “being a respected member of” a group. What has been allowed to 
occur today under managed care looks increasingly more like what occurred 
under feudalism in the middle ages! Patients are much like serfs tied to the 
land. They can—in theory—freely choose to leave (i.e., choose not to be 
“repatriated.”) In reality, few can withstand the consequences! (Just like 
wage earners can freely choose a health care plan other than the one(s) of-
fered by their company—they simply cannot afford to do so.) 

Finally, to press the unfortunate analogy one step further, what occurs 
when health care professionals choose to make it a policy to defer to “repa-
triation”—when initiated and demanded by health care organizations rather 
than patients—is not, in fact, the “repatriation” but, rather, the “deportation”
of patients. 

THE INTEGRITY OF MEDICINE AND THE 
NATURE OF THE HEALING RELATIONSHIP 

The health care professions, like other professions, are socially created in-
stitutions. That is, they are the products of a long-standing social contract: in 
return for special privileges, health care professionals are charged with spe-
cial responsibilities and, for the most part, these privileges and responsibili-
ties remain tacit rather than explicit. However, it is quite productive, on oc-
casion, to re-visit those tacit beliefs and expectations that lie behind such 
institutions and to examine how well they stand up to scrutiny. 

For example, contrary to popular opinion, the role of a physician is not— 
nor has it ever been—simply to cure disease or minimize dysfunction.7

Rather, the goals of medicine are many and diverse and—depending on the 
particular blend of physician expertise, patient need and societal expectation, 
acceptance and commitment to resources—may include (minimally) any 
and, often, all of the following: 

1. To educate self, peers, co-workers, patients, public 
2. To relieve pain and suffering 
3. To provide comfort to the hopelessly ill and dying 
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4. To maintain/restore function 
5. To minimize dysfunction 
6. To cure disease 
7. To support and or pursue research 

For over two thousand years in the western world, medicine has been a 
profession that, whatever else it has offered, has dedicated itself to the Hip-
pocratic ideals of beneficence and non-maleficence. The former has gener-
ally been reflected in the profession’s pursuit of “the patient’s good”—how-
ever variously it’s been construed along the way—and the latter in the pro-
fession’s cautionary motto: “Above all, do no harm.” It is to these two ethi-
cal ideals—beneficence and non-maleficence—that the profession invariably 
appeals in articulating and justifying the means and ends of medicine. 

Arguably, the pursuit of these two ideals is a fitting objective for any pro-
fession, since every mature profession holds at least three characteristics in 
common:

1. Specialized expertise unavailable to laypersons 
2. External recognition of that specialized expertise (e.g., licensing by the 

state)
3. Internal control over what is researched, what is taught and what is 

practiced (viz., the authority to define the limits of its subject matter and 
expertise, to structure the education and certification of its initiates, and 
to establish safe standards of practice and adequate disciplinary mecha-
nisms)

In return for allowing professions such exclusive control, the public expects 
to be reassured that the profession, as a whole, can be trusted not to abuse 
the special powers and privileges entrusted to them. Along with this expec-
tation, the public assumes—on the basis of this reassurane—that profes-
sionals will comport themselves with integrity and fidelity by representing, 
first and foremost, the best interests of those who seek their assistance. Tra-
ditionally, the four pre-eminent professions are teaching, religious ministry, 
law and medicine. The public recognizes and entrusts these professions, re-
spectively, with the educational development, spiritual counsel, criminal and 
civil representation, and medical needs of its members. As with each of the 
other professions, the relationships between medical professionals and pa-
tients are, of course, multifaceted. Each profession has its own characteristic 
set of ethical, legal and social considerations depending on its particular 
context and subject matter. Likewise, each of these professions includes, 
under its social considerations, the economic arrangements under which its 
services are customarily rendered. 
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As we noted in our introduction, until quite recently the default assump-
tion has been that patient/healer relationships are dyadic, making the respon-
sibilities generated by that relationship dyadic as well. Thus, economic re-
sponsibility flowed from patients to health care professionals. How that re-
sponsibility was discharged in any given case—whether directly by the pa-
tient or indirectly through some third party representing the patient—was 
still, in the final analysis, the personal responsibility of the patient. Likewise, 
responsibility for health care expertise flowed from the profession to its pa-
tients. And again, how that responsibility was discharged in any given 
case—whether directly by the physician or indirectly through the various 
members of the health care team—was ultimately the personal responsibility 
of the physician as a professional. 

This default assumption about the personal responsibilities between pa-
tients and physicians has remained fairly stable across societies, irrespective 
of their particular economic and political structures—even with the intro-
duction of “managed care” here in the United States. There are several rea-
sons why this is the case. First, professional relationships in health care are 
unique in at least two respects: 

1. They often occur in a context of dramatic intensity often not ex-
perienced in other social associations 

2. While they are exchange relationships, they require intimacy 
between persons who, under any other circumstances, are not 
intimate, and may even be complete strangers 

Such conditions render both patients and physicians vulnerable in rather spe-
cific ways. Patients risk vulnerability whenever they submit their private 
lives to the scrutiny and manipulations of physicians, and physicians risk 
vulnerability insofar as their best efforts may be rejected or challenged by 
patients, peers or society. A deep and abiding mutual respect and responsi-
bility—reinforced by the ideals of beneficence, non-maleficence and jus-
tice—has been the tried and true counterbalance to the risks of vulnerability 
faced by both parties to the patient/physician relationship. 

The second reason for this “default” assumption is that social attitudes 
and practices are, like all habits, slow to change and hard to break, even once 
it is evident that they have become useless or even counterproductive. This 
second reason helps to explain why patients and physicians continue to be-
have as though their commitments and obligations have not changed when, 
in fact, the relationship has undergone a significant and fundamental re-
structuring under “managed care.” The patient’s standing within the relation-
ship is compromised by the fact that patients today have little, if any, control 
over, representation or over-sight with regard to how their health care is cho-
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sen or funded. However, it is the physician’s standing—both as individual 
practitioner and as professional—which is most critically challenged. 

The individual physician’s loyalties have become divided between the 
traditional responsibilities of beneficence and non-maleficence towards pa-
tients and the novelty of contracting with or being employed by (and thus 
having an exclusive and separate fiscal responsibility to) a new, third party 
to the relationship whose interests all, eventually, reduce to an entrepreneu-
rial bottom line. 

The third identifying feature of a mature profession mentioned earlier— 
the internal control that allows a profession to define its subject matter and 
expertise, to structure the education and certification of it’s initiates and to 
establish safe standards of practice and mechanisms by which to discipline 
it’s members—is under direct threat by managed care. Giving PPO’s the 
power to re-shuffle patiend/physician relationships with the impunity they 
currently possess allows them to maximize what will be most fiscally bene-
ficial to the managed care organization while seriously undermining the very 
basis upon which the profession of medicine, as a social institution, rests— 
the triad of practice, education and research. And these three elements are 
inseparably linked: whatever affects one eventually affects them all; what-
ever interrupts one eventually interrupts all. 

Such power over the healing relationship is, by far, the most serious threat 
to the integrity of medicine since, as of this moment, there is nothing to mo-
tivate the participants of today’s managed care organizations to consider 
anything or anyone other than their own best interests—and these as nar-
rowly conceived as possible. When there is no motivation to continue to cul-
tivate a habit or virtue, it will eventually be replaced by the cultivation of 
more fruitful habits and virtues even while it continues to be praised as a 
worthy, albeit empty, ideal.8 Research and on-going education are, as it were, 
social habits. That is, they have been—either tacitly or explicitly—recog-
nized by the public as necessary elements of maintaining the integrity of the 
profession. Unless we value research and on-going education enough to in-
corporate them in daily practice and reward those who practice such habits— 
and not simply pay lip service to them as distant ideals—they will die and 
the profession will stagnate. Experience has taught us what happens when 
research and education are considered less important than practice: at best, 
the practice is transformed into an empty, harmless (and ultimately rather 
useless) symbolic social ritual; at worst, it can be diverted from a public to a 
private good, serving only the narrow—and very short-term—interests of a 
powerful few. 
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THE MANAGED CARE ENVIRONMENT AND 
THE THREAT TO PATIENT CARE 

The rationale employed to justify the rise of HMO’s and PPO’s is, basi-
cally, an economic one: health care has become too costly. Of course, there 
are other, non-economic “costs.” But, when the emphasis—for whatever rea-
sons—remains focused on economic costs to the near exclusion of all else, 
health care is discussed from within—and, in crucial ways, defined by—the 
particular economic framework adopted by the society in question. In the 
United States, unlike most other democracies in the world, the economic 
framework for the exchange of virtually all goods and services is the open, 
competitive marketplace. 

As HMO’s respond to the mechanisms of the marketplace, they are under 
increasingly stronger pressure to hrther reduce their costs. This, in turn, 
compels HMO’s to transfer their patients either into hospitals owned by the 
HMO itself or into facilities that offer the best contracted rates. Facilities that 
concentrate their efforts solely on practice do not incur—or have to absorb— 
the additional expenses associated with both research and teaching pro-
grams. For example, since many trauma centers are located within a univer-
sity setting, they will have a broader—and, hence, relatively more expen-
sive—focus precisely because they are committed not simply to practice 
outcomes, but to research and teaching outcomes as well. When the driving 
forces in health care are overwhelmingly entrepreneurial what mechanisms, 
in such a system, will value and preserve the necessary conditions for good 
practice—namely, ongoing research and education? 

Patients caught in the midst of this competitive battlefield are forced to 
give up whatever trusting relationship has developed with the health care 
team initiating their care and to re-establish this important connection with a 
completely new set of health care team members. This can produce signifi-
cant disruptions, psychological as well as physical. (One of the classic ways 
to make such disruptions more palatable by those perpetrating them is, of 
course, through the deliberate misuse of language, a concern we will address 
more fully in the next section.) 

Clearly, it is beyond the scope or aims of this paper to reiterate the usual 
philosophical arguments in defense of the marketplace and, fortunately for 
our purposes, it is not necessary. To press our case we need only to chal-
lenge several key presuppositions about the marketplace that are widely ac-
cepted as uncontroversial in order to reject the competitive marketplace as a 
suitable economic framework for the exchange of certain basic kinds of 
goods and services such as education and basic health care services.9
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CHALLENGING THE PRESUPPOSITIONS OF
THE MARKETPLACE 

The success of the marketplace depends upon a broad base of consumers 
who (1) have sufficient funds to enter and compete in the market, (2) are 
sure of what they want and need, (3) are able to judge quality and price ac-
cording to a standard, and (4) have sufficient time to deliberate, compare and 
“shop around”10 The authors readily concede that, generally speaking, when 
such minimal conditions are met, not only will the marketplace function well 
but it will tend to benefit all. However, it is far from clear that any of these 
minimal conditions can be met with regard to the commodification of health 
care. Empirical evidence clearly refutes the first presupposition: That is, (1) 
a large and growing segment of our population here in the U.S. does not, in 
fact, have sufficient funds to enter and compete in the health care market. 
Moreover, the second and third presuppositions beg the question since the 
very points at issue are whether consumers can, in fact, (2) make appropriate 
determinations about their health care needs and wants and (3) judge the 
quality and price of health care. Lastly, it is entirely unrealistic to suppose 
that consumers would (4) have sufficient time to “shop around” for the 
“best” health care “deal” they could get—even if they could make these ap-
propriate determinations. 11 The empirical data strongly suggest that the im-
plicit “caveat emptor” strategy of the marketplace—viz., “let the buyer be-
ware”—is clearly an inadequate method of exchange for at least some social 
goods and services. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The practice of “repatriation” exemplifies two of the most unsettling 
“managed care” issues for health care ethics today: the ethical challenges 
that physicians face in meeting their obligations towards each patient who 
enters a healing relationship with them and the crisis that the profession of 
medicine itself faces as a social institution. The response thus far—from pa-
tients and physicians alike—has been consistent with our naive predilection 
towards a philosophy of rugged individualism: “What can I do?’ By framing 
the question in this way we not only guarantee frustration, but court defeat, 
since an individualistic approach to what, in reality, are “system errors” can 
offer only piecemeal, symptomatic treatment of a deeper, systemic problem 
that such an approach can only begin to appreciate. 

We are not denying that change must begin with individuals; of course it 
must. However, the issues we have been discussing cannot be resolved by 
individuals working in isolation from and, too often, at cross-purposes with, 
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one another. Systemic problems require systemic—i.e., political—resolution. 
It is not unreasonable to expect that, in a democracy, systemic problems will 
be publicly addressed and the broad outline of the mechanisms for their 
resolutions publicly crafted. And, while democracy is synonymous with the 
idea of representation, it is representation of a kind that embodies a clear 
understanding of the necessary interdependence of individual and commu-
nity—unsullied by the demeaning posturing and pandering to special inter-
ests that we must endure from our political “representatives today. After all, 
the development of individuality presupposes a flourishing community dedi-
cated to nourishing the unique interests and strengths of all of its members; 
just as the development of a flourishing community cannot even be envi-
sioned without the strength of talented and skilled individuals.12 There are 
multiple and overlapping ways such representation can occur, depending on 
the number and nature of social roles an individual has accepted or is ex-
pected to play. 

As a society, we give to the four major professions mentioned earlier wide 
latitude in representing our best interests. Physicians wear, for example, at 
least three “hats” because of who they are, the roles they play, and their po-
sition in society. First, as practicing experts, physicians are obligated to pa-
tients with whom they form professional relationships. Part of what that ob-
ligation entails, practically speaking, is being willing—and able—to repre-
sent with fidelity the individual patient’s best interests as they are deter-
mined jointly within the patient/physician relationship. 

Second, as members of a socially supported and sanctioned profession, 
physicians are obligated both to the profession itself and to the society that 
recognizes and supports the profession. Again, part of what that obligation 
entails is representation: helping both individual patients and the public at 
large to understand the potential of the patient/physician relationship, what it 
can and cannot offer and providing a unique perspective on issues—their 
antecedent conditions as well as their material consequences—that affect or 
are relevant to the profession and to health care (individual and communal). 
However, another equally important part of that obligation is to preserve the 
integrity of the profession by reminding the public how necessary continuing 
research and education are to the health and integrity of the profession itself. 

Third, as citizens of a democracy, physicians are obligated as members of 
a community. A large part of what that entails includes contributing the 
unique perspective that their particular experience has afforded them to the 
public dialogue that is so essential for a healthy democracy. Who else is 
better qualified to articulate most clearly some of the central questions that 
the public needs to be asking: e.g., whose best interests are served under the 
current managed care organizations? Who do HMOs and PPOs represent? 
To whom are they responsible? 
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In a democracy, social institutions are structured—and expected—to 
benefit all. When these institutions become out-dated and less effective, as 
they invariably must over time, they need to be re-constructed. When the 
public fails to hold itself responsible for making those readjustments (either 
directly or through its social and/or political representatives), it creates a 
vacuum that narrower, private interests are sure to fill—characteristically in 
unrepresentative ways. 

Medicine is a social institution. If we, as a democratic public, are com-
mitted to a viable reconstruction of a large aspect of medicine—namely, eq-
uitable access to and delivery of health care—we must recognize and take 
seriously its place in the larger institution as a whole. This includes under-
standing the difference between what is essential for medicine as a social 
institution to survive and flourish and what is not, how it interconnects with 
other social institutions and, most importantly, the values and character traits 
it simultaneously reflects and fosters in both its practices and the ideals it 
represents for society. Acquiring such understanding in a modern democracy 
requires the public to encourage and nourish the development of experts and 
professionals (and in all fields, not simply medicine) who have integrity, 
who are committed to contributing their respective knowledge and perspec-
tives to the on-going, public dialogue and debate that characterize healthy, 
robust and democratic institutions. 

ENDNOTES

1. To those critics who attempt to explain or excuse the democratic inequities of the United 
States by arguing that, technically speaking, we a republic, our only comment is that, 
technically speaking, so was Nazi Germany—thus, an appeal to the term, “republic,” 
does little to explain, and even less to excuse, a state’s behavior. The term, “republic,” is 
extremely vague and uninformative and, according to most experts in the field, remains 
quite controversial for this very reason. In its more archaic form, it simply referred to the 
state or “common weal.” Its current meaning is equally uninformative: it is considered 
by most government scholars to be simply “a state in which the supreme power rests in 
the people and their elected representatives or officers, as opposed to one governed by a 
king or similar ruler.” (Compact Edition of the Oxford English Dictionary, London: Ox-
ford University Press, 1984) 
Source: Health, United States: 1999, “www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/hinsure.htm”, (website 
of the United States Department of Health and Human Resources, Center for Disease 
Control).
Like all forms of insurance, health care insurance is based on the notion of shared risk, 
whereby those facing a common vulnerability (in this instance, disease and disability), 
can choose to pool their resources for a relatively small fee. Thus, if a participant then 
becomes diseased and/or disabled, financial assistance is made available. 
We have purposely used the broader term, “respect,” instead of the separate terms 
“autonomy” and “justice” since “respect between persons’’ already entails a mutual rec-

2.

3.

4.
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ognition of the other’s autonomy and the necessity of working out a fair and equitable 
way of dealing with each other. In this way, we emphasize the living and dynamic inter-
relationship between autonomy and justice, rather than treat them as pre-existing and 
competing claims that are brought into a relationship. For a sustained argument for a 
homeostatic reconstruction of current dogma surrounding the notions of autonomy, be-
neficence, non- maleficence and justice (i.e., the “Georgetown mantra”), see Roberta 
Springer Loewy, Integrity and Personhood: Looking at Patients From a
Bio/Psycho/Social Perspective, (Ann Arbor, MI: UMI Dissertation Service), 1997. 
For a brief, informative summary of the history and ideology behind health care insur-
ance and the financing of health care, see Christine K. Cassel, “Health Care Financing: 
Introduction,” The Encyclopedia of Bioethics, ed. by Warren T. Reich (NY: Simon &
Schuster Macmillan, 1995), 2: 1049- 57, esp. 105 1. 
It is far beyond the scope of this paper to defend those criteria traditionally considered 
definitive of a profession. For a more thorough discussion of this topic, one must begin 
with some of the classic literature of the sociology of profession. In medicine, see, for 
example, Eliot Friedson Profession of Medicine, (NY: Dodd, Mead), 1970; Moral Re-
sponsibility and the Professions, ed by Bernard Baumrin and Benjamin Freedman, (NY: 
Haven), 1982; Paul F. Camenish, Grounding Professional Ethics in a Pluralistic Society, 
(NY: Haven), 1983. 
This viewpoint is not simply wrong (e.g., most plastic surgery today is done for aesthetic 
reasons and not for the purpose of restoring function), it also reinforces an unfortunate 
stereotype, one that portrays patients as submissive, passive recipients of a special tech-
nical expertise that only physicians can perform. Such a view threatens to return medi-
cine to the status of primitive, mystical art, the physician to shaman and the patient to 
faithful—and fearful—supplicant. Such a view threatens all of the sciences today—a cri-
sis of grave proportion that can be overcome only by critical public dialogue about the 
means and ends of the various sciences as they exist within the context of the particular 
society underwriting them. For an eloquent defense of the methodology of science and 
scientific thinking against the rise of a pseudoscience that is nearly religious in its fervor, 
see Carl Sagan’s The Demon-Haunted World: Science as a Candle in the Dark (New
York: Ballantine Rooks), 1996. 
One of John Dewey’s constant laments was that we fail to subject ideals to the same 
open, tolerant, but critical intellectual process used to evaluate the problems, issues and 
practices of daily living: “Men [sic] hoist the banner of the ideal, and then march in the 
direction that concrete conditions suggest and reward.” The Quest for Certainty: The 
Later Works, 1925-53, ed. by Jo Ann Boydston, (Carbondale: Southern Illinois Univer-
sity Press, 1988), Vol. 4: 1929, pp. 224-5. While Dewey fully agreed that one of the crite-
ria for critical thinking is the ability to make distinctions (such as the distinction between 
real and ideal or that between theory and practice), he insisted that none of our ideas— 
including the fine distinctions we make—should ever be immune from critical scrutiny, 
scientific examination, and subsequent reconstruction. Unless ideals are tested in the cru-
cible of experience to see whether and how they can improve the actual conditions of 
human existence, they will become formal, but empty, symbols. 
To describe and critique the assumptions of the marketplace we draw from the work of 
Erich H. Loewy. See, for example, his article, “Of Markets, Technology, Patients and 
Profits,” Health Care Analysis, vol. 2: 10 1-09 (1 994). 
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Any health care system should be grounded in the ethical principle of fairness 
in access to services and the economic principle of efficiency in allocating re-
sources. In this paper, I explore the relationship between ethics and economics 
in possible two-tiered rationing schemes in American and Canadian systems. 
In the US, rationing through managed care occurs in the form of constraints on 
the type and number of services doctors perform. In Canada, rationing occurs 
in the form of queuing, with comparatively long periods of waiting time for 
surgery and other treatments. Managed care organizations in the US have tem-
porarily increased efficiency in the delivery of care by reducing waste and un-
necessary services, but not fairness, as evidenced by the 44 million uninsured 
and underinsured. I consider whether adopting a universal model along the 
lines of the Oregon Basic Health Services Act might ensure both fairness and 
efficiency. On this model, guaranteeing that all Americans had a decent basic 
minimum of health care would mean excluding some expensive treatments 
from health plans, though people with the ability to pay for these treatments 
might have them. Such a two-tiered system would be fair provided that the 
lower tier entailed a decent minimum that met people’s basic health care 
needs. Tiering in the Canadian system would involve allowing those with the 
ability to pay for expedited care to jump the queue and thereby cut their wait-
ing time. This might ameliorate the problem of waiting for people who cannot 
afford to jump the queue because they are unable to pay for expedited care. 

Changing Health Care Systems from Ethical, Economic, and Cross Cultural Perspectives, 
edited by Loewy and Loewy. Kluwer Academic/Plenum Publishers, New York, 2001. 
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The present Canadian system is fair but not always efficient in the delivery of 
services. In the US and Canada, a two-tiered system might be the most viable 
way to allocate health care resources both fairly and efficiently. 

Any health care system should be grounded in the ethical principle of 
fairness and the economic principle of efficiency. It should ensure that all 
people with medical needs have access to a decent minimum of care and that 
medical treatments be beneficial to patients while falling within certain cost 
constraints. To be viable, health care systems must conceive of and realize 
universal access to medical services and cost-effectiveness as complemen-
tary goals. 

Unfortunately, fairness and efficiency often pull in different directions. 
Thus, ensuring the complementarity of these principles in a health care sys-
tem is no easy task. The problem is especially acute in the United States, 
where roughly 44 million Americans are uninsured and therefore a signifi-
cant portion of the population has no access to any health care. While the 
American health care system has become more efficient in the last decade 
due largely to the ability of managed care to reign in costs, it remains fun-
damentally unfair to too large of an underserved population. In Canada, by 
contrast, since the formulation and implementation of the Medical Care Act 
of 1966, the health care system has been comparatively fair and efficient. 
However, an aging and sicker population, plus reduction in the transfer of 
federal funds to the provinces following the Expenditures Restriction Act of 
1991, have led to increasing claims on limited elective and urgent services. 
Consequently, both the fairness and efficiency of the Canadian system are 
being threatened. 

The most promising—perhaps the only—way to reconcile fairness with 
efficiency is through a particular form of medical rationing. In fact, health 
care in the United States already is rationed by price and ability to pay, 
which has the ethically objectionable consequence that many people have no 
access to health care because of their inability to pay for it.1 Health care also 
is rationed in Canada in the form of queuing, where people often wait con-
siderably long periods for elective and, increasingly, urgent medical inter-
ventions. Longer waiting time for both elective and urgent procedures has 
the ethically objectionable consequence of an unacceptably high number of 
people having to suffer longer from diseases or disabilities and worse health 
outcomes. The problems unique to the distinctive forms of rationing in the 
United States and Canada illustrate the need for an alternative form of ra-
tioning in each case. With this need in mind, I will propose and explore the 
idea of a two-tiered health care system, where a publicly funded tier guaran-
tees access to a decent basic minimum of care and where a privately funded 
tier consists in supplemental, or expedited, care for which individuals pay. I 
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will discuss how this would function in American and Canadian health care 
systems, respectively. Then I will address the main objection to tiering, 
namely, that it results in inequalities that are unfair and hence morally ob-
jectionable because it makes access to health care based on ability to pay 
rather than medical need. 

Fairness is concerned with meeting the claims of need of different peo-
ple. It requires that claims be met in proportion to their strength, where 
strength is a function of degree of need.2 Accordingly, given a general scar-
city of resources, a fair allocation will be one in which people with the 
strongest claims of medical need are given priority in having their needs met. 
Fairness requires that the more urgent needs of the worst off be given prior-
ity over the less urgent needs (or preferences) of the better off in terms of 
health status. For the issue at hand, the worst off members of society are 
those with the poorest quality of life combined with the shortest life expec-
tancy. The majority of these are the socio-economically poor, who not sur-
prisingly constitute the majority of the uninsured. 

Fairness is one aspect of justice, and a just health care system is one that 
gives priority to the needs of the worst off. The underlying ethical and politi-
cal rationale for this view is Rawls’ Second Principle of Justice, also called 
the “Difference Principle” or “Maximin Rule.”3 This says that the only ad-
missible inequalities are those that work to the benefit of the least advan-
taged members of society. Significantly, while this is indeed an egalitarian 
(as distinct from a libertarian or utilitarian) conception of justice, it does not 
imply that in health care equality as such has intrinsic value. Rather, it says 
that in allocating scarce medical resources, priority should be given to the 
worst off so that they will have an equal opportunity for access to a decent 
minimum of health care. In turn, they will have an equal opportunity with 
others for achieving a reasonable level of well-being over the course of their 
lives. More precisely, what matters is not so much how the health status of 
the worse off (sick) compares with that of the better off (healthy), but instead 
how the worst off fare with respect to an absolute baseline of care where 
their basic medical needs can be met.4

Still, there are two senses of “worse off’ which need to be distinguished. 
One pertains to health status at particular times, while the other pertains to 
health status over long periods of time. Some people are worse off in terms 
of acute urgent conditions due to trauma or infection, while others are worse 
off in terms of chronic conditions like asthma, diabetes, and heart disease. 
But if we try to accommodate both types and attempt to meet everyone’s 
medical needs without evaluating degrees of urgency as well as outcomes of 
treatment, then costs are likely to become intolerably high. Hard allocation 
choices must be made. 
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No liberal democratic society can afford to have health care constitute a 
disproportionate amount of GDP compared with other social goods, such as 
education, housing, or environmental protection. For most people, health 
care is more important than these other goods. But this cannot be assumed, 
as many would hold that an educated public is as socially important as a 
healthy one. With respect to health care, there are practical political limits to 
how willing the general public will be to pay higher taxes, or how much of a 
financial burden employers would be willing to take on in providing health 
care for their employees. Furthermore, increased government spending on 
health care, without corresponding cuts to other social goods, would add to 
the national debt. This would be ethically objectionable because of the unfair 
burden it would impose on future generations. Hence the need for control-
ling health care costs through rationing. But what form should rationing 
take?

It is worth emphasizing that rationing is necessary to both ensure univer-
sal access to decent basic care and to control costs. A just health care system, 
one with universal access to a basic minimum, would include such things as 
immunizations, prenatal care, antibiotics, insulin for diabetes, emergent care, 
and continuity of care with an overseeing primary care physician. In the 
United States, it would require significant government expenditures provid-
ing this basic package to the poor. Beyond this, a combination of employer 
and personal contributions would provide the remainder of the needed 
money for care for everyone. Providing all people with a decent basic mini-
mum of care would satisfy the justice requirement.5 This would constitute 
the primary tier of care. 

But because costs must be taken into account, treatments that failed to 
maintain patients at or restore them to a baseline of adequate physical and 
mental functioning for an extended length of time, or which raised their 
functioning well above the baseline, should not be funded either by the gov-
ernment or by private insurers. These would fall into a secondary tier of care. 
Patients would be allowed to have these treatments on the condition that they 
pay the real cost. These would include enhancement treatments, such as 
cosmetic surgery, and assisted reproduction technologies, which do not meet 
people’s basic medical needs. More controversially, individuals (or their 
families) would have to pay for costly interventions that offer little thera-
peutic benefit. These would include dialysis beyond a certain age, many life-
prolonging treatments in the ICU, and bone marrow transplants for advanced 
metastatic breast cancer. 

The point here is that rationing through tiering would be a strategy for 
controlling costs provided that universal access to basic care already had 
been guaranteed. Cost-effectiveness in the evaluation of health outcomes for 
certain procedures would be a necessary complement to universal access 
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within this framework. Despite its imperfections, the main principles and 
prioritization in the Oregon Basic Health Services Act of 1989 capture the 
essential features of my proposal. This Act is consistent with the Rawlsian 
theory of justice in general and the worst-off priority principle in particular. 
Something along the lines of this plan, writ large, would be the most prom- 
ising way to reconcile fairness with efficiency in American health care. 

Health care spending in the United States is the sum total of several dis- 
parate spending sectors—Medicare, Medicaid, managed care, and private 
non-managed care. The Canadian health care system is a social democratic 
health insurance system with publicly funded universal access to coverage 
for a fairly generous set of benefits.6 This was mandated by the federal 
Medical Care Act of 1966. By 197 1, all provinces had universal medical and 
hospital services in insurance plans eligible for federal cost sharing. Today, 
health care in Canada is controlled mainly by the provinces. Currently, Can-
ada ranks fifth among OECD countries in percentage of GDP from health 
care (9.3%) and lags rather far behind the United States (14.0%) in this re- 
gard. This is because certain structures within the Canadian system are better 
able to control costs. First, because there are no private insurers, no costs of 
estimating risk status in order to set differential premiums, and no allocation 
for shareholder profits, Canada’s single-payer system has less administrative 
overhead than the American system. Second, there is a different specialty 
mix, with fewer specialists and more primary care physicians, the converse 
of what exists in the United States. Third, physician fees are lower in Can- 
ada. Fourth, Canada utilizes much less intensive technology for diagnosis 
and treatment, such as MRI and CT scans, largely by limiting the supply of 
such technology. 

The combination of lesser availability of intensive technology, fewer 
specialists (radiation oncologists and anesthetists, in particular), fewer 
nurses, an aging population, and reduced transfers of funding from the fed- 
eral government to the provinces has meant that Canadians have been wait- 
ing longer for medical services. Such queuing has been the Canadian method 
of rationing scarce health resources. Until recently, queuing was largely con-
fined to non-urgent, non-emergent elective procedures such as hip replace-
ment surgery. Now, however, many patients have to wait an unacceptably 
long time for not just elective but also urgent and emergent care. The prob-
lem is especially acute in Quebec and Ontario, where many patients have to 
wait up to 28 weeks for radiation cancer treatment. This has adversely af-
fected not only patients’ quality of life but quantitative health outcomes as 
well. Furthermore, in all provinces emergency medicine has been seriously 
affected by a shortage of nurses. In attempting to resolve some of these 
problems, Quebec and Ontario provincial governments have permitted pa- 
tients to receive more timely access to more widely available MRI diagnostic 
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technology and radiation cancer treatment in such American cities as Buf-
falo, Cleveland, and Burlington, VT, with the Canadian provincial govern-
ments footing the bill. This has resulted in higher costs to Canadian Medi-
care than what would have been the case if these patients had received 
timely treatment in Canada. 

Tiering involving limited privatization would be a more cost-effective
way of resolving the problem of dangerously long waiting periods for neces-
sary treatment. Indeed, this already has been suggested by different voices in 
Quebec and Alberta, and Alberta has initiated a plan (Bill 11) that would 
include a network of private hospitals where patents would pay for private 
services for elective surgical procedures. With appropriate regulation by the 
federal and provincial governments, there could be a limited Canadian-based
private tier with more readily available technology and more specialists per-
forming expedited procedures that people would be able to pay for with their 
own money. The long-term strategy would be to train more specialists within 
Canada, some of whom would practice in the public tier, others in the private 
tier, depending on certain agreements made at the start of their medical edu-
cation. One of these agreements might be higher tuition and fees for those 
intending to practice in the private tier. This would be in violation of the 
Canada Health Act of 1984, which forbade “extra-billing” and “user fees” of 
any sort, in which case significant and politically unpopular changes would 
have to be made within the existing health care system. But without some 
accommodation of private care within the existing public system, Canadian 
Medicare may very well be threatened by financial crisis at some point in the 
near future. 

This suggests that access to some forms of health care would be based on 
ability to pay rather than on need. And because some people are financially 
better off than others, such a system would seem to be unfair to those who 
could not afford to pay for expedited care. Yet, examined from a more long-
term macroallocation perspective, if some people were able to jump the 
queue and thus cut their waiting time in half, then this would not only reduce 
the risk of morbidity or even mortality by not having to wait so long for 
treatment. It also would ameliorate the problem of waiting for people who 
cannot afford to jump the queue because they cannot afford to pay for expe-
dited care. The quality of care for all would improve. 

On the other hand, one could argue that creating a private tier would lead 
to the gradual erosion of the quality of care in the public tier and threaten the 
very idea of a decent basic minimum of health care. Attracted by economic 
incentives, better actual and would-be physicians might gravitate to the pri-
vate tier, especially if the general perception among physicians were that the 
government was underfunding health care and not paying them their fair 
share for their services. It is important to point out, though, that justice and 
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fairness pertain to access to a decent basic minimum of health care, not to 
supplementary or expedited care above this critical level. If the emergence of 
a private tier undermined access to a decent minimum in the public tier, then 
creating a private tier would be ethically objectionable. But it would be ob-
jectionable because of the unfairness to those in the public tier, not because 
of inequalities in more or less timely access to care. What would make tier-
ing unfair is not that it would make those with access to only the queued 
public tier worse off in relative terms compared with the better off who have 
access to the expedited private tier, but that the decent minimum itself would 
erode. Consequently, those in the public tier would be worse off in absolute
terms regarding the basic minimum. Any inequalities between the better and 
worse off would not necessarily imply unfairness to the latter regarding ac-
cess to basic care. And if these inequalities were not unfair, then they would 
not be ethically objectionable. 

Daniel Callahan has argued that “rationing is likely the only way in 
which we can improve care for the poor and manage our health care system 
in a more efficient manner.”7 This is in reference to the American health care 
system, and I have proposed a model of rationing involving a two-tiered
structure to guarantee universal access to a decent basic minimum of care 
while controlling costs. I also have proposed a two-tiered model of rationing 
as a solution to the Canadian problem of patients waiting so long for urgent 
medical procedures that health outcomes are seriously compromised. While 
being attentive to the differences between the two countries’ health care 
systems, in each case the aim of the model is to reconcile fairness with effi-
ciency. As a matter of justice, universal access to a decent basic minimum of 
care is required. Again referring to the American system, in Larry Chur-
chill’s words: “A health care system which neglects the poor and disenfran-
chised impoverishes the social order of which we are constituted. In a real 
and not just hortatory sense, a health care system is no better than the least 
well-served of its members.”8 As a matter of economics, cost-effectiveness
must figure in considering treatments. Since no health care system can be all 
things to all people, since it cannot meet all of their needs and preferences, 
rationing through tiering is necessary if we are to meet people’s needs the 
best we possibly can. 

To be sure, the type of model I have proposed would be met with resis-
tance. In the United States, many libertarians would argue that it would be 
unfair for some to subsidize the health care of others through higher taxes in 
order to ensure universal access to basic care. In Canada, many egalitarians 
would argue that any privatization of health care would be anathema to the 
principles of equal access to and public funding of health care, which largely 
form the core of Canadian identity. But the problems of 44 million uninsured 
Americans and of Canadians having to wait unacceptably long periods for 
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urgent treatment require fundamental changes in their respective systems. 
Adherence to political ideology is not likely to be very helpful. Rationing 
through tiering may be the most viable way to achieve the desired ends of 
universal timely access to and cost-effectiveness in the delivery of health 
care.
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Capitation, the payment of a fixed monthly fee for covered people, is being 
used by insurers to eliminate the financial incentive for over-provision of 
services that is present in fee-for-service plans. Physicians typically respond 
by forming groups to manage the financial risk associated with capitation. 
These groups institute methods of sharing the “cap” dollar among the involved 
primary care practitioners and specialists. To reduce utilization groups com-
monly “subcap” each specialty, giving them fixed payments per month re-
gardless of the mount of care they provide to the covered members. Thus, in-
dividual physicians are rewarded with a payment per unit of work that rises 
towards infinity as work declines towards zero. This inappropriate incentive is 
counterbalanced by the internalized norms we assume all physicians gain as 
part of their professional education and experience. Unfortunately, it appears 
that this financial incentive can overwhelm these internalized norms in a num-
ber of physicians to the point of not only reducing care below levels associated 
with what an individual patient would regard as appropriate, but also below 
levels associated with maximal societal gain. In this paper I present a compen-
sation method that can be adjusted to provide a financial incentive to reduce 
services when they seem to be excessive, while reducing or eliminating the in-
centive to reduce services when utilization is already low. It uses a payoff 
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function to adjust fee-for-service payments based on utilization. The function 
allows maximal incentive (measured as the derivative of the function fee 
[utilization]) to be placed where it is judged most appropriate, with little addi-
tional incentive at already-low utilization levels. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Capitation, the payment of a fixed monthly fee for covered people, is 
being used by insurers to eliminate the financial incentive for over-provision
of services that is present in fee-for-service plans. Physicians typically re-
spond by forming groups to manage the financial risk associated with capi-
tation. These groups then institute methods of sharing the “cap” dollar 
among the involved primary care practitioners and specialists. 

To reduce utilization, groups commonly will “sub-cap” each specialty, 
giving them fixed payments per member per month regardless of the amount 
of care they provide to the covered members. Given a fixed dollar amount, 
individual physicians are rewarded with a payment per unit of work that 
rises towards infinity as work declines towards zero. This inappropriate in-
centive is counterbalanced by the internalized norms we assume all physi-
cians gain as part of their professional education and experience. Unfortu-
nately, it appears that this financial incentive can overwhelm internalized 
norms in a number of physicians, to the point of not only reducing care be-
low levels associated with what an individual patient would regard as appro-
priate, but also below levels associated with maximal societal gain. 

The quest, then, is to develop a compensation method that can be ad-
justed to provide financial incentive to reduce services when services seem 
to be excessive, while reducing or eliminating the incentive to reduce serv-
ices when utilization is already low. This paper presents one such method, 
using a payoff function to adjust fee-for-service payments based upon utili-
zation. The function allows maximal incentive—measured as the derivative 
of the function fee (utilization)—to be placed where it is judged most appro-
priate, with little additional incentive at already-low utilization levels. 

2. HEALTH CARE ECONOMICS 

Understanding capitation and its purpose requires some knowledge of the 
reasons this payment method recently became popular in the USA. 

In the USA, health care costs began rapidly rising in the 1960’s, and have 
continued to increase consuming, today, nearly 1/7th of our gross domestic 
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product. This rise coincided with the initiation of government programs to 
extend health insurance to those formerly unable to receive other than char-
ity care.1 While this was an unforeseen consequence of Medicare and Medi- 
caid, looking at market economics readily explains it. 

In an ideal market, individuals only purchase those products and services 
priced at or below the value that they, as consumers, place upon them. Pro-
ducers respond to this demand and price sensitivity by making as much as 
possible as long as cost is not more than the price they can get. At equilib-
rium, cost is at the minimum possible, and price is equal to the economic 
cost. So price, value, and cost “meet.” This “invisible hand” results in the 
goods and quantity society wants at the price society is willing and able to 
pay.

As every individual endeavors to employ his [effort] so that its produce 
may be of the greatest value, every individual necessarily renders the 

annual [surplus] of the society as great as he can. He neither intends to 
promote the public interest, nor knows how much he is promoting it, 

[but] he is in this led by an invisible hand to promote an end which was 
no part of his intention. —Adam Smith2

Unfortunately, health care has not functioned well in the open market. 
Concern about distributional justice is just one of the factors, and was the 
major impetus behind the establishment of government insurance programs. 
People not covered by Medicare and Medicaid also desired insurance, as 
they were unwilling to face the risk of being unable to pay medical costs in a 
crisis. Unlike other goods, where a missed opportunity to buy can be made 
up later, being unable to buy health care when needed could lead to irre-
versible consequences, giving people little choice in determining the timing 
of their purchases. 

Insurance helped address the problems of distribution and emergency 
needs, but also prevented proper price signaling in the health care market. 
When an insured person uses healthcare services, he or she pays either a 
small percentage (traditionally 20%) or, in many managed care plans, even 
less (such as $5), or nothing. No longer does the price and cost of service 
have to meet. The patient sees a much smaller price, and values the service 
accordingly. At its simplest, we can make the assumption that with a 20% 
co-payment, consumers will be willing to purchase services that cost 5 times 
as much as the value of the service. Producers, such as physicians, can also 
price their services well above the both their value and cost, as consumers 
will be relatively insensitive to price. This market disconnect became one of 
the main drivers of health care inflation: 
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Nowadays people know the price of everything and the value of nothing.
–Oscar Wilde3

Patients are not necessarily upset by this problem. With traditional insur-
ance, physicians’ financial incentives usually are aligned with individual 
patients’ desires. The more a physician does, the more he or she makes. This 
leads to satisfying patients’ basic medical needs as well as their wants. Phy-
sicians also had an incentive to produce beyond that needed for the patient’s 
benefit. While as professionals, they have internalized norms with a counter-
vailing effect, there are certainly physicians who do more than is good for 
their patients. Given the sophistication needed to properly assess the appro-
priateness of care, patients in traditional insurance plans typically see no 
conflicts between physicians’ motivations and their own. 

The payment systems in the USA hid the true cost of health care from 
consumers, but price inflation did present employers and government with 
ever-increasing bills. These parties are the main direct payers of health care, 
and eventually began to resist price increases. As this resistance to premium 
increases buffeted insurers, insurers began looking for ways to manage the 
expenses of health care. 

3. INSURERS’RESPONSE

Insurers instituted managed care so that they, not physicians, would de-
termine which services were appropriate for a patient to receive. Managed 
care before capitation looked to health care providers like traditional insur-
ance with one major change: they no longer could do what they wished. 
Rather, approval was needed for many services. The financial incentive re-
mained to do more (if approved), so the providers and consumers continued 
to have an incentive to engage in low-value high-cost care. The insurer be-
came the enemy, and had conflicts with providers and patients. 

Many insurers have now turned to capitation. Capitation changes the in-
centives for care and alters the traditional physician-patient alignment of in-
terests. In capitation, a group of providers is given a fixed amount per month 
to take care of a group of patients (Appendix A, figure 1). This is termed 
“dollars per member per month”, abbreviated pmpm. The group pays for any 
care given outside the group, and distributes the rest to individual physicians 
in the group, often on a pmpm basis. The less spent on patient care, the more 
profit the group makes. The incentive is to minimize expenses. The physi-
cian group is now financially aligned with the insurer, not the patient. And 
with the distribution to individual physicians on a pmpm basis, the individ-
ual physicians are motivated similarly. 
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The effect of capitation is more dramatic when we look at the payment 
per unit of work. Under fee for service, each additional work unit yields 
more money. With capitation, however, the money is constant for any level 
of work. So the compensation per work unit rises dramatically the greater 
work is decreased (Appendix A, figure 2). 

Capitation is attractive to insurers for several reasons. First, insurers no 
longer have to fight as much with doctors, as doctors and insurers have a 
common financial interest. Second, “risk,” the very basis of insurance, is 
offloaded on physicians. The physician bears the risks of funding expensive 
patients if they should happen to be in the physician’s group. 

4. CAPITATION’S INCENTIVES 

To measure the strength of the incentive to reduce work, you need to look 
at the shape of the curve: $/unit versus units worked. For example, an in-
crease in fee/unit by 50% for a 10% reduction in work is a greater incentive 
than an increase of only 10%. In figure 3 (Appendix A), we see the strong 
effect capitation has. Indeed, as physicians do less, the incentive to decrease 
care further becomes even stronger. 

Though insurers initially claimed that the least expensive care was the 
best care, that view was not widely held. There is a consensus that there 
needs to be some decrease of care, to the point where low-value high-cost
care is eliminated, but capitation is a poor attempt to address that specific 
problem.

The formal reward system should positively reinforce behaviors, not 
constitute an obstacle to be overcome. –Steven Kerr4

Why capitation, if it does not properly address the problem? Kerr lists 
several reasons why reward systems may be developed that encourage be-
haviors other than the stated goals.4 For insurers, at least two were operative. 
First, simplicity: it is very hard, if not impossible, at present to measure the 
value and quality of many medical services. Absent these measures, dis-
bursing a fixed pot of money to the physician group for them to deal with is 
a simple way of disposing, if not dealing with, the measurement problem. 
Second hypocrisy: there is no doubt that the desire to pay less was the ulti-
mate driver behind capitation. Quality of care was in no way safeguarded. 
By claiming that cheap care was quality care, insurers were able to cloak this 
decision in apparently well meaning garb. 
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5. ALTERNATIVES TO CAPITATION 

If not capitation, then what? It is clear that we spend too much money on 
health care and that something must be done. Ideally, quality and high-value
health care would be rewarded. This is certainly a goal everyone would sup-
port, at least in theory. However, the state of today’s knowledge is too poor 
to be able to measure any but the most simplistic measures of quality, such 
as patient waiting time, immunization rates, etc.5 Rewarding quality of care
for more complex patient issues is impossible for now. The complexity and 
uniqueness of patients makes the goal of solely rewarding quality and value 
perhaps impossible to achieve. 

We are left with a half-solution, and we should acknowledge that state of 
imperfection by avoiding strong incentives such as capitation, which can 
seriously harm the delivery of appropriate care. 

Virtue is a mean.. .between two vices, the one involving excess, the 
other deficiency. —Aristotle6

Designing an incentive that urges some reduction without strongly en-
couraging extreme decreases in care best reflects our present imperfect state. 
As Aristotle acknowledges, finding the virtuous mean can be extremely dif-
ficult. We do not now know where that point is. 

Utilizing the knowledge of the effect of the payment/unit slope upon in-
centives, one can design a curve to match this goal. Figure 4 shows the pay-
ment/unit and the slope of the payment/unit of one such “designer curve”. 
Here the incentive (slope) is greatest at levels of service similar to current or 
slightly less than current utilization levels. By replacing the capitation pay-
ment with a better design, the strong incentive to drive utilization to zero is 
eliminated.

Some may argue that physicians are not automata, and will not automati-
cally follow incentives when the incentive would harm patients. Indeed, my 
proposed redesign of incentives is based on a simpler, behaviorist view of 
human behavior. 

As for responsibility and goodness—as commonly defined—no 
one.. .would want or need them. They refer to a man’s behaving well 

despite the absence of positive reinforcement that is obviously sufficient 
to explain it. Where such reinforcement exists, ‘no one needs goodness.’ 

—G.E. Swanson7
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Most ethicists would argue that there is more to human behavior than 
mere responses to reinforcement. But human nature is such that money does 
influence behavior, and not all physicians have such high altruistic impulses 
as to render ineffective the excess influence of unwisely designed incentives. 
Just because an insurer hands a physician group payment in the form of 
capitation does not mean it is either necessary or wise for the group to do the 
same with individual physicians. 
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APPENDIX A

Figure 1. Total payment to physician group for taking care of a group of patients, comparing
fee for service to capitated payment schemes. 1 work unit represents the typical amount of 
work done to care for those patients. $1 represents the amount of money received for capi-

tated care for that group of patients. 

Figure 2. Payment per unit of work. Work units are as defined in figure 1. Capitation payment 
per work unit rises to high levels when work is reduced. 
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Figure 3. Strength of incentive (slope of payment per unit of work). Fee for service is con-
stant payment per unit, so its slope is zero. The incentive of capitation rises to very high val-

ues at low work levels.

Figure 4. Example of a payment plan designed to maximize the incentive at utilization levels 
slightly below current level. The peak slope $/unit is slightly below normal utilization. The
magnitude of the peak is also reduced to reduce the maximum effect of the financial incen-

tive.
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APPENDIX B 

Assume that the usual payment is $1 per unit of work and that the normal 
amount of work for the group of patients is 1 work unit. Slope of payment is 
the derivative of the payment per unit of work (graphed as positive values 
for ease of comparison). 

Total pay- Payment per Slope ofpay-
Payment type ment per unitment unit of work of       work

Fee for service 1 x work units 1 0 

1 -1

work units work units 2Capitation 1 

-3 x work units2

curve” 1 + work units3 1+work units 3 (1+workunits3)2
1

work units“Designer

A general form of the “designer curve” is:

target λ 

target λ + actual λ

where target is the amount of work units at which 50% of the maximum in-
centive is given and actual is the actual amount of work units performed. λ 
(lambda) governs the steepness of the curve (increasing λ increases steep-
ness). Steepening the curve narrows the range of utilization in which there 
are significant changes in payment per work unit and increases the peak 
slope.

The general equation for the slope of the “designer curve” is: 

- λ x targetλ x actual λ−1 

(target λ + actual λ )
2
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SPECIFIC APPLICATION IN UC DAVIS 
MEDICAL GROUP 

For the UC Davis Medical Group a large portion of the capitation money 
is paid on a fee for service basis. The amount paid is based on historical data, 
and the goal is to have a relatively small amount left over at the end of each 
quarter for incentive payments. The surplus at quarter’s end is then distrib-
uted to the departments based on each department’s performance compared 
to its target. Mathematically, the payment for each service is: 

Initial payment : work units x initial payment factor

Incentive payment : work units x incentive factor x

Total payment : initial payment + incentive payment

target 3

target 3 + actual 3

where work units are the Medicare Fee Schedule RVUs (relative value units)
for the service, initial payment factor is the dollars initially paid per RVU, 
and incentive factor is adjusted at the end of each quarter to be sufficient to
distribute the entire surplus. The value of incentive factor is the same for
every department. Most spreadsheet programs can easily determine the in-
centive factor through goal-seeking,and can then readily calculate the in-
centive distribution. 
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With a population of 33 million people, Californians represent approximately 
12 percent of the entire US population. The face of California, as well as all of 
America, has and will continue to become increasingly racially, ethnically, and 
culturally diverse. By the year 2010, California’s white non-Latino population 
will no longer be the majority group. These facts highlight by sheer numbers 
the challenges that California health care systems face as they seek to provide 
excellent health care while competing for a culturally diverse patient base. 
Competing needs must be juggled—e.g., improving access to health care 
services, controlling costs, maintaining community and cultural sensitivity, 
demonstrating acceptable health care outcomes. 

Everyday contradictions illustrate the difficulties in balancing these competing 
priorities. Though the Patient’s Bill of Rights is espoused by every health care 
system, a hidden agenda reflects unspoken attitudes. That Bill of Rights only 
truly applies to those who can negotiate the cultural mores of mainstream 
American culture. For example, interpreting services is often viewed as an ex-
pendable service, yet length of stay, an important quality of care and financial 
marker, will be adversely affected when patients refuse to cooperate with care 
plans because of a culturally based misunderstanding. Similar to preventive 
medicine, directly addressing cross-cultural issues in medicine with an initial 
investment of time and money will improve outcomes. More importantly, the 
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essence of providing health care is to truly listen to the patient, to understand 
and to care. The true mission of a health care system is to approach the com-
munity to meet their needs. To succeed in achieving these objectives, an or-
ganized effort to address cross-cultural issues must be an integral component 
of the strategic plan of any health care system. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A 6-month-old baby girl is brought to the emergency room by her parents 
because she has a fever. Though the mother is bilingual and speaks both 
English and Spanish fluently, the father speaks Spanish only. The medical 
encounter is conducted predominantly in English between the medical stu-
dent and the mother. In the emergency room the baby has no fever and a 
source for the reported fever cannot be identified. Throughout the encounter, 
the medical student makes repeated references to the necklace that the baby 
is wearing, telling the mother that it is dangerous and should be removed. 
The attending emergency room physician performs the final assessment and 
reassures the parents that the baby probably has a mild cold. As the medical 
student and the attending leave the room, the student exclaims, “Why is the 
baby still wearing that necklace? Didn’t I tell you that it was dangerous?’ 

At the conclusion of this visit, both the parents and the health care pro-
viders are left with feelings of dissatisfaction, distrust, or worse. Excluded 
by language, the father feels insulted by the lack of respect accorded him as 
the leader of the family. He is still concerned about the health of his child. 
The mother feels upset by the implication that she is not a good mother. The 
medical student walks away frustrated and confused about how to make pa-
tients “comply.” Perhaps, worst of all, the attending physician continues on 
with business as usual, not realizing that this family has decided to avoid 
coming to this hospital ever again. 

Every one of us possesses a unique cultural background, which, often 
imperceptibly, affects our actions, expectations and assumptions: how we 
think, speak and act. “Culture” incorporates language, thoughts, communi-
cations, actions, customs, beliefs, values and institutions of racial, ethnic, 
religious or social groups.”1 As such, culture plays a central role in the deliv-
ery of health care, ranging from defining the parameters of health and ill-
ness, to determining who should provide treatment and what that treatment 
should be. 

The face of America has and will continue to become increasingly ra-
cially, ethnically, and culturally diverse. Though this diversity fuels eco-
nomic and social growth it also brings a new set of challenges to health care 
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systems. This paper seeks to examine these challenges and to advocate for 
changes to successfully address these issues. First the rationale for integrat-
ing cultural competence into the health care system will be discussed. Next, 
the specific challenges engendered will be introduced. Finally, a review of 
recommendations to incorporate into the health care system strategic plan 
will be presented. 

2. RATIONALE FOR INTEGRATING CULTURAL 
COMPETENCE

To those who already believe in the necessity of cultural competency in 
any arena, a dialogue on cultural awareness is often an exercise in “preach-
ing to the choir.” However, for many, the pervasive effects of cultural differ-
ences on health care delivery are often downplayed or even completely ig-
nored. Thus, a rigorous review of the rationale for integrating cultural com-
petence into the health care system serves to meet the important challenge of 
educating and persuading those who can effect change, whether they be 
policy makers, legislative bodies, health system administrators, or health 
care providers. 

Reviewing the mission statements of local health care systems provides a 
logical starting point. Stated goals explicitly outlining the organization’s 
purpose are characterized by common themes including: 

1.Provision of quality health care
• Enhance the health and well being of people in the communities 

we serve through compassion and excellence
• Create a quality, patient-centered, integrated provider network 
• Satisfy the health care needs of our members 

• Place special emphasis on providing care to vulnerable popula-
tions within our society 

2. Maintenance of financial viability or profitability

• Operate as a unified health system that can compete in a managed 
care environment 

3.Education
• Provide a primary clinical site2, 3, 4 

Immediately questions arise. “Who” is considered “the community?” 
Have the health care needs of an increasingly diverse patient population been 
identified? What constitutes “quality” health care, particularly as this relates 
to culturally defined expectations? What about legitimate economic concerns 
regarding costs, financial stability, capital formation and growth, competi-
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tion for market share, and profitability? Does the health care system’s objec-
tive to educate extend to the community, policy-making organizations and 
legislative bodies? 

First let us examine who lives in the communities we serve. With ap-
proximately 33 million people (approximately 12% of the entire population 
of the United States), California serves as a bellwether for national trends. In 
1996, 53% of the California population was categorized as White, non-
Hispanic, with the remaining 47% comprised of Hispanic (29%), Asian 
(1 0%), African American (7%) and Native American (1 %) populations. By 
2010, the population of California will grow to 4 1 million people. Because 
of higher growth rates in the Hispanic and Asian populations from births, 
immigration and longer life spans, the White, non-Hispanic population will 
decrease to less than 50% of the state’s population. No single racial or ethnic 
group will constitute a majority population.5

Numerically, diversity has become the norm. In 1990, 32 million people, 
or 14% of the US population, reported speaking a language other than Eng-
lish in the home. In fact, it is reported that 328 different languages besides 
English is spoken in the United States.6

What about the quality of the health care provided? Despite differences 
in culturally defined expectations, life expectancy represents one readily un-
derstood measurement. It is distressing to find that despite advances in me-
dial technology, the average life expectancy of African Americans in Cali-
fornia is significantly less than that experienced by the White population.5,6,7

This finding has largely been attributed to the higher death rates from car-
diovascular disease and cancer experienced by the African American com-
munity.8

Examination of difference in death rates for diabetes by race and age 
further illustrates the complexities of providing quality health care to a di-
verse population.9 African American and Hispanic populations suffer from 
disproportionately higher death rates caused by diabetes in comparison to the 
White population. What factors contribute to these findings? Are they related 
to differences in disease burden or natural history, socioeconomic status, 
access to or quality of health care? What role does racial or ethnic back-
ground play? What is the cost of providing health care to these populations? 
What can be done to improve these outcomes, and presumably enhance cost 
effective care? 

The data and the questions they engender highlight the conflict between 
the “Art” and the “Science” of medicine. Most health care providers believe 
or behave in a fashion that places the science of medicine above culture. If 
the provider can diagnose the disease and institute the evidence based medi-
cal treatment, success will follow. However, as the initial scenario demon-
strated, the reality is that health care is a cultural construct. In a manner of 
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speaking, the Patient’s Bill of Rights summarizes the “art” of medicine by 
delineating the patient’s right to considerate and respectful care, to informa-
tion (regarding health, financial, and medical research), to privacy and con-
fidentiality, and to autonomy in consenting to or declining treatment.10 Fail-
ure to recognize and incorporate this perspective in a culturally sensitive 
manner ignores the moral imperative outlined in the mission statements, and 
will lead to failure to improve the health of a progressively increasing pro-
portion of the population. 

From an economic perspective, the importance of maintaining the health 
and thus economic productivity of an increasingly diverse community is ob-
vious. The more focused viewpoint addresses diversity as a business im-
perative. Particularly in a managed care environment, competition for a 
capitated patient base leads to the targeting of growing minority populations 
for enrollment and maximization of retention rates.11 The business sector has 
already acknowledged the increasing buying power of minority populations 
in their marketing plans and advertising strategies. Finally, the data above 
demonstrates that analyzing the differing health needs of a diverse patient 
population may enhance the use of tools such as evidence based medicine, 
benchmarking and critical pathways to achieve more effective cost contain-
ment.

A growing body of legal mandates regarding cultural competency is a fi-
nal and increasingly important issue. At the Federal level, Title VI of the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964 states: “No person in the United States shall, on 
ground of race, color or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be 
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program 
or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.” 12 Most health care sys-
tems fall under this mandate as they care for Medicare/Medicaid partici-
pants. Similarly, the Hill Burton Act of 1946 provided construction funding 
for many hospitals with the provision of a “community service obligation” 
for recipients lasting in perpetuity.13 As noted above, the communities served 
today are characterized by their diversity. 

State laws regarding cultural or linguistic considerations are quite vari-
able, but address issues governing language access, state civil rights, state 
managed care contracts and medical malpractice. From the perspective of 
tort law, state statutes primarily affect language obligations for patients with 
limited English proficiency. Providers may be liable for absence of informed 
consent, breach of professional standard of care through failure to communi-
cate or a presumption of negligence.14 The importance of this issue is recog-
nized by the Mutual Insurance Corporation of America which offers a dis-
count on malpractice insurance to those physicians who participate in cul-
tural competence training.15
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Accreditation agencies such as the Joint Commission on Accreditation of 
Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) and the National Committee on Quality 
Assurance (NCQA) have developed standards primarily regarding provision 
of translation services.16,17 In response to the hodgepodge nature of these 
legal and regulatory mandates, the U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services Office of Minority Health has organized an initiative to develop a 
national consensus on this issue and to draft national standard language.18

Currently undergoing a process of public comment to encourage dialogue 
and final revision, these comprehensive standards seek to provide “empiri-
cally justifiable and practically viable” recommendations. 

Thus, the rationale for integrating cross-cultural competence into the 
health care system plan recognizes the moral imperative to fulfill explicitly 
stated mission goals, the economic perspective to maximize cost effective 
behavior and the mandates of legal and regulatory standards at the national 
and state levels. 

3. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AND CHALLENGES 
TO IMPLEMENTATION OF CULTURAL 
COMPETENCY

The recent development of draft national standards for assuring cultural 
competence in health care synthesizes what has been to date a piecemeal 
collection of information and recommendations. The standards serve as a 
blueprint of recommendations to be implemented by health care systems. 

The first standard asserts the need for health care organizations to pro-
mote and support the beliefs and attitudes that cultural and linguistic com-
petence are fundamental and integral to providing health care services. To 
accomplish this, the health care system must recognize the diversity of the 
community it serves and endorse this belief with an explicit and comprehen-
sive organizational commitment. Specifically incorporating a commitment to 
cultural competency or sensitivity into the institution’s mission statement 
and designating a task force or work group to develop written policies force 
the issue into the open and provide the door to change. Other recommenda-
tions for change include, but are not limited to: 

1. Expanding health insurance coverage
2. Improving access to primary care and preventive services 
3. Implementing community needs assessment 
4.Collecting and utilizing accurate outcome data by cultural group 
5. Providing culturally and linguistically appropriate services 
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6.Initiating outreach to local and cultural communities 
7. Evaluating progress, cost and benefits 
8.Recruiting, educating and training a diverse group of administrative, 

clinical and support staff 

The dilemma in implementing these recommendations is obvious. How 
much will it cost? Who pays? Which interventions are the most effective? 
How do you peform self-assessment and ensure performance improvement? 
What analytical tools exist to produce data sufficient to analyze the compet-
ing interests of financial incentives versus the needs and expectations of in-
dividual patients or populations? 

Language barriers have received the most attention and analysis as obvi-
ous obstacles to providing culturally competent care. Providing those with 
limited English proficiency access to bilingual staff or interpretation services 
obviously decreases the chance for “miscommunication, misdiagnosis, inap-
propriate treatment, reduced patient comprehension and compliance, clinical 
inefficiency, decreased patient and provider satisfaction, malpractice, injury, 
and death."18 At the single provider level, providing comprehensive lan-
guage assistance may not be a feasible option. However, at an institutional 
level, lack of implementation may be due to ignorance of legal obligations, 
inadequate know how or cost considerations. One framework for integrating 
a language assistance program includes: 

1. Linking information regarding the language needs and prefer-
ences of patients to available resources to insure access and con-
tinuity of care 

2. Checking for uniform quality, which requires training for both 
interpreters and provider, establishes standards 

3. Tracking costs and utilization assists in measuring and improving 
services.19

What are the costs for providing language assistance and who pays for 
language services? Few formal studies have been performed to determine 
costs. Informal analysis of interpreter services performed at six selected 
health care facilities demonstrated a wide variance in total budgets. Vari-
ability in patient population served, methods of providing language assis-
tance, training programs and so on all contribute to this variability. On the 
other side of the coin, interpreter services can be recognized as a billable 
service for Medicaid reimbursement.20 Some managed care companies have 
taken advantage of their organizational strengths to deliberately plan and 
implement cost effective delivery of language services, enabling them to 
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acquire further market share through targeted enrollments or enhance their 
attractiveness to employers and other purchasers of health care services. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Health care systems will find that cultural diversity in the communities 
they serve is the rule and not the exception. Compelling reasons—moral, 
economic and legal—exist to explicitly incorporate cultural and linguistic 
competency as essential elements of the health care system strategic plan. 
The recent emergence of draft national standards for cultural and linguistic 
competency provides a timely blueprint for implementing institutional 
change. The usual challenge of juggling competing demands for time, 
money and commitment are recognized. However, it is simplistic to assume 
that the disturbing discrepancies in health care outcomes among different 
racial groups can be completely ascribed to financial constraints. Further 
data is required to assess costs versus benefits, and to measure efficacy and 
outcomes. Development of a research agenda to assist in decision-making
analysis must become a priority. 
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How well do managed care organizations meet the health care needs of chil-
dren? What guides administrators and physicians as they participate in helping 
to make medical decisions involving children? Perhaps, more importantly, 
what should guide them? Are managed care organizations better at meeting the 
medical needs of some children and not others? If so, who and why? I intend 
to explore how medical decisions can be made that are in the “best interests” 
of both the insured child and the MCO. This entails a discussion of communi-
tarian justice—regarding allocation of resources and rationing decisions—as 
well as attention to the acute health care needs of children as unique individu-
als with unique problems. What is the ethically appropriate response from 
MCOs to these patients? Is a utilitarian framework too harsh? Is a deontologi-
cal model too expensive? My goal is to stimulate the development of some 
fundamental guidelines to assist MCO administrators, physicians and others
when addressing the medical needs of all children. 

Abstract:

Managed care organizations (MCOs) were created in an attempt to pro-
vide quality medical care to the American public while saving health care 
dollars in an era of rapidly-escalating costs. Despite several well-publicized

Changing Health Care Systems from Ethical, Economic, and Cross Cultural Perspectives, 
edited by Loewy and Loewy. Kluwer Academic/Plenum Publishers, New York, 2001.
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failures to achieve this goal, many feel that this goal has been largely at-
tained. What is less clear, however, is whether the needs of children have 
been overlooked in the process. 

Childhood health needs and services differ significantly from those of 
adults. Children need preventive services; acute services for illnesses and 
injuries; management of developmental, school, psychosocial and emotional 
problems; and the occasional use of emergency and inpatient care1 Adults,
on the other hand, require a system which emphasizes acute episodic care 
and chronic disease management.2

The child’s status also poses a potential problem in accessing health 
services. Children are uniquely dependent for all of their needs, including 
health care, on adults due to their cognitive and emotional vulnerability.2

Childhood is also a crucial time as the patterns of health care established 
during this time may determine lifelong habits which impact health status 
later in life2. These factors make the provision of health services during 
childhood essential. 

In theory, MCOs are well positioned to meet the needs of children. 
MCOs offer preventive services designed to cure or prevent illnesses or con-
ditions early in their development and thereby reduce or eliminate the need 
for future, more complex and costly treatments. MCOs tend to have more 
data on their covered patients than traditional fee-for-service providers and 
emphasize primary care, prevention and service coordination.1 On the other 
hand, MCOs tend to limit access to specialty services and prefer to provide 
referrals to specialty services only when a demonstrable benefit is antici-
pated.3 The American Academy of Pediatrics’ (AAP) Committee on Child 
Health Financing was sufficiently concerned about the potential negative 
ramifications of MCOs on child health to create guiding principles for 
MCOs providing services to children.4 The committee lists five such princi-
ples of concern. 

The first of these principles requires that children should have access to 
appropriate primary care providers This principle encompasses having a 
primary care pediatrician available at all times, educating the family about 
MCO rules and operation and the need for the primary care pediatrician to 
act as gatekeeper.4 The second principle involves access to pediatric spe-
cialty services. This principle includes elimination of barriers to access and 
ensuring that an appropriate mix of specialists exists in each geographic area 
of the country. Also significant is the need to establish referral criteria.4 The
third principle involves treatment authorization and urges parents to be 
aware of the MCO’s participating providers and ensuring that a process for 
timely responses to both treatment authorization requests and an appeals 
process exists. The fourth principle focuses on the development and utiliza-
tion of quality assurance mechanisms within the MCO. The final principle 
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considers the roles of financing and reimbursement and suggests that capita-
tion rates be developed to cover all of the suggested AAP preventive serv-
ices through age 21.4

These guidelines remain merely guidelines. Their implementation would 
significantly reduce a number of problems currently facing MCOs providing 
services to children. However, one issue facing pediatricians is that MCOs 
were created to meet the needs of the majority of patients seeking care, in-
cluding children. While a utilitarian approach is laudable and does serve to 
benefit the majority, those in special circumstances may find themselves 
facing insurmountable financial and regulatory obstacles. 

Chronically ill children are one group whose needs often remain unmet. 
Their needs include coordination of care, continual assessment of both child 
and family development and having a provider who serves as an advocate 
for the child and family.5 One survey found that MCOs have policies that 
often prevent chronically ill children from receiving necessary services.3

Some MCOs provide specialty services only when significant improvement 
is likely within a short period, place limits on the amount and duration of 
services frequently needed by chronically-ill children and limit both choice 
and access to specialty providers. Further, the survey authors found that “to a 
large extent, the availability and quality of services available to a child with 
special needs is likely to depend on the parents’ ability to maneuver within 
the system.”3 This imposes a great burden on parents and guardians who 
must be willing and skilled enough to challenge administrators; physicians 
and bureaucracy. 

Similarly, children with disabilities face a number of obstacles. While 
this group consumes a disproportionate amount of services, they continue to 
have unmet needs. Michigan’s attempt to enroll disabled children in its 
Medicaid managed care program identified problems such as inadequate 
reimbursement, lack of knowledge of existing resources, poor communica-
tion between providers, lack of interested gatekeepers and time constraints.6

MCOs are structured to address the needs of children with acute illnesses. 
While most children are likely to benefit from care provided by MCO pro-
viders, children facing chronic illness and disabilities face a system that is 
likely to fail them. How should we respond to this group? Is a utilitarian 
framework too harsh for children with special needs? Is a deontological 
model too expensive? 

This is one of several competing interests that pit MCO patients against 
other MCO patients. A second set of competing interests involves disincen-
tives for providers, generally primary care pediatricians, to refer patients for 
tertiary services. The relationship between a physician and patient is fiduci-
ary in nature. That is, due to the inequity in the relationship, doctors are held 
to a high standard in their relationships with patients. An MCO arrangement 
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that creates incentives for physicians not to refer patients threatens physi-
cians’ fiduciary obligations to patients. 

Rodwin has noted that physicians can play three different roles in this 
context. They can act as “ideal fiduciaries” by promoting their patients’ in-
terests without regard to competing obligations, they can act as “neutral re-
source allocators” and they can act in their own best financial interests or in 
the interest of a third party such as the MCO.7 A survey designed to test 
which of these three standards was most common studies the relationship 
between financial incentives and hospitalization rates and outpatient visit 
rates.8 A study of 302 HMOs found that the use of capitation or salaries as 
payment mechanisms was associated with lower rates of hospitalization and 
fewer outpatient visits than in traditional fee-for-service arrangements.9 As
Bergman and Homer note: 

(A)lthough this study suggests that financial arrangements do affect phy-
sician decision making, there is a paucity of evidence to show that the 
decreased utilization occurring in HMOs results in worse patient care 
outcomes for children.8

Whether the physician stands to benefit from lower expenditures in an MCO 
setting or experiences pressure to save dollars in a hospital-based DRG envi-
ronment, physicians are likely to feel significant pressure to keep costs 

Interestingly, however, it has been suggested that just the opposite is oc-
curring. A February 1999 New York Times article provides preliminary evi-
dence that “fears of consumer backlash, legislative intervention or large jury 
awards” may be encouraging MCOs to provide nearly all requested services 
and treatments, whether medically appropriate or not.11 Appeals from pa-
tients after denial of treatment have been very low and may jeopardize an-
ticipated cost savings. 11 The evidence remains limited, however. An impor-
tant question, therefore, is how to create a system that allows a physician to 
operate within an MCO framework and still meet the needs of patients. Per-
haps more important, how can physicians develop the administrative and 
ethical skills to accomplish this task? 

One set of competing interests—those of well children and children with 
special needs—involves the need to allocate fairly within an MCO and at the 
societal level. The second set of competing interests, those of children and 
their physicians who fail to act in their best interests, involves the need re-
solve the tension between the MCO’s financial mechanisms and the physi-
cians’ fiduciary obligations. This issue also involves resource allocation of a 
more limited nature; that is, should health care dollars be devoted to patient 
care or should all or a percentage of those dollars reward physicians who 
limit care (whether appropriately or inappropriately)? 

low.10
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Daniels and Sabin have proffered four MCO rationing guidelines: 

1. Decisions regarding coverage for new technologies (and other limit-
setting decisions) and their rationales must be publicly accessible 

2. Rationales for coverage decisions should aim to provide a reasonable 
construal of how the organization should provide “value for money” 
in meeting the varied health needs of a defined population under rea-
sonable resource constraints (specifically, a construal will be “rea-
sonable” if it appeals to reasons and principles that are accepted as 
relevant by people who are disposed to finding terms of cooperation 
that are mutually justifiable) 

3. There is a mechanism for challenge and dispute resolution regarding 
limit-setting decisions, including the opportunity for revising deci-
sions in light of further evidence or arguments 

4. There is either voluntary or public regulation of the process to ensure 
that conditions 1 through 3 are met12

The authors note that the focus of these four principles is to move the de-
bate from the confines of the MCO into a public policy debate. Ensuring a 
societal discussion will help us decide “how to use limited resources to pro-
tect fairly the health of a population with varied needs, a problem made pro-
gressively more difficult by the successes of medical science and technol-

Exploring these issues as a society is an important first step in this de-
bate. Rationing decisions are currently made within the MCO and the fact 
that these decisions are not made in public and that the MCO may be unable 
to satisfactorily articulate a justification for the decision to deny treatment 
concerns many health care workers and patients. Creating an environment 
where MCOs can publicly establish the legitimacy of their decisions based 
on previously established principles would go a long way to resolve these 
debates. In fact, MCOs do weigh competing values and make decisions each 
day.12 By opening up the debate to include comments from the public, we 
can explore the appropriateness of those decisions. We can also begin a de-
bate about the scale used by the MCO. Are the values used important ones? 
Should we amend the scale at all to give more or less weight to certain Val-
ues? If so, which ones? 

One writer has noted that the delicate balance between individuals and 
populations is similar to the issues facing physicians distributing the polio 
vaccine, where small risks are deemed socially acceptable if the larger com-
munity benefits. He notes that “(t)he issue is not that we have to weigh both 
the individual and the general good, but that we do it with the right reasons 
in mind: for the promotion of overall health and not for individual profit.”13

ogy.”12
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Given the tension inherent in allocation decisions, the following guidelines 
should be considered. 

A. Establish higher capitation rates for disabled and chronically ill chil-
dren.

The relatively small number of children with disabilities or who are 
chronically ill consume about 90 percent of the health care dollars spent on 
pediatric services.14 MCOs have no incentive to enroll or provide medically 
necessary services for this population. In fact, “until the plans have a large 
number of children with special needs, and the capitation rates they receive 
reflect these children’s additional unique needs, HMOs will have an incen-
tive no to enroll them, or to undertreat children with special needs that they 
are forced to enroll.”6 Changing the capitation rates for this small group of 
children would have a relatively insignificant impact on U.S. health care 
costs and yet may create incentives for MCOs to encourage provision of 
medically necessary services to disabled and chronically ill children. 

B. Restructure MCO financial incentives so pediatricians are encouraged 
to provide all medically necessary referrals and services. 

Instead of financial incentives designed to limit referrals to specialists 
and other expensive services, physician financial incentives could be 
changed to promote referrals when medically appropriate, including out-of-
plan referrals. This will, in turn, create an obligation to ascertain the needs of 
patients. Provides will be held accountable for the quality of the care they 
deliver and the resources they utilize. Using this approach offers the ethical 
advantage of “link(ing). . . [the financial incentive] to the correctness of clini-
cal decisions, not general volume targets.7

C. Continue to focus on preventive services for the general population of 
well children. 

MCOs should continue their efforts in what remains their greatest suc-
cess, i.e., providing services to the majority of the pediatric population in 
need of routine well child care with occasional acute needs. Recent studies 
have found higher pediatric immunization levels, more screening tests, more 
frequent and complete checkup visits and more visits for allergy care and 
other treatments for children enrolled in MCOs compared to traditional fee-
for-service coverage (Balaban et al., 1994; Godrey & Christiansen, 1995; 
Mustin et al.. 1994’ Szilagyi et al., 1992; Valdez et al., 1989, cited in 
Leatherman & McCarthy, 1997). 15
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D. Move the debate about allocation and rationing decisions from the 
MCO to the public. 

The Daniels and Sabin guidelines discussed earlier provide a good start-
ing point. Comments from parents, patients, administrators and providers 
help establish a legitimacy to MCO decisions that is currently missing. 
When we let all players make their values and concerns public, we have the 
beginning of an important public policy debate. 

While the ethical principle of distributive justice does not tell us how to 
resolve these competing values, it will provide some guidance. 12 With the 
likely result of MCOs assigning different weights to values, the likelihood of 
different decisions occurring in different MCOs is inevitable. Does this raise 
the issue of relativism in decision-making or is this an acceptable outcome in 
a pluralistic environment? According to Daniels and Sabin: 

If we as a society can tolerate the inevitable differences in decisions and 
policies that the different configurations of values will create, we will 
have an opportunity to learn from the dialectic between principle and 
practice. We will see more clearly through a legacy of specific decisions 
and the outcomes just what the moral and nonmoral benefits and costs of 
different approaches are.12

In other words, MCOs can learn from decisions made by their counterparts 
and consider whether the weights assigned to specific values should be 
changed.

In conclusion, the growth of MCOs need not endanger the health status 
of children with special needs. Both this at-risk population and the larger 
population of healthy children stand to benefit when their provider works for 
an MCO. These guidelines were created to serve the needs of children and 
still ensure that the MCO remains financially viable. In an era of cost con-
straints and shrinking health care budgets, we must focus on the best inter-
ests of our future: the American children. 
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